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H. WHITAKER G3SJ
10 YORKSHIRE STREET, BURNLEY Phone 4924

Manufacturers of precision quartz crystals, in a wide variety of bases covering all Amateur, shipping
and light craft, and commercial frequencies. All are made to extremely fine tolerances, and have
an activity pass figure as good or better than Government standard for the frequency. In addition
we can undertake calibration of your own crystals and supply certificate at nominal cost. Regrind
service : Your own crystals can be reground to new frequencies at an average cost of 7/6, depending
on tolerance, or can be taken in part exchange on new crystals. In addition your old crystals can
be plated to lower the frequency 10 to 20 kc. depending on frequency. Early delivery can be given of
all types, regrind service 7 days approx. Commercial users and others : We are prepared to quote
for all types of cuts to your own specified temperature range. Overtone crystals a speciality.

This month's bargains
VALVES : 6V6, 80, 6AL5, IRS, 6SG7, 6SR7, 6X5,
6K7, 6Y6, 12C8, 3S4, 3V4, IT4, 7Q7, all at 5/6 each,
or 60/- per dozen, can be assorted.

CONNOISSEUR PICK UPS : Still available at
26/10, post free.

STATION LOG BOOKS : 300 pages on quality
cream laid paper, stout heavy cover, sample leaves
on request. post free I8/-.
VALVEHOLDERS : 807 ceramic to clear 9/-
per dozen. 1625 type (7 -pin American) ceramic
10/- per doz. All brand new boxed.

G2AK THIS MONTH'S BARGAINS G2AK
Summer Time

is Aerial Time
COPPER WIRE. 14G. H/D. 140 feet 15/-,
70ft. 7/6. Post and Packing 2/-. Other lengths
pro -rata.

TWIN FEEDER. Special offer, 300 ohm
flat twin, 150 watt rating. (Minimum 20 yards),
6d. yard, post free. Similar K25. K35B
tubular 300 ohm 1/6 yard.
V.H.F. FANS THE BUY OF THE YEAR.
Air spaced 150 ohm. Coaxial Cable, 20 yard
coils, El each (Normal price 3/11 per ft.).
VERY LIMITED QUANTITY.
STANDARD +" 70 ohm coax 9d. yard or in
25 yards or over 6d. yard. P. and P. 1/6.
GLASS INSULATORS 3" long I/6,
8" long 3/-.
METERS. 0-9A Hot Wire, 2" Flush 0-4A
Thermo, 20/0/20 amps, 5/-. 0-350 mA
Thermo, 0-2A Thermo, 7/6, 0-100, mA and
0-10 mA 21" Flush, 12/6 each. 0-5 mA
square 2", Flush, 10/-, 0-I mA, 2" square,
20/-. 2" square 0-10A D.C., 7/6. 0-50 mA
7/6 each.
RACK MOUNTING PANELS. Black
'crackle finish, 19" x 5t", 7", 13,1" or lOr
at 5/9, 6/6, 7/6, 9/- respectively. Postage
and packing 1/6.

GERMANIUM DIODES, 2/-, or 6 for 9/-.

STREAMLINED BUG KEYS by famous
manufacturer. Listed over £4. OUR PRICE
45 /- only.

HEADPHONES. Low resistance type
CLR No. 3 9/6, DLR No. 2 13/6, high resistance
CHR Mark 2 17/6 and the most sensitive of
all DHR No. 5B 18/6 per pair. P. and P. I/ -
per pair.

HIGH NOTE BUZZERS for practice,
5/-. Straight Keys, brand new, all metal,
crackle finish, 5/-. Small round Buzzers,
2/-.
SHADED POLE MOTORS. For Tape
Recorders or Gram. Units, with voltage
tapping plate 200/250 volts. 3 -hole fixing.
Our price 12/6 each or 21 /- pair. Post and
packing on either, 1/6.

AR88 SPARES. Cabinets complete with
side channels and base, E4/15/-, p. and p.
7/6. Complete valve kit (14), L5/10/-. RCA
matching speaker, L3/5/-. Panel escutchions,
22/6. "D"I.F.S. 12/6. Spare coils for some
ranges only, 7/6 each. Output transformers
to Government specification, 37/6.

VIBRATOR POWER UNITS. 6v. input,
220v. 60mA output. Fully smoothed and
filtered, 30/-, post free. 12v. input in black
crackle case, fully smoothed 300v. 100 mA
output 39/6.

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK

R.F. CHOKES. Pie wound. 1.25 mH., 100
mA., receiver type, 9d. each, or 7/6 per dozen ;
250 mA., transmitter type, I /- each, 10/ -
per dozen.

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER. I.4v. Midgets
B7G base. 1S4, 1S5, 1T4, IRS, 3V4, 3S4 all at
7/6 each or four for 27/6.

SPECIAL VALVE
OFFER. 8012, 12/6
each. 6L6G, 10/6,
813, 70/-, 829, 80 /-
866a, 17/6 each or
30/- a pair. 807 10 /-
each or 17/6 a pair.
913A, 45 /-.

THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL

MULTI METER,
BASIC UNIT. 400
micro amp F.S.D.
Scaled, 8 ranges AC/
DC volts, HI and LO
ohms, complete with
rectifier. Made by
Triplett U.S.A. Size
5+ x

ONLY 32/6
post free.

Please Print Your Name and Address.

102 Holloway Head, Birmingham
ALL CALLERS TO :- 110 Dale End, Birmingham.

MAIL ORDERS TO :-
MIDLAND 3254

CENTRAL 1635
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The PERFECT TEST TEAM
The illustration depicts a set of modern
" AVO " testgear being used to measure
the " Q " of the secondary winding of
the second I.F. transformer on a chassis
of unknown characteristics - just one of
many tests which can be performed by
this combination of instruments.
A signal of predetermined frequency
from the " AVO " Wide Range Signal
Generator is being fed into- the Electronic
Test Unit, where it is amplified and fed

ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
A 56 -range instrument combining
the sensitivity of a delicate gal-
vanometer with the robustness and
ease of handlingof an ordinary mul-
ti -range meter. Consists basically
of a highly stable D.C. Valve Milli -
voltmeter, free from mains vari-
ations and presenting negligible
load on circuit under test.
Switched to measure :-
D.C. Volts : 5mV to 10,000V.
D.C. Current :.5µA to 1 Amp.
A.C. Volts: .1V to 2,500V R.M.S.

up to 2 Mc/s.
.1V to 250V R.M.S.
up to 200 Mc/s.

A.C. Power Output : 5mW to
5 Watts.

Decibels :-10db to -I- 20db.
Capacitance :.0001µF to 50µF.
Resistance : .2ohm to 10 Megohms

£40

to the secondary winding of the trans-
former. The Electronic Testmeter is con-
nected across the tuned circuit under test
and, from the readings obtained and the
controls of the Electronic Test Unit, the
" Q " of the circuit can be determined.
The three instruments, shown as a team,
cover a very wide field in measurement
and form between them a complete set of
laboratory testgear, ruggedly constructed
to withstand hard usage.

ELECTRONIC TEST UNIT
For measuring small values of A.C.
voltage, inductance, capacity and
" Q " at radio frequencies.
Although designed primarily for
use with " AVO " instruments, it
can be used with any suitable
Signal Generator/Valve Voltmeter
combination.
As a Wide Range Amplifier, it is
capable of an amplification factor
of 40± 2-3db between 30c/s and
20Mc/s.
As a Capacity Meter, it covers
measurements at radio frequency
from .5pF. to 900pF. in two
distinctly calibrated ranges.
As an Inductance Meter, it gives
direct measurements from .SAH.
to 50mH. in six ranges.
As a "Q" Meter, it indicates R.F.
coil and condenser losses at
frequencies up to 20 Mc/s.

£27

WIDE RANGE
SIGNAL GENERATOR

An instrument of wide range and
accuracy for use with modem radio
and television circuits. Turret coil
switching provides six frequency
ranges covering 50Kc/s to 80Mc/s.

Range 1. 50 Kc/s.-150 Kels.
2. 150 Kc/s.-500 Kc/s.
3. 500 Kc/s.-1.5 Mc/s.
4. 1.5 Mc/s.-5.5 Mc/s.
5. 5.5 Mc/s.-20 Mc/s.
6. 20 Mc/s.-80 Mc/s.

Accuracy to within 1 % of scale
marking. Gives sensibly constant
signal of good wave -form, modu-
lated or unmodulated, over entire
range. Minimum signal less than
1µV at 20 Mc/s. and less than 314V
between 20 and 80 Me/s. Gives
calibrated output from 1µV to
50mV.

Fully descriptive leaflets available from the Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:-
£30

e&p/Ze VICtoria 3404-9
THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRit.A QUIPMENT CO. LTD.
WINDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET LONDON S.W.I ,..4

TT.I
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LEARN THE

PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of radio
parts with which we teach you,
in your own home, the work-
ing of fundamental electronic
circuits and bring you easily to
the point when you can con-
struct and service radio sets.
Whether you are a student for art ex-
amination; starting a new hobby; intent
upon a career in industry; or running
your own business-these Practical
Courses are intended for YOU-and
may be yours at very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM Et A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive
upon enrolment, you are instructed
how to build Electronic Circuits (Ampli-
fiers, Oscillators, Power Units, etc.)
leading to complete Radio and Television
Receiver Testing and Servicing.

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

4-40104-

RADIOElementaryand Advanced

TELEVISION
Other Comes with equipment
include 
MECHANICS, ELECTRICITY,
CHEMISTRY, PHOTO-
GRAPHY, CARPENTRY. Also
Draughtsmanship, Commercial
Art, Amateur S.W. Radio,
Languages, etc.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send me your FREE book on Practical
Courses:
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I4X, 43 Grove
Park Rd., Chiswick, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS_
4/6

1C23

E.M.I.
INSTITUTES

The only Postal
College which is
part of a world-
wide industrial

organisation.

June, 1954

SERIES 100
MULTI -
RANGE

TEST SET

RETAIL PRICE

III -II -0
COMPLETE

An inexpensive Test Set
with 21 basic ranges

The Pullin Series 100 Multi -Range Test Set is an
inexpensive piece of equipment invaluable to radio
and electronic engineers. It is a compact, portable
instrument with a total of 21 basic self contained
ranges which provide adequate facilities for the,
measurement of A.C. voltage, D.C. voltage and current,
and resistance. All voltage measurements are at
10,000 Ohms per volt.

PULLIN
PORTABLE TESTING SETS

INDUSTRIAL SWITCHBOARD
INSTRUMENTS

LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS
DYNAMOMETER TEST SETS

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
Electrin Works, Winchester Street, Acton, London, W,3.

Phone: ACOrn 4651-4995.

WANTED -AT ONCE ! !
EQUIPMENT AS LISTED BELOW

SEND US DETAILS NOW

BRITISH TEST GEAR
Marconi, Muirhead, Salford, Sullivan, R.G.D.,
Furzehill, etc.
Bridges, Audio Oscillators, Wattmeters, Signal
Generators type, TF144G, TF390F, TF390G, 30,
31, 53, 54, 56, 57, 101, etc.

EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED
Signal Generators type 101, 54 and 53.
Sweep Generator type 709B by R.C.A.
Receiver type R89/ARN.5.
Receivers type AR.88D.
Test Set type TS.67/ARN.5.
Klystrons and valves type 723 A/B, CV.52,
and 813.

U.S.A. TEST GEAR
General Radio, Measurements Corporation,
Boonton, Dumont, R.C.A., Ferris, etc.
Test Sets type TS3, TS12, TS13, TS33, TS35, TS56,
TS69, TS148, TS174, TS175, TSX-4SE, BC221,
605B, etc.

WE CAN PAY MORE FOR
YOUR EQUIPMENT

WE ARE NOT AGENTS
Send for list of our special requirements.

RL.I8 * WE ALSO REQUIRE MANUALS FOR AMERICAN
TEST EQUIPMENT. TELL US WHAT YOU
HAVE.

ELM ELECTRIC CO.
175, UXBRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, W.7.

Telephone : EALing 0779 & 9857
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MODEL '840
AC/DC COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

The New Model "840", illustrated above, possesses full Com
munication facilities and operates from either A.C. or D.C. mama
100/110 and 220/250 volts.

 Seven valve superheterodyne with R.F.
stage.

 Frequency coverage 30 Mc/s. to 480 ke/s.

 Gear driven tuning with 140/1 reduction.
 Mechanical bandspread. Accurate re-

setting.
 B.F.O. and noise limiter.
 Internal loud -speaker. Headphones jack.
 Robust diecast construction. Rustproofed

steel case.

 Suitable for tropical service.
 Weight 30 lbs. Size 161" x 10f" x 84" high.

List Price (in U.K.) E45
Exempt from Purchase Tax

PLEASE WRITE FOR FULL SPECIFICATION TO THE MANUFACTURERS:

STRATTON & CO. LTD., EDDYSTONE WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, 31

BROOKES

mean DEPENDABLE
frequency control

 Illustrated above are
Left :
Type G2 Crystal Unit
Frequency 50 kc/s.
Right :
Type G1 Crystal Unit
Frequency 100 kc/s.

ALL Brookes Crystals are made to
exacting standards and close toler-
ances. They are available with a
variety of bases and in a wide range
of frequencies. There is a Brookes
Crystal to suit your purpose-let us
have your enquiry now.

Brookes Crystals Ltd
Suppliers to Ministry of Supply, Home Office, BBC, etc.

EARLSWOOD ST., GREENWICH, S.E.IO
Telephone : GREenwich 1828.

Grams: Xtals Green London. Cables: Xtals London

ABOVE ALL OTHERS

POTTED AND
COMPOUND FILLED

TRANSFORMERS
AND CHORES

made by Woden are the
answer when the call is
for transformers to
operate under exacting
industrial conditions,
coupled with adverse

climatic conditions.

Every transformer leaving our factory is subjected to a rigid
inspection, and is fully impregnated with moisture proof filling
compound by the latest vacuum and pressure process. The fact
that WODEN " are the choice of many leading radio and
television manufacturers is proof enough of the quality of our
products.

Please send for latest Catalogue.

TRANSFORM ER Co LTD

MOXLEY ROAD, BILSTON, STAFFS.
TELEPHONE: nagroN 41959
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TYPICAL OPERATION

C/S101
VALVES

forTmen!
Z77High slope RI pentode

Miniature all glass type
Well known as an R.F. amplifier in radio and television
receivers, the Osram Z77 can be used with success as a power
amplifier or frequency multiplier in the early stages of radio
transmitters. The heater is rated at 6.3V, O.3A and the valve
combines the high slope of 7.5mA/V with low inter -electrode
capacitances. In the curves shown below the driving power
figures apply to all three conditions.

20

V.

Vg2

Vg1

-Amplifier
four
I20Mc/s

300

250

-20

Doubler.
Pout
120Mcis

300

200

-20

Trebler
15

lout
120Mcis

300 V
3

200 V
it

-20 V 310
11.3 10 10 mA 0.

1.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 mA

Igl 1.0 1.0 1.0 mA

Pout 1.7 1.2 0.6 W 05

Write for data on the Z77 to the
Osram Valve & Electronics
Dept:

AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT

DOUBLER POWER OUTPUT

TREBLER POWER
OUTPUT

DRIVING POWER

50 100 150

OUTPUT FREQUENCY (Mc/S)
200

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2
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The LIGHTEST and smallest re -chargeable accumulator

Full details of this amazing accumulator will be sent FREE. Ask for Brochure SW/A.

VENNER ACCUMULATORS
LTD KINGSTON BY-PASS  NEW MALDEN  SURREY

Tel. MALden 2442

Associated Companies : VENNER LIMITED VENNER ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Solons save time,
reduce costs. Solon
soldering is always clean, re-
liable and simple. Five models, in
voltage range 100-250 ; each with
6 feet Henley flexible. 65 watt ; oval
tapered or round pencil bits. 125

watt ; oval tapered or round pencil
bits. 240 watt ; oval tapered bit.

WRITE FOR FOLDER Y.I0

W.T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS
COMPANY LIMITED

51-53 HATTO N GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.1



FOR THE EXPERIMENTER AND THE RADIO ENGINEER
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SHORT WAVE
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EDITORIAL
The level of unauthorised commercial operation on our communi-
cationJustice bands today fully justifies the warning-often given in this

space over the past five or six years-that as amateurs we might eventually find
ourselves forced off frequency areas which are legitimately ours.

Our own administration is apparently unable to protect us from encroaching
foreigners ; the Services, who actually depend upon amateurs as an emergency
reserve, appear no longer to heed our interests ; and the propaganda broadcasting
organisation, under Foreign Office control, is allowed to plant high -power stations
where it will.

This state of affairs makes utter nonsense of all the carefully negotiated agreements
bound up in the New Licence. On the face of the situation as it actually is
(and not what it is made out on paper to be) why should an amateur transmitter
bother to keep within the bands at all ? He is being squeezed on his own bands
by unauthorised commercials. Why should he observe any input limitation ?
He has to compete with high-powered broadcasters. Supposing his licence is
revoked on these two counts, does it rob him of his technical knowledge and
operating skill, or prevent him coming up with a self -allotted callsign? Of course
not! And if this is so, why should anybody pay a fee to take out a licence?
In brief, why should it always be the radio amateur (who made it all possible in
the first place) who alone must observe the law in these matters?

The proper answers are, of course, obvious-and two wrongs have never yet
made a right. The British amateur has always accepted the regulations embodied
in his licence. These regulations are fair and reasonable-if he himself is getting
a square deal. But here we see developing yet another instance of the law being
brought into disrepute by reason of its manifest injustice.

How can the situation be eased ? The first step is for the Postmaster -General to
make a clear and unequivocal statement as to what he can-and can not-do to
get our bands cleared of stations having no right to be in them.

findAA' oo.
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Aerials
and Common Sense

PART III

THE MARCONI-THE
GROUND PLANE-MATCHING

DIPOLES-THE FOLDED
D IPOLE

THE OLD TIMER

This concludes a short series of practical
articles on the design of aerial systems for the
amateur bands. The intention has been to give
advice and guidance, based on experience as
well as on theory, as to the operation of those
systems which will produce good results when
properly matched and fed. The aerial is still
a great deal more important than either the
transmitter-mere power will never overcome
aerial inefficiency-or the receiver, which can-
not produce signals not presented to it by the
aerial. Hence, time and study given to the
subject of aerials will always pay a big dividend
-and it is worth noting that, in terms of hard
cash, the aerial system is the cheapest part of
the whole installation ! It is true to say that
the logical approach to successful Amateur
Radio operation is to design the station from
the aerial inwards, rather than from the trans-
mitter outwards -so long as the latter can
produce a few watts of RF, it matters little
what form it takes. Previous articles in this
series appeared in our April and May issues.

-Editor.

THE last instalment dealt almost exclusively
with what we used to call "Hertz " aerials,

the broad definition of a " Hertz " being some-
thing of which all the radiating portion is up
in the air, with feeders taking the RF up to it.

There is still a considerable interest in
" Marconi " aerials, which differ from the
former in a very important way : an earth con-
nection, or a counterpoise, forms part of the
radiating system.

There is a very good reason for their exist-
ence. No aerial is a true form of " Hertz "
unless the radiating part, whether horizontal
or vertical, is at least half a wavelength long.
Whether it is fed in the centre or at the end
matters little, but we can take it as a rough
definition that the term " Hertz " does not

apply unless the wire is a dipole or something
longer.

Those who can find the space for a dipole
(270 ft.) for the Top Band are very few indeed,
and even those with the necessary 136 ft. for
an 80 -metre dipole are not exactly legion. So,
for such people, the only practicable aerial is
the old original conception of a transmitting
aerial-a piece of wire, probably " inverted
L " in shape, which is tuned to resonance by
a normal tuned circuit., the bottom end of which
is earthed.

Although aerials of the Marconi type were
in use long before the Hertz type was generally
adopted (owing to the fact that long waves
were used for many years before short waves
were " discovered "), it is easier to understand
the Marconi if one already knows the theory
of the Hertz.

Consider, then, a vertical dipole for, say,
40 metres. This would be 67 ft. high, and
could be fed at low impedance in the centre,
or at high impedance at the bottom end. If
we now halve the length of this aerial, what
we do, in effect, is to bring the former centre
down to ground level ; and we can feed it,. at
low impedance, between the end of the wire
and the earth itself.

The earth, having moderately good 'conduc-
tivity, serves as a mirror, and one half of the
former aerial has now " gone to ground " in
the form of a mirror image of the quarter-
wave that is left.

If the vertical part does not happen to be
an exact quarter -wave, but is considerably
longer or shorter, it can still be brought to
resonance by suitable loading at the bottom
end. When the condition is reached in which
the wire itself, plus the tuned circuit it is
attached to, behaves as a quarter -wave, we
have resonance. Fig. 1(a) shows a typical
installation of this type, and although the in-
verted L aerial is shown as being a quarter-
wave long, it may be longer or shorter than
that. If you were to go back to 1920 or there-
abouts, you would find very few transmitting
aerials, either amateur or commercial, which
did not look just like that. To -day, you will
still find plenty of 160 -metre aerials of the same
type, but for the shorter wavelengths on which
DX is sought, a rationalisation takes place.

Vertical " Unipale "
In Fig. 1(b) we find a vertical quarter -wave

and no tuned circuit. Provided that a really
good, low -resistance earth connection can be
made near the bottom of the wire, the system
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Earth connection
(see text)

A a C

1Y4
(all radials)

Co -ax to TX

Fig. 1. Showing forms of what is known as the " Marconi Aerial." In (a) the total length of a quarter -wave is obtained by brinOing
the lower end in to the operating position and resonating by means of a series -tuned circuit ; (b) A vertical quarter -wave, with a
direct earth connection immediately under it, and coax feed from the transmitter (not using 72 -ohm line, however) ; (c) The ground -

plane is an elevated Marconi with horizontal radials taking the place of a direct earth connection.

can be directly fed with co -ax (not, however,
of the 72 -ohm variety). The radiation resistance
of a quarter -wave, with earth connection, is of
the order of 36 ohms, and it can therefore be
fed by two lengths of 72 -ohm cable in parallel.
The earth connection is not just a spike driven
in the ground-such a connection would have
much too high a resistance. Remember that
the earth resistance is now in series with the
radiating system and will eat up precious watts
of RF from the transmitter.

A system of buried radial wires, carefully
laid at a depth of a foot or more, can often
prove satisfactory if the soil is not excessively
dry. Sometimes a very long spike with a small
" basin " at the top, filled with light gravel and
kept watered, will prove quite efficient.
Generally speaking, however, the provision by
the amateur of a really low -resistance earth
connection is a difficult matter, and in some
cases not practicable at all.

Thus we find that actual usage tends to split
up into two camps. Where the wire is " any
length," as in Fig. 1(a), a counterpoise is often
used ; this is merely a wire, roughly the same
length as the aerial and running in the same
direction, insulated at its supports and stretched
a few feet above the ground.

Where the wire is a true vertical quarter-
wave (unipole), the whole thing can be hoisted
up above the ground and the earth connection
replaced by four or more horizontal radial
wires, each a quarter -wave in length.

This is the aerial known as the " ground -
plane "; it is becoming very popular among
those whose space is limited, and it is very
efficient for all-round DX working. Fig. 1(c)
shows the basic arrangement.

Ground -Plane Details
One of the characteristics of a vertical aerial

is that its radiation is vertically polarised. A
ground -wave must be vertically polarised, and
so it follows that a vertical aerial is useful for
160 metres, where all daylight transmission is
dependent on ground -wave.

Another characteristic, however, is that the
main lobe of radiation (in the vertical plane)
of a vertical quarter -wave aerial is at a very
low angle to the horizontal-a most desirable
condition for DX work, and one that is diffi-
cult to obtain, on the 40 -metre and 80 -metre
bands especially, with normal horizontal aerials.

So a ground -plane arrangement, with its low
angle of radiation, is eminently suited to long-
distance work on 40 and 80 metres, and, when
used on the receiver too, has the great advan-
tage of reducing the strength of signals received
from medium distances.

The various amateur handbooks and aerial
manuals all give constructional details for
ground -plane aerials, and the very title of this
series of articles explains their scope ; so we
will content ourselves with saying that one must
strike a compromise between height above local
surroundings and convenience of erection. A
40 -metre ground -plane, with its bottom end a
few feet off the ground, and its four radials all
some 33 ft. long, can make a complete mess
of any garden ! But on the flat roof of an
apartment building it would probably be an
ideal arrangement. On the other hand, the
33 -foot vertical can possibly be raised (if copper
tubing is used) half -way up a wooden mast,
so that the bottom of the aerial is some 16
feet above ground. The radials may then be
allowed to " droop " slightly in order to anchor
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them to fences, small trees or whatever con-
venient supports present themselves.

The radiation resistance of a ground -plane
is low (it can be as low as 27 ohms). A figure
of 36 ohms or thereabouts is a fair average,
and hence the most convenient method of feed-
ing is again to use two lengths of 72 -ohm co -ax
in parallel. Quite often, however, a single
length of 50 -ohm cable is used. Allowing the
radials to droop will increase the radiation
resistance somewhat, but there should never be
a very serious mismatch if the figure is assumed
to be 36 ohms. The length of the radials is
not very critical, except that they should not be
less than a quarter -wave. Typical figures that
have been found, by practical methods, to
approach the optimum are (for 40 metres) a
vertical of 33 ft. and radials of 33 ft. 10 ins.
A twenty -metre affair, being just half this size,
is much easier to cope with and may be hauled
higher up the mast or even mounted rigidly
on a chimney -stack.

Coverage is " all-round," in the horizontal
plane, with a low angle of radiation. On the
receiving side it is necessary to use a matching.
unit between the 36 -ohm co -ax feed and the
normal receiver input ; an extra tuned circuit
with a one -turn link for the aerial connection
has been found satisfactory, as have several
versions of the " R 9-er," with variable input
and output impedances.
Dipoles Again

After this brief and (we hope) refreshing
diversion into the realms of Marconi aerials
and their descendants, we return to a few mis-
cellaneous points concerning dipoles. It is not
always convenient to feed a dipole with 72 -ohm
co -ax ; sometimes, when the wire is suspended
between two points a considerable distance
apart, it is awkward to have to suspend so
much weight from the centre.

Various types of 300 -ohm ribbon are avail-
able, and another important point is that 300

x/2

A

ohms will match straight into the average re-
ceiver, while 72 ohms will not.

Once we have grasped the basic fact that a
dipole shows a low impedance at the centre
and a high one at the ends, it becomes obvious
that one can match feeders of almost any im-
pedance into it by tapping them across two
points equidistant from the centre. Fig. 2(a)
shows a 300 -ohm ribbon feeder connected in
such a way, making use of what is normally
called a " delta -match."

An open 600 -ohm line can equally well be
dealt with in this way, and it then becomes a
" flat " line-not one which needs tuning at
the bottom end, as in previous examples.

In the case of a 20 -metre dipole, the optimum
tapping points for 600 -ohm line are roughly
4 feet either side of the centre, and for 300 -ohm
line approximately half this distance. The " V "
section connecting these separated points to
the normal feeder should be slightly longer
than this in each case-some 10 feet for 600 -
ohm line and 5-6 feet for 300 -ohm line. This
section of the line, viewed from the aerial
downwards, has a continuously decreasing im-
pedance and is, in fact, the matching section
between the points tapped on the aerial and the
line itself. (In fact, the points on the aerial
are, for this reason, chosen to have a higher
impedance than the actual feeder.)

Fuller details and formulx for delta matches
may be found in most handbooks.

Stub -Match
Another method of matching 600 -ohm lines

into a dipole is shown in Fig. 2(b). There are
many different possibilities on these lines, and
this sketch shows one of the simplest. A
quarter -wave open stub is hung from the centre
of the aerial ; and we are already familiar
enough with transmission lines to realise that
its impedance will be low (72 ohms) where it
joins the aerial and high (some thousands of
ohms) at its open end.

Fig. 2. Dipoles not fed with 72 -ohm coaxial line. In (a) is shown the delta -match system, whereby a feeder of almost any impedance
can be matched to the dipole ; (b) Matching by means of an open stub suspended at the centre of a dipole ; (c) The folded dipole, which

gives an almost perfect match to 300 -ohm feeders.
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There must be some intermediate point on
this stub, therefore, where feeders of almost
any impedance can be connected without
causing a mismatch.

Such stubs (and, in fact, the delta -match
system) are of most use in the case of multi -
element beams. In aerials of this type the
centre impedance of the radiating dipole comes
down to figures much lower than 72 ohms,
and it is necessary to use matching stubs or
some similar system to Produce a match even
for 72 -ohm line.

Stubs may be of various lengths, open or
closed, and may be used for many different
purposes when connected either to aerials or
feeders. Their complete story would demand
a number of articles and is outside the scope
of the present series, inevitably compressed by
considerations of space.
Folded Dipoles

Very many stations all over the world use
the folded dipole, but it does -not follow that
all the operators understand its operation, or
even that they are working it correctly.

If we split an ordinary dipole into two
separate wires, connected at their ends, then
the radiation resistance of this aerial as a
whole will still be 72 ohms. But the RF flow-
ing along the dipole is now shared between the
two wires half of the original value will flow
in each.

If we connect our feeder at the centre of
one of these wires, then, from the feeder's
point of view, the normal amount of power
passing up it will be causing only half the usual
current to flow. Reference to Ohm's Law will
confirm that this means that the impedance
is four times as high as it was before. So a
300 -ohm line gives an almost perfect match.

As a matter of fact, it is a convenient plan
to make the whole system-aerial and feeder-
out of 300 -ohm flat line. Alternatively, the
dipole itself can be a length of 600 -ohm feeder,
complete with spacers, with the ends connected
together and the 300 -ohm feeder introduced at
the centre of one of the wires (Fig. 2(c)).

Advantages of the folded dipole over the
normal dipole fed with 72 -ohm co -ax are that
the 300 -ohm feeder is more convenient for
matching directly into a receiver, and also, in
some circumstances, into the aerial tuning unit
for the transmitter as well ; and that the whole
system is less frequency -sensitive than a normal
dipole. If you wish to operate equally often
in the phone band and the CW band, then

a folded dipole cut for a frequency midway
between them will operate with high efficiency
in both areas.

Putting the latter statement in another way,
we can say that the reactance of a folded dipole
varies only slowly as the frequency is moved
either side of resonance. As a matter of
interest; it should be added that a folded dipole
is not confined to two wires-any number may
be used, with the impedance at the centre rising
as the square of the number of conductors. A
very large number of conductors, suitably spaced
round a ring at either end, will give an aerial
with a very wide range of operation-although
such an arrangement is of more value to com-
mercials than to amateurs, whose bands are
so far apart in frequency.

Finale
It has been the purpose of this short series

to try to explain, in simple terms, some of
the points that puzzle the man who is not an
aerial expert. Many more types remain, but
they are outside the scope of the present
offering.

The various types of beam used by amateurs,
for instance, can all be explained in terms of
the dipole ; the usual rotary consists of one
dipole as the actual radiator with other dipoles
associated with it in such a way as to increase
the radiation in certain directions (obviously at
the expense of other directions). The long wire
has been covered, and explained as a series
of dipoles connected end to end ; the Vee-
beam and Rhombic are elaborated forms of
long wire, so placed that they reinforce each
other's radiation.

" Curtains," " collinears " and all the large
commercial types, when examined with a little
knowledge of fundamentals, turn out to be
combinations of resonant long wires or com-
binations of dipoles.

This present series may, therefore, be said
to have covered the subject " from A to B " or
thereabouts, and it is hoped that it may be
possible, later on, to analyse some of the more
complicated types and to present them in simple
terms. Meanwhile, the average amateur still
finds himself worried mainly by practical con-
siderations - which direction suits him best,
what length, what height and what type of feed.

If the hints dropped in the last three months
may have eased the difficulties for a few of
such readers, then this elementary series will
have .served its main purpose.

Read Short Wave Magazine Regularly and Keep in Touch
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HF Preselector Unit
FOR TEN/TWENTY

COVERAGE
Most receivers in use on the amateur bands
have only one RF stage and, being designed
for a relatively wide frequency coverage,
become less effective at the HF end of the
tuning range. A pre -selector is an additional
front-end RF amplifier which will liven up
considerably the performance of almost any
receiver on the 14 and 28 mc bands. The
advantages of such a unit-easy to, build and
in many cases capable of being powered from
the main receiver-are discussed in the text.-

Editor.

BEFORE dealing with the design of a
preselector, it may help the reader if

information is given on the benefits to be
obtained from the use of an instrument of this
kind.

First of all, some may ask what is the differ-
ence between a preselector and a converter and
why is it that sometimes the use of one instru-
ment is recommended and sometimes the
other ? The answer depends mainly on the
characteristics of the receiver. In brief, a
converter is employed when it is desired to
receive signals on frequencies not covered by
the existing receiver. A preselector is used when
it is desired to improve the sensitivity and
signal-to-noise ratio of the existing receiver.

The preselector amplifies incoming signals
and passes them on to the receiver proper at
the same frequency. The converter accepts
a signal, amplifies it, changes the frequency,
and passes it on to the receiver at a much
lower frequency, usually between 1.6 and 10
mc.

A converter is sometimes employed to give
a better performance than that obtainable from
the receiver by itself. This applies especially
at the higher frequencies where the choice, in
a converter, of special valves and circuit values,
combined with the absence of switches, results
in increased efficiency.

Also, sometimes, the existing receiver may
not possess an adequate degree of bandspread
for amateur needs and the simplest answer is to
add a converter, when it is a fairly easy matter
to arrange for any desired degree of band -
spread.

If the receiver is fitted with two RF stages,
the performance should be good and it is doubt-

ful if the addition of a preselector will be worth
while - except possibly when local circum-
stances dictate the use of only a very small
aerial. Where, however, no RF stage exists
and the aerial works direct into the frequency
changer, very considerable benefit will be ob-
tained from a preselector-sensitivity will be
much greater, selectivity will be improved,
image interference will be much reduced, but,
of more importance than any of these, the
signal-to-noise ratio will definitely increase,
making it possible to receive intelligible signals
that were previously barely audible above the
general noise level.

Where one RF stage is already provided in
the main receiver, the benefit is still very definite
at the higher frequencies, where the degree of
internal RF amplification falls off to some ex-
tent. But little is gained by the use of a
preselector at frequencies lower than 7 mc.

Practical Preselector
It is not difficult to design a preselector

which is reasonably easy to build, economical
in the number of components used and
capable of a good performance. A single
tuned stage does not permit full realisation of
the benefits to be obtained from the preselector.
Three stages are hardly necessary and would
result in undue complexity-there would un-
doubtedly be considerable difficulty in main-
taining stability (freedom from self -oscillation)
over the full frequency coverage. Two stages
are entirely satisfactory for all normal require-
ments. It is important that the two stages
should be maintained in accurate alignment. In
this connection, it should be remembered that
quite a small variation in frequency will affect
the loading imposed by the aerial on the first
tuned stage (unless it has been purposely
designed for a wide bandwidth). This, in turn,
will affect the tuning of the stage.

In the present design, the two tuning con-
densers are ganged to give ease of control, but
a small separately adjusted condenser is pro-
vided for peaking the input circuit, to ensure
optimum results irrespective of aerial or fre-
quency in use.

The complete circuit of the preselector is
given in Fig. 1. The first EF50 valve is em-
ployed as a high gain amplifier, the input stage
being carefully and thoroughly screened in a
compartment of its own. The second valve,
also an EF50, is a cathode follower, to ensure
a good match into the receiver aerial terminals.

The single coil/condenser combination in
each stage gives a frequency coverage from
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Fig. 1. Circuit of the two -stage preselector, for which full
details are given in the text. It will considerably improve
the performance of most receivers over the 14-28 mc bands.

13.75 to 29.5 mc. Three active amateur bands
(and several of the more interesting short wave
broadcast channels) are thus included, whilst
the design is kept reasonably simple. To in-
crease the coverage would entail the use of a
special type of Yaxley switch and more coils,
which additional complexity is considered
hardly worth while, since the benefit secured
from the preselector is less with decreasing
frequency.

Construction
One piece of sheet metal (brass or aluminium)

is required to act as a front panel (unless the
instrument is enclosed in a cabinet), and an-
other for a screen beneath the chassis. Dimen-
sions and drilling details are given in Fig. 2.
The hole in the screen to take the tuning con-
denser must be lined up accurately with the
hole in the front chassis wall. This is best
done as follows : Bolt the screen in position,
noting that the slot over the valveholder gives
no more than adequate clearance over the tags;
fit a bush to the hole in the front panel and
pass through it a 1 -in. diameter rod, of suffi-
cient length to reach the screen, and mark the
point at which the hole should be made. The
screen is 'then demounted and the hole drilled
out. A small hole is also required for the LT
lead to the valveholder.

The only holes in the top of the chassis
are two 11 -in. ones for the valveholders, posi-
tioned as shown in Fig. 2, with the spigots
located parallel to the length of the chassis. A
hole for a lead -through insulator (or coaxial
socket) to take the aerial connection should be
made in the left-hand wall of the chassis about
11 ins. from the front.

C3, C4,
C5, C8,

C9, C10,
C11 .001 AF Moulded

Mica
(T.C.C. Type
CM2ON recom-
mended)

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Circuit of the EF50 Preselector

RI, R3,
R6 = 12 ohms
R2 = 220 ohms

R4, R8 = 47,000 ohms
R5 = 470 ohms
R7 = 100 ohms

(All resistors are watt rating).

COILS
Tuned winding 8 turns 22 SWG enamelled copper, following threading.
Other winding, 4 turns spaced uin. from main winding.

2
2

2
2
2

LIST OF PARTS
Microdenser 15 aktF (CI), Cat. No. 580
Microdensers 100 A/1F (C2, C7), Cat. No. 585
Coil Formers Threaded, Cat. No. 648
Chassis, Cat. No. 643
Direct Drive Dial, Cat. No. 638
Flexible Coupler, Cat. No. 50
Pointer Knob and Dial, Cat. No. 425
Lead -through Insulator, Cat. No. 695
Concentric Trimmer 30 AO max. (C6)
Valves, type EF50
Valveholders B9G, List L.500/C
Retaining Rings and Bases, List L.658/R

L.658B, Tag Strips, Coaxial Cable, etc.

Eddystone
Eddystone
Eddystone
Eddystone
Eddystone
Eddystone
Eddystone
Eddystone

Mallard or Philips
Mullard

Belling -Lee
and

Belling -Lee

Wiring
With a high -gain valve such as the EF50,

coupling between the anode and grid circuits
must be reduced to an absolute minimum, if
good stability is to be achieved. The complete
screen around the input circuit is effective in
preventing direct coupling, but it is very neces-
sary to pay proper attention to the by-pass
condensers-their position and their quality-
to prevent inter -electrode coupling. T.C.C.
Type CM2ON are small, possess low inherent
inductance and are strongly recommended. In
any case, make quite certain that the conden-
sers used are good ones - a single poor
condenser may lead to trouble.

Fig. 3 indicates exactly how the valveholders
should be wired. Small stopper resistors are
included in places, to prevent VHF parasitic
oscillation, which, might otherwise occur, parti-

UNDERSIDE OF V/
vALVEHOLDER

UNDERSIDE OF V2
vALVEHOLDER

Fig. 3. Showing wiring around the valveholders (under -
chassis view) for best screening effect. The circuitry on the
grid side of V1 (Fig. 1) is fitted inside the screened compart-

ment.
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Details of screen

Fig. 2. Chassis drilling detail and sub -chassis screen for
the two -stage preselector. The screen is fitted across VI, as

indicated by Fig. 3.

cularly when the tuning condensers are at
minimum.

When the valveholder wiring is complete, the
tuning condensers can be fitted. The large
flexible coupler is slipped over the rear spindle
of the front condenser before the rear condenser
is bolted in place. If the screen has been
positioned correctly, the coupler will fit pro-
perly over both spindles.

The lead to the receiver takes the form of
a piece of 1 -in. diameter coaxial cable (72/80
ohm), the length of which is not important.

The two coils should be wound to be as
nearly identical as possible. They are soldered
directly in position between a lug on the tuning
condenser and an earth point on the associated
valveholder.

Preliminary Adjustment and Operation
The power supplies required are small -6.3

volts 0.6 amperes for the heaters and 200/250
volts 12/15 mA HT-and it will usually be
possible to draw these from the receiver power
unit.

To align the preselector, the tuning conden-
sers should be set at maximum (tuning dial at
100 deg.) and the aerial trimmer at half -mesh.
Rotate the receiver tuning control until reson-
ance with the preselector is indicated (by
generally increased liveliness) and adjust the
concentric trimmer (C6) for maximum signal
strength. The frequency should be slightly
below 14 mc.

With the preselector dial set at zero, the fre-
quency should correspond to 29.5 mc, and
the ganging should hold well, possibly with
some slight movement of the trimmer Cl.

It may be mentioned that the optimum
setting of Cl should be quite definite. If this
control is flat, it indicates that the aerial is
loading the input circuit severely and some
reduction must be effected. The simplest way
to do this is to insert a small condenser between
the aerial terminal and the coil-a value of 10
/AitF fixed, or preferably a 3 /30 /,t,uF trimmer,
will be satisfactory.

PASSING OF A PIONEER

With deep regret we have to record the death
of John Edward Nickless, G2KT, who passed
over on the evening of May 2, 1954, at the age
of 75. One of the real Old Timers, and a con-
temporary of that select band of pre -1914
enthusiasts, he started his Amateur Radio activi-
ties in 1911. He was by profession an engineer,
M.LE.E., and associated before his retirement
with the well-known firm of Bullers, Ltd., the
ceramics manufacturers. In fact, the last time he
was seen by the writer of this piece was at their
stand at the R.E.C.M.F. Exhibition in April, when
he talked over plans for his future activities in
Amateur Radio. In latter years, he was probably
best known for his regular appearance on 1875 kc
in the Top Band ; many of his unseen radio
friends, transmitter and SWL alike, gathered for
his funeral at Southend-on-Sea on May 8. Active
to the last, he had attended, as usual, the meeting
of the Southend and District Radio Society only
a short time before the sudden illness that took
him. G2KT was a kind and generous man,
always ready to help and advise the beginner,
and he was of the generation that made radio
history and helped to lay the foundations of the
great electronics industry. A (laughter is the wife
of G2YI, and to them and all his family we offer
our respects and our sincere condolences.-A.J.F.
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All about Crystal
Grinding

AMATEUR PROCESSING TO
REQUIRED FREQUENCY

H. C. WOODHEAD (G2NX)

/t is many years since the grinding 'of quartz
crystals for radio purposes was first undertaken
in amateur circles. In the mid -20's it was
possible to buy, for a few shillings at any
optician's, quantities of old-fashioned spectacle
lenses made from Brazilian quartz. Many of
these lenses exhibited good piezo-electric pro-
perties, usually with resonance points in the
medium -wave broadcast band. It was then a
matter of grinding the lens flat and on to a
usable frequency in the 160 -metre band. In at
least one station we know, crystals so produced
are still in regular use. Nowadays, the pro-
bability is that the crystals, usually obtained as
" surplus," start as mounted oscillators on some
frequency useless for amateur purposes. The
problem is still to get them on to a usable
frequency, the home -technique for which is
fully explained in this useful practical article.
With care and experience, it is possible to
acquire the skill to " wipe on" as many kilo-

cycles as may be required.-Editor.

IT may be thought that the title of this article
is a trifle misleading since clearly it should

encompass the whole process of crystal manu-
facture, from the selection of suitable natural
crystals from which blanks are cut, to the pro-
duction of the finished article. On the other
hand, there are very few radio enthusiasts who
would wish to cut their own blanks, however
interested they might be in reading a descrip-
tion of the processes involved.

It is much more likely that the average
amateur has by him one or two crystals, pro-
bably obtained by way of war surplus, which
are nowhere near any frequency that is suitable
for amateur purposes. He would perhaps
welcome information which would enable him
to bring these crystals to usable frequencies
within fairly fine limits-but without the exist-
ing 99% certainty of ending up either with
several small irregularly -shaped pieces of quartz
or a whole piece that declines to perk.

The purpose of this article is to provide the
necessary information ; but it should be made

clear at the outset that the author must of
necessity decline responsibility for all failures
as there is a certain amount of " personal
element " involved in the operation which no
amount of detailed instructions can cover. No
doubt each of us can think of somebody who
is renowned amongst his closer acquaintances
for his heavy-handedness, and whose very pre-
sence would be likely to cause a fragile crystal
to break ! Anyone. recognising these symptoms
in himself would be well advised not to read
any further. One can rest assured, however,
that with relatively simple tools-and the fore-
most of these will be patience and care-the
operation can be quite successful in the hands
of a novice.

It will of course be appreciated that the two
major surfaces of the crystal must be flat-
optically flat, and also parallel. Of these two
the former seems to be the most important
which is indeed fortunate for it is the easiest
to ensure. With care and experience in the
technique one can make the surface flat to
within 1/100,000th of an inch, but the greatest
accuracy one can ensure with an ordinary
micrometer, with vernier, is only 1/10,000th,
and this then will be the absolute limit of
parallelism which we can hope to achieve.

Preliminaries

First of all it is necessary to get some pre-
liminary experience in the making of optically
flat surfaces ; that is, in our case flat to within
1/100,000". This experience is best gained by
the making of a set of backing plates for the
crystals it is proposed to grind. It is rather
a risky business to grind the crystal on its own
on the lap because uneven pressure will flex
the crystal and produce an uneven surface.
Also, of course, the crystal is somewhat fragile
and it can be handled much more satisfactorily
if it is held on some support which  is quite
flat. The backing plates should be roughly
the size of the crystals and about 3/32"
thick. They can be made of brass and should
be cleaned up all round the edges with a file
and should have a pad of the same thickness
soldered in the centre of one side, as shown in
Fig. 1.

Next make a spike with a wooden handle
(a shoemaker's awl with the end rounded off
is very suitable for the purpose) as Fig. 2.
Obtain several pieces of plate glass about 4"
square and at least i" thick, preferably thicker.
Motor car windscreen will do. at a pinch pro-
vided it is not the safety kind. For abrasives
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Fig. I. Backing plate for " holding " crystal during the
grinding process - see Fig. 2.

we shall need some 300 Carborundum and
some flour emery.

Select one of the pieces of plate glass and
put on it a pinch of emery flour, about as much
as will go on a -i" screwdriver blade, together
with about a dozen drops of water and distri-
bute well over the surface. Place the brass

Fig. 2. Motion for crystal grinding. The crystal to be treated
is under the brass pad.

plate face down on the glass and using the
spike in the hole at the back, work it all over
the surface with a circular motion, as shown
in Fig. 2. All this sounds very easy, as indeed
it is, but there are several pitfalls for the un-
wary, and to ensure optically flat surfaces the
process must be understood.

Some Pitfalls

Know then that the worst thing one can do
is to apply pressure. The plate should be
pushed around by the spike with little more
than its own weight. Use only sufficient weight
to make sure that the spike does not slip out

of the hole. Sooner or later the temptation will
come to hasten the process by putting on more
pressure ; so we might as well find out here
and now what will happen if we do. The
surfaces we are grinding are not in contact
at all ; they are actually separated by a layer
of grains of carborundum all roughly the same
size, and as these irregular grains, which are
very hard, roll between the two surfaces their
sharp corners, of which they have many, chip
small particles away from the glass and quartz,
as in Fig. 3(a). During the process the grains
of carborundum get broken up themselves,
slowly, and they have to be replaced with fresh.
The amount of grinding then is decided
by the size of the abrasive grains. If
we apply too much pressure to the centre
of the plate the tendency is, first, to spring
the plate, ever so slightly perhaps (but remem-
ber we are working to 1/100,000"), and
secondly to crush the abrasive in the centre
so that it no longer cuts. See Fig. 3(b). If
too much pressure is being applied it will be
found that the abrasive breaks down very
quickly indeed and that it is cutting at the
edges and hardly at all in the centre, producing
a convex surface.

When the grinding is proceeding normally
there will always be a gritty grinding sound.
Too much pressure soon results in a smooth-
ness that is almost silent, and experience,
bearing these rules in mind, will quickly show
what is required.

Another thing to remember is that both
surfaces are ground away and though a good
piece of plate glass may be flat to within
1 /100,000" at the start, grinding will soon
make it concave, and it will then tend to make
crystal surfaces that are convex. So work all
over the glass surface in turn and not too much
in one spot. Ultimately one may have several
grades of plate : One which has had quite
a lot of grinding and can no longer be regarded
as flat, but which will do for rough grinding ;
another which is still fairly good ; and a third

A
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Fig. 3. The effect of too much pressure on the crystal during
the grinding process is shown here - and see text. It is
essential not to attempt to hurry things by applying more

grinding pressure.
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Phosphor bronze
or copper strip

Fig. 4. A home-made experimental mount for the quick
checking of processed crystals. For final calibration accuracy,
the crystal must be checked in the holder and circuit in which

it is to be finally used.

which is hardly frosted with grinding at all and
which can be used for finishing.

Grading Emery

A word or two about flour emery. This
is sometimes of doubtful quality if it comes
from the local ironmonger and it may contain
coarser grit. The particles of the finest grit
may be extracted from it as follows : Take a
tall glass vessel which we will call No. 1, fill
it with water, put in a good tablespoonful of
flour emery and stir well. Allow to stand for
30 seconds, then syphon off the top three-
quarters of the contents into another vessel,
No. 2, holding the syphon about I" below the
surface.

Again fill vessel No. 1 with water, stir up the
existing sediment, allow to settle for 30 seconds
and syphon off into vessel No. 2 as before.
Repeat this latter operation until the syphon
no longer carries off much of the finer emery
particles, and the sediment settles quickly
leaving clear water at the top.

No. 2 vessel will now contain all the finer
particles of emery which are too small to
sink to the bottom in 30 seconds. All the larger
particles will be in vessel No. 1. Leave vessel
No. 2 to settle completely and decant the clean
water. Spread the sediment out on a clean
tray and dry in the oven. Store when dry in

an airtight tin and keep well apart from coarser
grits. This is 30 sec. emery.

When is a Flat Flat ?
Now to return to the backing plate : If the

surface is very irregular to start with, use 300
carbo, but if it is fairly good then 30 sec.
emery will suffice. In any case it must be
finished with 30 sec. emery. The emery or
carbo will break up as the grinding proceeds
and must be washed away and replaced with
fresh. When the brass plate appears to have
a matt surface all over and there is no sign
of the original surface markings, wash and dry
both surfaces. Continue rubbing using very
light pressure, but with the surfaces quite dry.
The matt surface will quickly take a polish
which, while far from perfect, will serve to
indicate where the surface of the brass is in
actual contact with the glass.

If little grinding has been done on the glass
it may be regarded as flat, and if the brass
plate is flat also it will show signs of polish
all over. If it polishes only in the centre, the
surface is convex and probably the result of too
much pressure.

This test will show up errors in flatness of
1/100,000 of an inch if done with care. It will
be clear that the backing plates must be made
quite flat or they will distort the crystal, as
shown in Fig. 3(b), and it will be impossible
to produce a flat surface. A plate should be
made for each size of crystal to be ground.

All these preliminaries may seem super-
fluous at first sight, but they will bring experi-
ence in the production of flat surfaces which
will save disappointment later in crystals which
refuse to oscillate.

Checking the Frequency
The next step is to select a crystal which

requires grinding, but before starting any grind-
ing at all it is as well to check that it oscillates
readily and to measure its frequency. To this
end it is essential to have at hand an RF
oscillator unit into which the crystal may
readily be slipped because in the later stages of
final adjustment it will be necessary to carry
out checks fairly frequently, and to fit the
crystal in its holder and screw it up every time

Fig. 5. Marking a crystal to identify the flat side. This is
desirable when changing the frequency of manufactured
crystals, as it provides a " reference flat " and prevents that

side being disturbed during the grinding process.
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becomes somewhat tedious. Therefore a
plug-in type of holder, similar to that shown
in Fig. 4, is recommended for rough frequency
and activity tests. It will be found that the
type of holder will affect the frequency slightly
so that the final adjustment, if accuracy is
essential, must be done with the crystal in its
proper holder.

Similarly, the frequency will be affected by
the circuit constants of the oscillator and it is
therefore as well to make the test circuit identi-
cal with that in the transmitter in which the
crystal is intended to work. The circuit
recommended is that shown in Fig. 6 and is
a modified Pierce, which will be found to give
excellent performance and to be rich in har-
monics in its anode circuit. The cathode current
is a measure of the performance of the crystal
and will be found to be about 3 to 5 mA
in a new crystal. Crystals which oscillate but
feebly will have a much higher current than
this and when the crystal is removed or ceases
to oscillate, the current will be about 20
milliamps

If the crystal oscillates satisfactorily in the
first place, it may be assumed to have two flat
sides parallel with each other. It is as well to
preserve one of these in its original condition
and do all the work on the other one. It
saves ending up with two surfaces to work
flat and having no reference surface. For
identification purposes therefore, it is suggested
that a small flat be ground on one corner in
the case of rectangular crystals, or on one edge
(as shown in Fig. 5) in the case of round ones.
This can be done with a small hand carborun-
dum stone.

The Grinding Technique
Make sure that the crystal and backing plate

are quite clean and clear of dust and put a
very thin smear of vaseline on the flat surface
of the plate and on the crystal surface which is
to be preserved. Slide the two surfaces together
very gently and press evenly all over when the
two are together. With too much vaseline they
will slide easily one on the other. With too
little they will fall apart. But with just the
right amount they will adhere quite firmly
throughout the grinding operations. Experi-
ence will show the correct amount, which is
extremely small-just a smear. Proceed now
as with the backing plate grinding, using 300
carbo if a large amount of quartz is to be
removed, or with flour emery if only a small
frequency change is requ'red.

It is recommended that, for a first attempt,
a crystal should be selected which requires a

Fig. 6. This is the Pierce, a very useful general-purpose test
oscillator which will go off with any active crystal.

Table of Values
Fig. 6. Pierce Oscillator for Crystal Checking.

Cl = 30 At& R2, R3 = 1,000 ohms
C2 = 200 ttiAF R4 = Meter shunt
C3 = .001 µF L = 0.5 mH (or RF

choke)
RI = 1 megohm VI = EF50 or similar

lot of grinding, but that the work should com-
mence with emery until some experience has
been gained. After, say, 5 minutes' grinding
remove the crystal carefully from its backing
plate by sliding it edgeways, wash it thoroughly
in clean carbon -tetrachloride (obtainable any-
where as " Thawpit ") and dry it. Try it in
the test holder to see if it oscillates as readily
as before. If the anode current is higher than
before then there is something wrong with the
technique, for with another 15 minutes grinding
in the same way, it probably will not oscillate
at all. Make sure first, however, that the crystal
and holder are quite clean and free from grease.
If the current is still high, try and find out what
is wrong. Is the crystal central on the backing
plate and is the hole in the pad on the back
of the plate central ? If not, the crystal will
become wedge shaped. In all probability,
however, the snag will be too much pressure
having produced a convex surface. Check the
centre and edges of the crystal with a micro-
meter and if this is found to be the fault carry
on grinding for another 10 minutes with less
pressure. If the crystal now oscillates more
readily then the fault will have been rectified.
When, after say 15 minutes of grinding one can
bring the surface sufficiently flat to oscillate
readily, then one can consider the technique
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to have been mastered and success breeds
confidence.

Final Adjustment
The problem of final adjustment to an exact

frequency is just a matter of care and patience
and only a very small amount of grinding must
be done at a time for fear of going too far.
It is a great help at this stage to keep a log
of minutes spent in grinding (or even to count
rubs) in the final adjustment, and a note of the
frequency measured at the end of each spell.
With patience a crystal can be produced which
is as accurate as the frequency measuring device
available. For great accuracy the final checks

Simple
S -Meter Fitting

must be done in the permanent holder.
It may be of interest to know that the pro-

fessional crystal grinder usually makes a whole
batch of perhaps a dozen blanks in one opera-
tion, all of the same frequency. His backing
plate will be much larger and probably made
of plate glass. Since he can measure the thick-
ness of crystals at either edge of the backing
plate fairly accurately with a spherometer, he
will have a much finer check on parallelism
than we shall. Nevertheless, as stated earlier,
the limits of measurement in grinding individual
crystals mentioned here will be found to be
sufficiently accurate for amateur purposes, and
the result should be entirely satisfactory.

COMPARATIVE CHECKING
DEVICE

E. JOHNSON (G2HR)

Fr HE ear is notoriously an inaccurate means
1 of estimating signal level, and despite the

admitted shortcomings of an S -meter, most
amateurs appreciate a visual method of giving
comparative reports. An S -meter as such is
of no great value in measuring actual signal
strength, as this is dependent on the type of
receiver and aerial system, and the reference
level to which the meter itself is calibrated.
The overall sensitivity will inevitably vary from
band to band, and to compare an S8 report
on 20 metres with a similar report on Top
Band has no useful meaning. The personal
element is also an important factor, as what-
ever a meter may indicate, it is a safe bet that
purely aural estimates will vary widely between
various listeners.

The writer therefore prefers a meter with an
arbitrary scale which will enable him to advise
a station whether he is " up " or " down " after
carrying out tests, or to compare his level with
some other station. A method will, however,
be described later which will enable the user
to mark the scale reasonably accurately in dB
or " S " points with reference to a selected
datum level.

Add -On Unit
The S -meter described calls for a minimum

of components and requires absolutely no
alteration to the wiring of the receiver. Refer-
ence to the diagram will show that basically
the circuit consists of a condenser, resistor, and
germanium diode, all connected in series, from
the " hot " end of the last IF transformer
secondary to ground, the meter being connected
in parallel with the diode. The selection of
component values is largely a matter of trial
and error, but in the interests of preserving
circuit alignment the condenser should not
exceed 50 µµF, and the resistor may be of the
order of 100,000 ohms if a sensitive meter is
used. In the writer's case a 50 µA movement
is employed. A less sensitive meter will
require a lower resistor and /or higher
capacitance.

Calibration
If the user wishes the meter scaled other than

in a purely arbitrary manner, it is suggested
that the assistance of a local amateur be sought,
who can adjust his power output reasonably
accurately. On 160 metres this is not at all

O-5OpA or
0 100 pA
meter

As explained in the text, with this S -meter circuit C should
be made as low and R as high as possible consistent with the

desired range of readings.
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difficult. First of all the meter should be
marked with a " zero " level which may well
correspond with the average noise level. After
all, we are far more concerned with signal
strength over noise than any absolute value
which has no real meaning, and is of even
less use.

The collaborator should make a careful note
of aerial current reading. At the receiving
end the meter is marked with a personal esti-
mate of the " S " value (for what it's worth !).
At the transmitting end the power output is
then quadrupled, remembering this represents
double the previous aerial current, which in
turn indicates a 6 dB increase in signal level,
or " plus one S point." This process can be
repeated if one starts at a low original level.

It is important that the collaborating station
should not be too near, as readings will be
vitiated by direct radiation from the transmitter
unless it is well shielded.

The scale is unlikely to be linear, as the
germanium diode falls in resistance with in-
creasing applied voltage. This is, if anything,
an advantage as it gives a large measure of

protection to the meter with an excessive
applied voltage, and at the same time gives a
much wider range of readings.

Aid to Alignment
The slightly increased capacity thrown across

the IF transformer will necessitate a " touch "
on the trimmers. This process is now
extremely simple : With a steady applied signal
one merely adjusts for maximum deflection !
In the writer's case the entire receiver has been
re -aligned from the " front-end " onwards with
excellent results. For this purpose alone the
meter fitting is well worth while.
(NOTE: If more elaborate calibration is desired, it
would be possible-with an instrument such as an
Avo signal generator-to put a scale on the meter
in terms of microvolts, with dB values also referred.
These values would not be absolute but would give
accurate comparative readings as between different
stations, and on aerial tests and transmitter experi-
ments. By, using signal -generator calibration at
known (variable) levels, all - receiver variables,
excepting only the aerial itself, are taken in account.
-EDITOR.)

MULLARD VALVES FOR FM/AM
RECEIVERS

Mullard Ltd. now have available a complete
range of noval-based valves for use in combined
FM and AM broadcast receivers. The design of
such receivers, which make possible the choice of
FM or AM by switch selection, has been facilitated
by including in the range some versatile dual-purpose
valves. FM/AM receivers using five Mullard valves
and a rectifier-only one more valve than conven-
tional broadcast receivers-will make the reception
of FM broadcasts in Band II (87.5-100 mc) an
economic possibility. Care has been taken in the
design of these valves to ensure that full advantage
can be taken of the potentially high quality of FM
broadcasts. An improved output pentode provides 6
watts of audio frequency power, and a new VHF
double triode for use in the early FM stages minimises
receiver noise and local oscillator radiation.

The range of valves comprises the new high -
slope double triode ECC85 for use as FM RF
amplifier and frequency changer ; the triode-heptode
ECH81 (with separate electrode structure for triode
and heptode) which is used as an FM IF amplifier
or AM frequency changer ; the high -slope variable -
mu RF pentode EF85 for AM or FM IF stages ;
the triple -diode -triode EABC80 (FM detector, AM
detector, AGC detector and AF amplifier) ; the new
output pentode EL84 ; and the power rectifier EZ80.

FM Reception. When a typical FM/AM
receiver is switched to " FM," the function of the
valves will be as follows: One triode of the ECC85
will be used as a grounded -grid or neutralised
grounded -cathode input stage. The other triode will

act as a self -oscillating frequency changer. This
arrangement results in extremely low noise, so that
FM signals of the order of 1 microvolt can produce
an output of good entertainment quality. In addi-
tion, the ECC85 has been carefully designed to mini-
mise leakage of the oscillator to the aerial via the
valve capacities. With a typical IF of 10 mc, the
oscillator second harmonic falls in Band III, and it
is therefore important to avoid radiation, which
might interfere with the television broadcasts that
will ultimately take place on these frequencies. The
ECC85 contains an inter -valve screen which reduces
the anode -to -anode capacity of the two triodes to
0.04 NuF. The use of an external screening can
further reduce this to less than 0.008 µµF.

The next valve in the FM receiver will be the
heptode portion of the ECH81 connected as an IF
amplifier, followed by a second IF stage using the
EF85. (The triode portion of the ECH81 is not
used for FM). The receiver is completed by the
EABC80 (two of the diodes being employed in a
radio detector circuit, while the triode portion acts
as an AF amplifier), and the EL84 output pentode.
The EZ80 supplies the H.T.

AM Reception. When the receiver is switched to
" AM," the first valve is the ECH81, functioning as a
conventional frequency changer and oscillator. The
EF85 forms a high gain IF stage, followed by the
EABC80, one diode being used as detector and
another as AGC source. The AF amplifier and
output valve circuitry remain as before.
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L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)

A LTHOUGH conditions on the
ra.HF bands have quite notice-
ably improved this month, this
remains largely a Top Band com-
mentary. As we have remarked
before, bad conditions breed
inactivity, inactivity makes the
bands sound even worse, and the
whole thing becomes cumulative.

And now another phenomenon
is added to the hazards already
besetting DX - the increasing
reluctance of DX -chasers to
discuss their doings! With the
bands apparently in such a bad
state, someone discovers a slight
crack in the armour, and at XX
hours GMT he works a (shh !). He
fixes a sked for (censored) and
makes it a three-way with (Top
Secret). So terrified is our suc-
cessful plodder that a horde of
spivs will descend on the band in
search of his spoils that he doesn't
even tell his best friends what he
has been up to.

This must be very frustrating
for the type of chap concerned;
never one to brag about his DX,
he now finds that he can't even
mention it! Presumably when the
QSL cards turn up he will allow
someone to have a look, but
maybe by then they will no longer
be interested.

We know that this is true-we
have heard many interesting
QSO's going on, but have seen no
mention of them anywhere at all.
Our monitoring station will have
to be up -graded, re -staffed and
become much more watchful!

Aftermath
You will have gathered, from

last month's description of the
Trans -Atlantic Tests, that Top -
Band DX conditions were excel -

COMMENTARY

CALLS HEARD, WORKED and QSL'd

lent in December, but tailed off
thereafter, being almost useless
from our point of view in
February and March.

The falling -off at this time was
unfortunate, because conditions
apparently improved as soon as
the Tests were concluded.
Through G6LB (Chelmsford) we
hear that G6BQ (Gravesend)
worked W1JJY as late as April 4,
with the W using phone. G6GM
(Holsworthy) also got through on
the same morning. The time was
around 0600. Then, on April 11,
both G6LB and G6BQ logged
W1LYV and - W4HQN, and
G6GM was calling W3RGQ.

A Petts Wood SWL who always
gets interesting results during the
Top Band tests continued his
watch into April, and writes to
say that March 27 was a very
good morning. He logged W1I3FT,
2GGL, 4CKD (calling XE2OK),
8KIA, 8GDQ, 8L0, 9NH,
VEIEA, 2AIE, VP7NM, KV4AA
and 4AQ. The next morning,
March 28, brought in only four
W's, VEIEA .and KV4AA. On
April 3 W1AW, 3EIS and 8ANO

were logged. VP4LZ's card (for
February 21) was received with
much joy!

We have always suspected that,
if the activity could be guaranteed,
North American signals could be
logged here right round the
calendar. Several were heard last
year in August and September,
and it may even be that a peak
in conditions occurs during the
summer. But there is always
trouble with static.

W2QHH (Hamilton, N.Y.),
using 30 watts on the band,
worked KH6MG, KH6IJ and
ZL3RB! But no KH6's have yet
been heard in Europe, so far as
we know.

Top -Band Non -DX
Since the end of the Trans-

Atlantics the band seems to have
filled up even more than before,
and it seems that the fascination
of finding and working British
counties on One -Sixty has even
attracted several erstwhile DX -
chasers from the HF bands. It
is certainly true that the WABC
scores have been mounting
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steadily, thanks to the various
" expeditions " such as those laid
on by GM3HLQ and the - Welsh
boys "-GW5PP/P, 3IWF/P and
3GMN/P, to whom the thanks
of all interested are due.

Top place now goes to GM3OM
(Larbert), who made the most of
these expeditions and found him-
self with the astonishing score of
90 worked, 89 confirmed! He
remarks on how good conditions
have been, and says that during
April he was copying GC3EML
(589) at 1815 GMT. Another
surprising one was GW3IWF/P
on April 19-he was worked by
GM3OM at 1235/1250 GMT.
GM3OM says that there is a
possibility of GM3JNW (Alloa)
becoming /A in Peebles during
the summer.

Finally, he mentions the con-
siderable trouble that GM3HLQ
went to, sending out telegrams
before his visit to Nairn, and
fifty-five QSL's direct afterwards.
Despite all this, he had only
received three QSL's back at the
time of writing - not much en-
couragement for undertaking
other portable sorties that he had
in mind.

Incidentally, GM3HLQ packed
up at Nairn around midnight, and
he and GM2CAS returned to
Aberdeen by road. At 3.30 a.m.,
back in Aberdeen, they listened,
and there was a station still call-
ing GM3HLQ.... Wonderful
what a spot of real enthusiasm
will do!

The former occupant of the top
of the ladder was GM3IGW,
whose final score was 88 worked
and 88 confirmed. But he is now
G3IGW (Halifax) and starting
again the hard way! Nevertheless,
he already has 65 worked and 46
confirmed, so another WABC is
doubtless on the way. Regular
Top-Banders know how grateful
they should be to him for his
contacts from Clacicmannan and
his various expeditions.

G3IVH (Norwich) tells us that
GSPP contemplates more portable
operation from Rutland over the
Whitsun week -end. 'IVH cashed
in on the Welsh portables at
Easter to score 73 worked.

G3HZM and G3HMF (Man-
chester) have started a small
private duel at the lower end of
the WABC ladder, and they
announce that anyone else wishing
to join in the fun will be welcome
(an Irishman's fight, obviously!)

G3CO (London, S.E.14) wants
to thank the promoters of the
Easter expeditions and hopes that
in return it will be possible for
him to organise a trip to Alderney
and Sark during the late summer.
No definite news yet-but Watch
This Space!

G2YS is now installed in his
new home at Filey, Yorks., but
only has room for a 66 -ft. top,
and finds the TV signal very poor
compared with Chester. However,
he has already heard HB9T in
broad daylight (1840), and he also
logged F8YN calling CQ on the

FIVE BAND DX TABLE
POST WAR

Station
a
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..f7.
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3.5
nicincmcmcmc

7 14 21 28
1

1
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c.,

DL7AA 649 85 154 216 90 104 221 GSFA 406 34 118 150 31 73 166

G6QB 587 52 107 220 73 135 234 G6QX 404 51 96 144 56 57 166

GSBZ 558 60 110 227 96 65 233 G2YS 380 52 68 142 74 44 158

G2VD 493 47 89 178 70 109 187 G2BW 353 24 57 144 85 43 155

G2WW 479 23 70 190 89 107 197 G3GUM 328 31 38 168 90 1 177

G4ZU 473 12 45 203 93 120 210 GM2DBX* 319 21 31 154 32 81 163

G2BJY 459 48 77 141 77 116 179 GSVG 279 36 76 123 18 26 140

G3FXB 456 64 117 174 62 39 178 G2DHV 177 20 23 108 11 15 112

G3DO 440 24 46 195 68 107 221 4S7XG 160 1 27 110 18 4 110

* (Phone)

TOP BAND DAYLIGHT
TEST

Another " MDT " on the Top
Band, Sunday and Monday,
June 6 and 7, 1600-1800 GMT
each day. Call " CQ MDT,"
look for stations over 100 miles
distant, and report your results
next month, with distances to

the nearest five miles.

Top Band-any gen. on this one?
One of the few G3J's to write in

so far is G3JKO (Nottingham).
In the last few weeks he has been
working a fine string of GM's,
OK's, HB's and the like, and
seems a certain candidate for a
WABC award. He, and many
others, want to see more daylight
activity on the band, and doubt
whether it will materialise unless
we organise something for the
chaps. Now see next paragraph!

Another MDT
Although the dates come so

soon after the appearance of this
issue, we feel that Whit Sunday
and Whit Monday would be suit-
able days for an effort of this
kind. Not everyone spends the
Whitsun holiday in the open air,
and those who have put in a
morning's gardening might pos-
sibly get a permit to spend two
hours in the shack  later in the
day. So we suggest a couple of
two-hour sessions, 1600-1800 GMT
on Whit Sunday and Whit Mon-
day, June 6 and 7. Call " CQ
MDT " (Magazine Daylight Test)
and work all you can. Send in
your results and quote distances,
if possible, to the nearest five
miles.

G3DO (Sutton Coldfield) worked
the three Welsh portables and
GM3OM for four new ones ; he
is now over the 60 mark but still
awaits five cards. G3ITY
(Chester) has also topped the 60
but is short of QSL's. G3BI&L
(London, W.5) is up to 66, with
63 confirmed.

G3CMH (the Yeovil Club
station) has been active on the
band, best QSO's being with
GD31JB and GW3ITD (Canrs.).
G6VC (Northfieet) caught some
of the portables and boosted his
score accordingly (now 84, sharing
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the top G position with G5LH).
'VC has been keeping a look -out
for 3A2BB on Top Band, but has
not heard him, or anyone calling
him, as yet.

G2HKU (Sheerness) got his
share of the /P activity round the
rare counties, and is now 48/50.

DX on Twenty
The chief change in Twenty

since last month has been the
arrival of early -morning DX.
Around 0700 GMT we have heard
KB6 and KW6 (on rare occasions,
it is true) ; a little later the KH6's
are very active, staying in until
0930 GMT or thereabouts. And
by mid -May the old familiar
pattern is showing, kith really
Strong signals from W6 and W7,
even as late as 0800 or 0900. On
May 17, around 0830, W6DXX
and W7BD were both S9, with the
characteristic flutter of West Coast
signals in the morning (they don't
seem to have quite the same tone
in the afternoons and evenings).

Far East signals are nearly
always to be heard on the band at
lunch-time, with JA's, KA's
VS6's among the best. East Coast
W's are not numerous until later
in the day ; if you hear them at
mid -day you can be sure that they
are the " big boys " with good
aerials and plenty of power. \TVs
sometimes show up in the early
afternoon, but ZL's now seem
conspicuously absent.

G3FXB (Hove) has really got
going from his new QTH and has
worked MP4ABW (Qatar) and
MP4QAH (Hallul), both on phone.
Others, also on phone, include
CR6AI, EA9DE, VQ2AB and
3E0, ZE3JP, ZD4BF, ZS3BC and
4S7LB.

G3CMH, on phone, raised
VP2DN and 6WR, VU2RC,
YV5AB, CT2BO, CR5SP, EAOAC,
MP4QAH and ZC7DO, who is
believed to be in Jordan.

G5BZ (Croydon) has had little
time to spare and has found no
new ones, but CW activity has
brought in VU, VK, W6, HS1D,
ZD2IAG, EA9DF, FI8AM and a
host of others.

Fifteen Metres
For 21 mc, we have a small

batch of reports and claims. This

Station of GI3GTR, Whitehouse, Co. Antrim, first licensed in July 1950. The trans-
mitter, says he, " is a much -modified GO9 with straightforward circuitry and runs
an unpretentious 25w. to an 807." Phone is by crystal microphone into a 6SJ7-6J5-p/p
614 modulator, the receiver is an HRO, and the aerial a 132 -ft, long wire. Control is
by relays throughout, operation is exclusively on 80 metres, CW and phone, and DX

is never chased - though it is worked when it presents itself.

band is still the mainstay 'at
G2WW (Penzance) -but the third -
harmonic relationship between
Wenvoe TV and 21 mc makes
things a bit tricky. As G2WW
remarks, these viewers are trying
for a TV signal at 145 miles, and,
of course, there is QSB, with
vision and sound fading indepen-
dently at that, yet they expect
satisfactory reception. However,
in spite of this local hazard,
G2WW rolled in MP4BBL
(Bahrein) and VP2KM (St. Kitts)
for firsts for him on 21 mc.

G3HCU (Chiddingfold) turns
in an impressive list of stations
worked on Fifteen in one month
to May 13 ; it totals up to no less
than 51, with CR4AE, EL2X.
IT1BXX and VS2UW as new
ones, the latter looking like a
G/VS2 " first " for this band.
More than 30 different prefixes are
involved in this tour de force by
one of the most active G's on the
21 mc band -and he is going out
for more with a 4 -element beam.

On the other hand, ZS2AT (East
London) has found conditions
" too stinko to report," and' only
garnered one more for the 21 mc
Marathon. He has got his WAZ
and has cards for the EDX as
well.

The usual openings, mostly
North -South, have occurred on 21
mc, but, rather surprisingly, VU's
have been worked from time to
time. G3FXB reports VU2EJ,
and we have heard VU2RX and
a couple more, mostly on Sunday
mornings.

G3CMH worked CE2AY, CR4
and 6, FF, LU, OD, 0Q5, PY,
VP6, VQ2, 4 and 5, ZD4 and ZS
-all on phone. Gotaways were
CP5EK, EL2X and TI2BX.
G3FXB worked EL2X, OD5, VQ4,
VU, ZE, ZS and ZS9G-also on
phone.

DX Strays -and DXpeditions
Unknown to all but the keenest

types, the FO8AJ expedition to
Clipperton Island did come off -
on April 23. WONWX, ONUC
and OVDQ, after a hazardous
journey and all sorts of hardships,
finally made it. They had several
QSO's with W6's, 7's, 9's and
KV4AA, and managed to operate,
diking their brief stay, on Twenty
CW and Phone, Forty CW, Eighty
CW and Phone and Fifteen CW.
They left the island at daybreak
on April 26, but succeeded in
making 1050 contacts during their
three days of activity. (If any G's
worked them, we have not been
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TOP BAND COUNTIES
LADDER

(Starting Jan. 1, 1952)
Station Confirmed Worked

GM3OM 89 90

G6VC 84 84
GSLH 84 84

GM3EFS 83 85

GI6YVV 1
GI3HFT 8181
G2NJ 80 80

G3HLS 77 80

G3IIIW 71 79
G3CO 71 73

G3IVH 70 73

G2AYG 69 70

G2YS 68 75

GUM 66 80

G8TS 64 69

G3JE 63 75
G3OX 63 74
G3BRL 63 66

G2DVD 61 63

G3JEL 60 73G3FTV 60 68G3EUK 60 68G3HYJ 60 65
G3CFG 60 62G3LP 60 60

G3DO 55 62

G3ITY 52 61

G2HKU 48 50

G3IGW 46 65G8VG 46 60

G5FA 37 52

G3JKO 36 53

G3HZM 26 39

G3HMF 17 20

notified). We heard them, coming
through the East Coast W QRM,
several layers down, but the East
Coasters were giving them S9 at
the time.

The FO8AJ attempt in March
was foiled because damage to their
sextant prevented them from even
locating the island ; on this second
attempt they beached on April 14,
but were blown 50 miles from the
island by a storm, and what with
diesel failure and the rest, it took
them eight days to regain the
shore! They may be pardoned if
they are all going around mutter-
ing " The things we've done for
hams . . . . " No medal has yet
been struck. (Thanks to KV4AA

for the above information.)
Another exotic trip in prospect

is that planned by W4COK/2 to
Navassa Island-and do you know
where that is? ! Navassa Is. is
American territory between Cuba
and Haiti, and it is reported that
the ARRL have agreed to accept
it as a " new country "-if W4COK
can get there. Should this venture
materialise, and if you can work
your way through, the barrage of
W's, look for Navassa Island
(prefix unknown) in about three
weeks' time. This is scanty infor-
mation, but we have told you all
we know ourselves.

The Argentine Expedition to the
Himalayas, LUOMA, has actually
been operating from Nepal, we
are told, but no QSO's are yet
claimed.

A phone signal signing AC4LM
has been reported by listeners in

V.0 and VS7, but no one over
here seems to have heard or
worked him yet.

Various expeditions are being
discussed in subdued whispers, but
we understand that new spots are
now so difficult (a) To find, and
(b) To get to when you have found
them, that the expedition traffic is
slowing down.

News from Overseas
VS6CW (Hong Kong) is

GW3IVS, serving a two-year tour
out there with the RAF. In the
first two months as a VS6 he has
worked some 47 countries, and
says the best time for G at present
is 1700-2000 GMT. G3HEJ has
arrived there to keep him com-
pany and is also applying for a
call ; between them they hope to
keep activity at a high level, with
150 watts of phone and CW.

Since the photograph on p.542 of our November issue was taken, DLIMC of Regensburg
has rebuilt his station to the layout as shown above.
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VS6CW, whose QTH is Box 541,
Hong Kong, sends 73 to his
friends in the Liverpool/North
Wales area.

ZB1EB (St. Julians, Malta) is
G3IJU (and GI3IJU/A), and he
offers a little advice to others pro-
ceeding to the George Cross
Island. No import duty is imposed
on equipment previously used as
personal gear, but a check with
British Customs will help any
intending traveller. Components
and spares are not plentiful. G
stations are S9 or better from
early in the morning until about
1000 GMT, after which they fade
out ; Twenty is not good, though,
with high noise level and lots of
local QRM. Activity on Forty
and Eighty seems low, but ZB1EB.
is willing to fix any skeds. (He
would also much appreciate any
details about the Collins MA35
transmitter).

21 etc MARATHON

(Starting July 1, 1982)

STATION COUNTRIES

VQ4RF 108

G5BZ 96

G4ZU 93

G3GUM 91

DL7AA 90

G2WW 89

G4ZU (Phone) 88

G2BW 85

G3HCU (Phone) 83

G2YS 74

G6QB 73

G3TR (Phone) 69

G3DO 68

ZS2AT 67

G3CMH 64

G3CMH (Phone) 62

G3FXB 62

G6QX 56

ZE3J0 55

G2DPY 38

GM2DBX (Phone) 32

G5FA 31

G8VG 18

4S7XG 11

G2DHV 11

4ree,e
" . . . Meet G9XZ - he's a CW-only man . . . ."

DL2SU (Butzweilerhof) is re-
turning to the U.K. pretty soon ;
he has been working mainly on
7 mc with a B2, and has been
hampered by the lack of a good
aerial system. On his return he
will be busy getting G3ICH on
the air, and his XYL is als6
licensed as G3JAA ; they both
hope to be working Top Band
and chasing a WABC. (Inciden-
tally, he says that all DL2 licences
have now been amended, and
there is no Top Band operation
out there any longer).

From DL2UO an apology about
non-QSL'ing ; he is still awaiting
his cards, and will get them off as
soon as received.

The Other Bands
Hardly anyone mentions Eighty

or Forty this month. G6VC
managed to work VE1HJ and
VE1ZZ on Eighty one night,
squeezing through the cracks in
the commercials, and G3FXB
raised HZ1HZ and ZB1BF for
two new ones on the band. In
the second leg of the ARRL Con-
test he worked over 30 W's and
VE's up there.

On Forty, though, 'FXB has
been rolling them in with his new
ground -plane, and the list includes
CX, EL, KV4, KZ5, VP2, 4, 5

and 6, VQ3 and 4, VS9, VU, VK,
TI, 4S7 and all sorts of nice ones.
EA9AR, CN8MM, PJ2AA and
HP3FL were worked up there on
phone. For G2HKU, ZL3GQ,
ZL3KN and TI2WR were nice
ones on 7 mc.

Don't Panic !

We well remember the saying,
long before the war, that if you
could work AC4 you could work
Mars. Well, the jest has become
the true word, and the KP4 and
KV4 stations in the U.S. MARS
Network have been given the
prefix AC4! KZ5 stations use
AC5. These stations are, of
course, outside the amateur bands.

For the Certificate enthusiasts,
two new ones appear from
Sweden. The " WAV " (Worked
all Vasteras) is available to those
submitting proof of contact with
10 SM5 stations in the town of
Vasteras. Likewise the " WGSA "
comes to those who work 10 Sfvf6
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Short Wave Magazine
DX CERTIFICATES

The following have been
awarded since the publication
of the last list, in the
April issue:
WFF.

No. 16 ZL1HY (Waihi)
W6BYB (Sebastopol)

WNACA
No. 67 OH2QQ (Helsinki)

ZL1HY (Waihi)
SM6ID (Gothenburg)
KP4CC (Santurce)

WABC
No. 59 G3HYJ (Norwich)

60 G3JEL (London, N.7)
61 G3EUK (Bath)
62 G3JEQ (Great Bookham)
63 GM3HXT (Fochabers)
64 G3FTV (Wakefield)

FBA
No. 36 G6UT (Bishops Stortford)

37 G2DPY (Shoreham)

General conditions for claiming
MAGAZINE DX AWARDS and CERTIFICATES
appeared on p.419 of the September,

1953 issue.

stations in Gothenburg. Full par-
ticulars available from SM5WI
and SM6ID respectively-not from
us, please!

As regards certificates, G2WW

-a very keen collector-now has
his DPF (No. 250), and it is
apparently the first issued to a G
for phone. Coming along is the
CDM, and G2WW also says that
he was told by IT1TAI that he is
the first G to apply for WASP.

And that just about concludes
another of these " lean times "
Commentaries. We have no doubt
that the incoming news will
increase proportionally with the
DX, and we have every hope that
the DX will be on the up -grade
from now onwards.

Let us close on a note of opti-
mism. It has been known for years
that the magnetic field surround-
ing individual sunspots changes its
polarity with each successive cycle,
and that the sunspots of each new
cycle appear first at high latitudes
on the sun. In February last, one
of the first sunspots of the new
cycle was observed-its latitude
was high and its magnetic field
reversed in polarity! This,
together with independent predic-
tions that the minimum of the
present cycle will occur in the
autumn, is a pretty clear indica-
tion that we shall start to climb
before long. Also, it is worth

TOP BAND DAYLIGHT
TEST

Another " MDT " on the Top
Band, Sunday and Monday,
June 6 and 7, 1600-1800 GMT
each day. Call " CQ MDT,"
look for stations over 100 miles
distant, and report your results
next month, with distances to

the nearest five miles.

remembering that the " climb " is
usually very rapid ; sometimes
the maximum of the cycle is
reached three years, after the
minimum - followed by eight
years of slow decline!

It may well be that we have
already passed the worst month
of the present cycle-the worst
month in the memory of many
present-day amateurs.

Next month's dead -line is first
post on Friday, June 18, and for
the following month it will be
July 16. Address everything to
" DX Commentary," Short Wave
Magazine, 55 Victoria 'Street,
London, S.W.1. Until then, Good
Hunting, 73 and BCNU.

PARADISE FOR SALE
The following advertisement appears in the

March issue of the New Zealand " Break -In," the
journal of the N.Z.A.R.T.:

Leaving for health reasons. --41 acres flat
land;; modern fully -furnished residence and
two other house -size buildings; concrete
paths, garages for three cars, two workshops
with large radio -room adjoining. Four pro-
fessionally constructed 80 -ft. masts, three
55 -ft. masts, two 66 -ft. towers with rotary
beams. Three miles from Tauranga ;
beautiful views. Would like to sell to
appreciative amateur.

The advertiser is David Mitchell, ZL1MP (ex-
GW6AA), who for many years has held an amateur
licence and was very active in this country until
1939. He is on the move again, and we shall be
hearing of him with an exotic call -sign from some
tropic isle when he leaves New Zealand.

AERIAL EARTHING ARRANGEMENTS
It is just about this time of year that special care

must be taken to earth down outdoor aerial systems,
not only during local electrical storms, but as a
matter of course when the station is not in operation.

A " lightning arrestor " or easy leakage path should
be provided to drain away the heavy charges built
up during thunderstorms and the (much more
dangerous) " dry " electrical storms which have lately
been sweeping the country. Very large voltages can
develop under such conditions, and as an instance it
might be mentioned that at a station in the South
Midlands, on the occasion of a recent " dry " storm,
the voltage at the end of a 276 -ft. aerial was jumping
an effective gap of more than one inch.

M.V. " ARIES " - GRVM
The yacht Aries is an RNLI lifeboat, ex-Padstowe,

now on a radio survey trip across the Atlantic,
manned by a crew of four naval officers, with
G3JOQ, a Sub -Lt. RNVR, as radio operator. The
task of the Aries is to test a wide range of HF and
VHF apparatus, CW and phone, under the practical
conditions of a long Atlantic crossing, using normal
ship -working frequencies. Additionally, Aries is
fitted with VHF phone equipment, operating on
118.1 and 121.5 mc, with which to communicate
with the Atlantic weather ships. It is expected that
this voyage will produce much valuable practical
information on the problems of radio equipment for
small sea -going vessels.
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TRANSISTOR TOPICS

THE most interesting news item this month is the
160 -metre Transistor Test which took place on

the night of May 4-5. This test was arranged
between G3CCA (Leicester), G3HMO (Buckingham)
and G3IYX (Bradwell, Bucks.), all using transistor
transmitters, with G3CFG (Kirby Muxloe, Leics.)
and G6FO (Maids Moreton, Bucks.) as linking and
control stations. Also keeping watch on the
frequency were G2AA, G3DVP, G3GVK and G3IZS,
all of the Leicester Radio Society. The purpose of
the test was to attempt a two-way QSO with transistor
transmitters over the range of 45 miles.

Contact G3CCA-G6FO was established at the
first call, with G3CCA RST-579 on his transistor
transmitter on 1820 kc. In the course of a 12 -hour
test, G3CCA remained solid copy at G6FO, except
for a break of a few minutes while he changed a
faulty transistor in the VFO. Phone from G3CCA
was RS -45 at G6FO when static and general QRM
allowed it to be audible at all.

G3CCA succeeded not only in putting transistor
signals down into the Buckingham area-received by
G3HMO and G3IYX, as well as G6FO-but towards
the end of the test he was able to receive phone
from G6FO on a transistor receiver of the superhet
type ; G3CCA was getting RS -55 to RS -57 signals
on a headset, the G6FO transmitter being his normal
9 -watt Top Band rig using a half -wave aerial.

Thus, G3CCA became the first all -transistor
station to transmit and receive signals, of R5 com-
munication quality, over a distance of more than a
few miles.

During the test period, G3IYX was received on
CW in the Leicester area by G3CCA, G3GVK and
G3IZS at RST-339, using the transistor transmitter
shown on p.163 of the May issue of Short Wave
Magazine. A QSO G3CCA-G3IYX was attempted, and
though they had heard one another on their transistor
transmitters, static noise and the level of interference
prevented an actual contact being obtained. This
was most unfortunate, as such a contact-over 45
miles-would possibly have constituted a new world
record, there being transistors at both ends.

G3HMO made several transmissions (with home -
constructed transistors in the transmitter) and was
identified at RST-229 by G3IZS in Leicester. He
was using the transmitter circuit described on p.165
of the May issue of the Magazine.

During the period of the test, conditions on the
Top Band were poor, with a high level of static and
much interference. It was evident that without the
efforts of the linking stations, G3CFG and G6FO,
and the maintenance of a very high standard of
net discipline at both ends, it would have been very
difficult for any contacts to have been established-
except, perhaps, in the case of G3CCA-G6FO, which
was actually a prearranged schedule.

Conducted By G3HMO

The equipment at G3CCA is described briefly
(over) with the aid of the block diagrams. It will be
seen that the sequence in both transmitter and
receiver could apply to a normal valve -operated
station. However, we anticipate that the circuits will
not turn out to be quite as orthodox. It is interesting
to note that transistors are being used in push-pull in
the PA to get more RF output. The VFO evolved
by G3CCA is very stable and the keying is a good
T9. On phone, also, the results are very good with
no tendency to FM. It is the first really satisfactory
transistor VFO we have come across, and shows that,
with properly designed circuits, a crystal is not
essential for stability.

In the receiver there are two points of interest.
We see that diodes are used for mixing and
detecting, leaving the transistors for the amplifying
stages. The other point to note is the use of
junction -type transistors in the IF strip. This type
is normally specified for audio use owing to the alpha
cut-off occurring at rather low frequencies. It will
be interesting to hear what intermediate frequency
G3CCA is using. His receiver may be of academic
interest only to many, as the cost of a set of
commercial transistors would be prohibitive. (The
retail price is about £13 at present). However, in the
future G3CCA is hoping to produce some equipment
around home-made transistors.

Reports and News

Other members of the Leicester group are also
getting going on transistors. G2AA will be on 1801
kc with a single stage CO Tx, and has also started
to make his own transistors. G3GVK (Rothley)
hopes to be on shortly. G3IZS has under con-
struction a CO driving a pair of transistors in
push-pull on about 1805 kc.

A very interesting report comes from G4AP
(Swindon). He has been experimenting now for
about three months with transistors for both
transmission and reception. It seems that his may
actually have been the first all -transistor station,
although at present he is limited to ranges of ten
miles or so by a rather poor aerial. So far, best DX
for G4AP is a report from 35 miles away. He is
using a Mullard 0051 point -contact transistor as a
CO running 50 mW input in an earthed base circuit.
The collector tank circuit is inductively coupled to
a series tuned aerial. The receiver also has an 0051
in a tuned emitter reacting detector circuit feeding a
Mullard 0C12 junction -type transistor as an earthed
emitter audio output stage. The general trouble with
all transistor receivers so far seems to be flat tuning,
and therefore lack of selectivity. This is particularly
the case, of course, with only one tuned circuit.
However, G4AP has received CW from all over the
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TRANSISTOR CONTACT RECORD

TRANSISTOR
STATION

Band Phone Input Dist.
me CW mW miles Station Reporting

RATING
m.p.w.

COUNTIES
Worked

G3CCA, Leicester 1.8 CW 50 135 G3JES, Canterbury 5,400* 11

G3CCA, Leicester 1.8 CW 50 130 G3OGN, Littlehampton,
Sussex

2,600

G3CCA, Leicester 1.8 Ph. 50 95 G3IQO, Liverpool 1,900

G6FO, Maids
Moreton, Bucks.

1.8 CW 65 112 G3PU, Weymouth,
Dorset

1,850

G3CCA, Leicester 1.8 CW 50 45 G6F0, Maids Moreton,
Bucks.

1,800*

G6FO, Maids 1.8 CW 65 100 G6QB, Bexhill, Sussex 1,550 3
Moreton, Bucks.

G3IYX, Bradwell,
Bucks.

1.8 CW 80 120 G3JML, Huddersfield,
Yorks.

1,500 7

G3IYX, Bradwell, 1.8 CW 80 103 G3IDZ, Locking, Soma, 1,300
Bucks.

G3HMO, Buckingham 1.8 CW 40 34 G6XH, Chorleywood,
Herts.

850

G4AP, Swindon, Wilts. 1.8 CW 50 35 ? ? ? 700

G3IYX, Bradwell, 1.8 CW 80 45 G3IZS, Leicester 580
Bucks.

G3IYX, Bradwell, 1.8 CW 80 9 tG3HMO, Buckingham , 220
Bucks.

G3HMO, Buckingham 1.8 Ph. 100 15 05RZ, Leighton Buzzard,
Beds.

150

NOTES:

COI. 7 is the Power -Range Rating, expressed as miles per watt. Thus, a
report at 100 miles with an input of 50 milliwatts (mW) rates 2,000
miles per watt.

* Denotes transistor receiver in use for QSO ; power -range rating doubled.

t Denotes transistor transmitter in use by reporting station ; power -range
rating doubled.

Col. 8, Counties Worked, is on the basis of two-way contacts made with a
transistor transmitter in use at the claiming station.

Entries for " Transistor Contact Record," under the headings shown, are invited from
operators using transistor equipment. This Table is not competitive ; it is intended to

record progress in transistor communication.

country and the Continent on a headset, and takes .

locals on the speaker.
G4AP is using an 1863 kc crystal and would

appreciate any contacts or reports. He suggests that
we publish a list of transistor stations and their
frequencies. G4AP is another who intends to go
into production on home-made transistors.

Transistor Contact Record
Readers will see that we have now started the

Table for recording transistor contacts. If you have
had QSO's on any amateur band with transistorised
equipment, please send in your claim, set out as it
should appear in the Table. Power input is the
collector input to the last stage. It would seem that
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collector volts times collector milliamps is not a fair
measure of the input to the stage as a whole. If
there is a current stabilising resistor (and there
usually is) it is an essential part of the circuit, and
power wasted in it should still be counted as part of
the power input to the final stage. It is suggested
that the voltage used in the calculation should be the
fixed potential feeding the stage. This will be either
the battery or, where a potentiometer is used across
a source of higher voltage, the HT at the slider.

The power -range rating is self-explanatory and
seems a fair way to estimate QRP results. As a
further mark of achievement, this figure should be
multiplied by the number of pieces of transistorised
equipment taking part in the QSO, e.g for transistor
Tx one end and transistor Tx and transistor Rx at
the other, multiply the power -range rating by 3 ;
with a transistor transmitter or receiver at both ends,
multiply by 2 ; and for a contact between two all -
transistor stations multiply by 4.

To start with, we are including in the Table a
selection of recent results in addition to the best DX.
The object of this is to show that results so far are
not just freakish and that, QRM permitting, con-
sistent contacts can be obtained. For example,
G3HMO and G3IYX run a bi-weekly schedule in
which transistor transmitters are almost always used,
with no thought of warming -up the " high-powered
valve gear." We shall soon get round to a regular
Counties Worked table at the present rate of progress.
G3CCA has worked eleven counties (including four
using the transistor receiver), mostly on phone.
G3IYX has covered no less than seven on his single
transistor, and until recently has only had an 80ft.
aerial. However, his best DX has been worked on a
new half -wave aerial.

On the subject of battling with the QRM, and
identifying transistor transmissions, attention is drawn
to an interesting letter in the correspondence columns
elsewhere in this issue ; it will no doubt be agreed
that G5CV's suggestion is both useful and practical,
and all transistor operators are advised to use
" CQ TTX de . . . " as their calling procedure.

Transistor Developments
An Atomic Battery has been produced experi-

mentally by RCA. The output is at present very
small -5µA at 0.2 volts. A radio active source of
high energy electrons produces by multiplication
200,000 electrons for each initial electron penetrating
an adjacent silicon p -n junction. While this has no
immediate connection with a transistor, the battery
has been shown driving a transistor audio oscillator.
It foreshadows the day when one will be able to go
portable for twenty years with no power problem!

An interesting discovery, also from the other side
of the Atlantic, is that very high frequency oscilla-
tions may be generated internally in a point -contact
transistor. The effect, reminiscent of the Barkhausen-

RF

-s GP  GJ

' GP Osc.

IF IF Det AF 0/P

r-+ GJ GJ

GJ BFO

/60 METRE SUPERHET RECEIVER

MONITOR

Phase
sp/itter AF2 AF!

GP

MODULATOR

/60 METRE PHONE/CW TRANSMITTER

Transistor key GP

Point
contact.

GJ

Junction Carosocf

Block schematic of the transmitter and receiver arrangement
at G3CCA, Leicester - using transistors and crystal diodes
throughout, and possibly the first all -transistor station in
the world. On the night of May 4-5, on the 160 -metre band,
G3CCA worked G6F0, nr. Buckingham, on the transistor
transmitter and was able to receive phone from G6F0 at
R5 on the transistor superhet receiver ; the distance is 45 miles.

Kurz theory, may be explained, by the equivalent of
the Miller action in a transistor. The phase relation
between collector and emitter is such that the internal
collector capacity is reflected into the emitter as
inductance. This can, if alpha- is high enough,
resonate with the emitter self -capacitance to produce
oscillation around 20-60 mc, strong enough to be
detected by a GDO near the transistor! The
oscillations can be stabilised by an external tank in
the collector. Frequency multiplication up to 600 mc
has been obtained in the high alpha samples of the
RCA 2N33 transistor.

That's all for this month, except to draw attention
to an error in the table of values on p.165 of last
month's Short Wave Magazine: C9 should have
read 2 µF, as it is an LF by-pass to a low impedance
circuit. Incidentally, some improvement may be
obtained by omitting the condenser Cl. Next time
we shall give the transistor VFO circuit developed by
G3CCA. Entries for the Table and other reports
for inclusion in the July issue are requested by June
16, addressed to " Transistor Topics," c/o The
Editor, Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

Short Wave Magazine covers the whole field of Amateur Radio
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MW BROADCAST RECEPTION
AND 160 -METRE DX

CONDITIONS
have just been reading

the excellent report on last
winter's results on Top Band.
Though 1 have no first-hand
operating experience of the 160 -
metre band, since early autumn I
have been monitoring the (closely
related) medium -wave broadcast
band. I am convinced that some of
my results could be turned to good
account by Top Band DX'ers. The
medium -wave band is 540-1600 kc,
but best DX reception is usually
obtained above 850 kc. Some
conclusions drawn from my own
findings are : (1) Good signals from
North America can be heard as
early as the beginning of October;
during two autumn spells of N7
conditions forecast by WWV,
broadcast stations in the W7 call
area were heard on 1000 and 1510
kc, 0600-0800 GMT ; more would
doubtless have been logged but for
American East Coast QRM. (2)
When WWV forecasts N7, very
strong signals are often received
before midnight from American
East Coast broadcasters. (3) These
results correlate closely with short
wave conditions-when they are
good, plenty of DX BC stations
can be heard in the medium -wave
band. Average conditions may
produce Cuba and Puerto Rico ;
poor conditions invariably result
in reception of Argentina, Brazil
and Uruguay ; on at least one
occasion, East Coast U.S.A. has
given way to Middle West, which
in turn has faded down in favour
of West Coast (W6/W7), all in the
space of an hour or two, in much
the same way as happens on our
14 mc band. (4) South American
broadcasters are well received in
spring and early summer, from
about 2300 GMT ; stations using

kW or less are often heard. (5)

Conditions for North America
were very favourable during last
autumn, and also for most of
December; but they were very
poor for the first three months of
1954. Spells of good conditions-
N7 seems to be the best we can
hope for at this stage of the sun-
spot cycle-tend to recur at 27 -day
intervals, i.e. they are connected
with the sun's period of rotation.

These observations lead me to
suggest that the plans you have
already announced for next
season's Top Band DX Tests
might be modified as follows :
(a) Start the Tests at the beginning
of October. (b) The regular Tests
should be held every three weeks;
if tests are taking place at monthly
or fortnightly intervals, it is quite
possible that a test period may
never coincide with a good spell.
(c) If WWV is sending "N7" as
its forecast at 2319 GMT any
night, an "unofficial" attempt
should be made; WWV should, in
fact, be checked every night on 5
mc during the season, as it is on
" N7 nights" that best results will
be obtained. (d) When conditions
are favourable, attempts should be
made at a much earlier hour than
seems to have been usual in the
past. (e) If possible, South
American amateur stations should
be brought in-particularly CX,
LU and PY-but owing to the
static level in those parts, con-
ditions for them would be best
in April and May.

C. S. S. Lyon, G3EIZ, 30 Aigburth Drive,
Liverpool, 7.

TOP BAND DX - BIT OF
HISTORY

SIR,-We hear so much about
Top Band DX these days, it might
be interesting to remind readers of
a series of Trans -Atlantic Tests
held in 1936, eighteen years ago.
As far as I can remember, these

Letters published are those
which seem to us to be of
general interest, but should
not be read as necessarily
being in accordance with
our own views on the
subject. We welcome

readers' comments.

Tests were organised by G211 in
conjunction with W1BB ; it is
good to know the latter still takes
a leading part in current events,
and he certainly deserves the tri-
butes you offer him. According
to my logs, during the 1936 Tests
nine British stations got across :
G2DQ, G2II, G2IN, G2XC,
G6GL, G6PF, G6UJ, G6WQ and
G6YQ, also EA4AO and FA8BG.
Eight American stations made G
contacts; and Canada was also
represented, by VE1EA.

H. G. Collin, G2DQ, 32 High Street,
Wickford, Essex.

As G2DQ implies, DX on the
Top Band is no new thing. The
first crystal controlled ten -watt "
Trans -Atlantic contact on 160
metres was actually made three
years earlier than the time of
which he writes - by G6F0/
W1DBM at 0750 GMT on
February 19, 1933, 21 years ago,
G6FO then being located at New-
port, Mon. This was in the course
of some privately -organised tests,
in which the other participants
were G5UM, G5WU and G6PA.
It was for these Tests that the 5 -
minute calling -and -listening pro-
cedure, in defined frequency areas,
was first tried, as used in the
Magazine 160 -metre Tests today.
Following the 1936 series, WIBB
became the regular organiser on
the American side, and he acted
in this capacity for the first Short
Wave Magazine tests arranged for
the winter of 1938-and so he has
continued ever since.-Editor.

PAGES FOR THE SWL
SIR,-Over twenty years ago I

was a keen listener on the short
waves and collected an imposing
array of QSL cards. Recently, I
have begun to get interested again,
and decided it was about time to
build myself a set and see what
present-day conditions are like.
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The first thing 1 did was- to buy
a copy of May SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE and came right up
against your Editorial ! You are
quite correct in one respect, any-
way-the Magazine now is unfor-
tunately right over my head, and
I am wondering how on earth I
can catch up with the wasted
years. You write that the solution
is as far off as ever, but surely
this is too pessimistic ? Would.
the Magazine suffer much if you
devoted, say, two pages a month
to the SWL? How else are you
to catch this category of reader
and improve his knowledge ?
Anyway, I do hope that you will
be able to worry something out
which will not upset the advanced
types.

S. W. Stevens, 5 Digdens Rise, Woodcote
Green, Epsom, Surrey.

VOLUNTARY LIMITATION
SIR, -I suggest that you start a

QRP Section, with all members
agreeing to a maximum input of
10 watts. The function of the
section would be to review each
band, discuss gear and aerials for
obtaining the highest efficiency
under the 10 -watt limitation,
arrange contests and, in general,
to further the QRP interest to the
ultimate benefit of the amateur of
this country. It would do much
to overcome the TVI problem if
you started a QRP Club, for
licensed members only, all under-
taking not to use more than 10
watts; this would not in any way
cut across the use of high power
and should not upset anybody !

C. H. Walker, G3AZT, 34 Westfield Road,
Rugby.

TRANSISTOR CALLING
PROCEDURE

SIR,-In view of the current
interest in the use of transistors
for amateur communication and
the number of such transmissions
now on the air, would it not be
a good plan to identify these
transmissions with some easily
distinguishable group, such as
" TTX " ? If a station, using this
suggested system, were to call

"CQ TTX de G- . . . " any-
body receiving the signals would
at once know the type of trans-
mitter being used. He would also
know that a report would almost
certainly be welcomed by the
operator and, it is to be hoped, he
would desist from transmitting
near to this frequency.

My own experiments with
transistors date back to August
last year when, I think, I made
the first transistor transmission in
this country. They have all been
confined to small portable trans-
mitters and receivers working on
the 3.5 me band and powered by
a tiny Ever -Ready Type 122 (22
volt) deaf -aid battery. With a
single crystal -controlled 3604 kc
modulated GET -1 transistor, and
using only a 3ft. 6in. whip aerial,
a distance of one mile on phone
(received by G2DVD, Slinf old,
Sussex) has been achieved. The
input then was just over 20 mW.

I am a firm believer that owing
to the low power requirements
and the small physical size of the
transistor, it is particularly suit-
able for portable transmitters. To
me it seems absurd to operate a
battery -driven transistor Tx next
to a mains supply-unless, of
course, one is out to claim an
impressive list of "DX Firsts."
But it will be an exciting day
when a transistor spans the
Atlantic !

In conclusion, I would like to
pay tribute to your enterprise in
starting a feature devoted entirely
to transistor topics.

D. Walters, G5CV, Greenfield, The Drive,
Godalming, Surrey.

Clearly, the suggestion put for-
ward by G5CV will commend
itself to all who are attempting
contacts using milliwatt trans-
mitters, which are in the ultra-
QRPP category and have to com-
pete, in the main, with transmitters
operated at something like 150
times the power input-for that is
the ratio between the average
transistor transmitter and its
valve -operated counterpart on the
Top Band. Our correspondent is,
of course, well known for his
pioneer work in this country in
the field of transistor transmission.
-Editor.

(SLIGHT) PROBLEM OF BCI !
SIR,-Can any reader please

suggest a means of curing phone
BCI on a neighbouring BC
receiver? I should explain that
this receiver is an 0 -V -I and is 12
feet away from our Club trans-
mitter. (Yes, we know we could
buy them a new set I).

M. Dransfield, G3JKO, Nottingham
University Radio Society, Union Room, The
University, Nottingham.

Broadly speaking, the only
answer is to buy them a new set !
-Editor.

THE M.P.W. FIGURE
OF MERIT

SIR,-On the subject of miles -
per -watt, in view of propagation
characteristics, a better figure of
merit appears to be miles -squared
per watt. I feel that the man who
covers 2,500 miles with one watt
puts up a better show than the
man who achieves 1,250 miles with
half -a -watt ; in fact, in free space
the performance is twice as good.
The best approach to record -
making under the present scheme
is to reduce power to a minimum
for oscillation and take whatever
range results. However, this is
not really my field, and I am not
particularly serious about it-
though something over 4,000
m.p.w. for a radiosonde trans-
mitter seems a useful figure!

A. H. Hooper, G3EGB, 202 Totterohoe
Road, Dunstable, Beds.

EIMAC LITERATURE

SIR,-We take pleasure in send-
ing you a copy of our booklet,
"The Care and Feeding of
Tetrodes," 'as well as some other
material which we hope you will
find useful. Should you be in
need of further information, we
shall be happy to have you write
to us. It will be appreciated if
you will advise your readers that
this literature is available free on
request.

John L.' lieinartz, Director,. Amateurs
Service Bureau, Eitel-McCullough, Inc.,
San Bruno, California, U.S.A.
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Getting on Two
Metres

MODIFYING THE RF- 2 7

One of the best surplus equipments " modifi-
able" for Two Metres and still freely available
at a price around 40s. is the RF-27 Unit. This
is a well -designed and built type of converter
assembly, tuning 65-85 mc in the original, with
an IF which can be set anywhere in the range
7-8 mc. It can thus be used with almost any
existing short wave receiver functioning as
IF /AF amplifier and the only problem is
modifying the tuned circuits of the RF-27 to
cover the 144-146 mc band. This article shows
in detail how it can be done. The result is
a reasonably effective two -metre front end
which will enable the initial forays to be made
on VHF until such time as experience demands
the construction of a more modern type of
converter. In other words, the modified RF-27
is suggested as being one easy way of making
the first approach to Two Metres; eventually,
in the average station it would become a useful
stand-by against something better in the way

of two -metre receivers.-Editor.

1N dealing with the problem of receivers for
2 metres and 70 cm, it would seem that there

are three methods of approach.
First, a separate receiver for each band.

Secondly, converters working into the station
receiver(s), and thirdly, converters working into
a common IF -AF unit.

Considering each of the possibilities in turn,
the third method gives the most satisfactory
solution from the amateur's standpoint.

The first method-that of separate receivers
-is the ideal, but has the disadvantage of
being costly, not only in initial outlay, but also
in maintenance. Furthermore, considerable time
would have to be spent on each receiver before
optimum performasnce could be secured ;
generally speaking, time is at a high premium
with all amateurs.

The second method - that of converters
working into the station receiver(s) is, on
first consideration, attractive. In the case of
sensitive receivers, however, it is difficult to
eliminate breakthrough from stations working
on channels adjacent to, or on, the IF
frequency. Also, due to the relatively high
selectivity of the IF strip in the main receiver,

even with the selectivity control in the "broad "
position drift due to one cause or another will
entail retouching the converter tuning from
time to time.

It would seem, therefore, that the use of a
common IF / AF strip, with a certain amount
of bandwidth control, plus a good BFO, noise
limiter and AF section, should give the best
results with the minimum monetary outlay,
with a saving in that other ever -short com-
modity-time. Any converter built could then
be arranged to have the required IF, and also
to draw its supplies from the unit-as in the
G2BVW design.

Approaching the RF-27
But the quick approach, to get on the two -

metre band, is to modify a Type 27 RF unit,
which has often been the subject of conversion
designs in Short Wave Magazine. Inspection
of the RF-27's internal layout with its good
screening, robust construction and sound circuit,
led to the belief that it would be possible to
modify it for two -metre operation, as it is
designed for 65-85 mc.

For optimum performance the modifications
proved a little more comprehensive than were
at first envisaged. The performance of the
unit now, however, compares very favourably
with others, using valves of the 6J6 and 6AK5
type.

The initial conversion took only a matter
of three hours, including the location of the
band, but the performance, and particularly
mixer noise, left a great deal to be desired. By
circuit changes, and ensuring that the local
oscillator was the requisite amount LF of the
signal, the performance was improved beyond
all recognition, and the mixer noise was reduced
to a fraction of its former level.

The circuit diagram is that of the modified
unit, and the details following, coupled with
inspection of an RF-27, will enable conversion
to be easily accomplished.

RF Stage Alterations
It will be seen that the RF stage has been

converted from series to parallel tuning, the
circuit being tuned to resonance by a panel
trimmer. The original RF section of the
three -gang tuning condenser is no longer used.
The setting of the panel trimmer (which is that
originally in the unit) is quite broad over the
band, and generally need not be touched after
the initial adjustments.

The conversion from series to parallel tuning
gave a better match to the feed line, and also
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Circuit of the RF-27 Unit as modified for Two Metres. In this and the table of values circuit elements marked " M " are the modi-
fication items. Stabilisation of the oscillator V3 is very important for the best results. The existing IF section tuning can be adjusted

on the slug for any frequency between 7 and 8 mc.

an improvement in gain. The screen resistor
of this stage has been reduced from 10,000
ohms to 4,700 ohms, and the original 10,000 -

ohm anode load replaced by an RF choke. A
further improvement was obtained by isolating
the tuned circuit from the grid by means of a 27
,a,uF condenser, and tapping this condenser
down the tuned circuit.

In the original circuit, the required bias was
fed to the RF and mixer grids via the coil
through a resistor in parallel with the series
tuning condenser. It is felt that this practice
is to be deprecated at the frequencies con-
cerned, since it makes operation considerably
more noisy ; hence, in the modification the grids
of both the RF and mixer stages were isolated
from the tuned circuit, and a suitable resistor
placed directly from grid to ground for the
purpose of bias feed.

The choke used in the anode circuit of the
RF stage in place of the original 10,000 -ohm

COIL TABLE
RF STAGE

Ml. 14 turns 18 SWG in. inside diameter to length
of I in. Grid tapped down I turn from " hot " end.

M1A. 4 turns 24 SWG, polystyrene insulated, * in.
inside diameter.

MIXER
M2. 14 turns 18 SWG, * in. inside diameter to

length of I in.; input from RF stage tapped down
turn from grid end.

OSCILLATOR
EZ1V13. 2* turns 18 SWG, -- in. inside diameter to in.

Table of Values
Fig. I. The RF-27 Unit showing modifications for Two Metres

Original Components
Cl, C2,
C8, C9,

C10, C11,
C18, C19,
C20, C21,
C22, C23,
C27, C34 = 500 µAF

C17 = 2 µAF

R8, R12 = 100,000 ohms
R14 = 5,600 ohms

= 150 ohms
R10 = 100 ohms

R9 = 1,000 ohms
R11 = 10,000 ohms

Modification Components

C5
C16, C31

=
=

6.5 µµF
7.5 /...µF

MI, MIA,
M2, M3 = See Coil Details

C6 = 13.5 AiLF M4 = RFC
C14, C30

C28
=
=

15 µill'
20 isi.LF

M5, M6,
M7 = 27 11,µF

C15, C37 = 75 up.F (modified) M8 = 8 AF
C33 = 100 µµF M12 = 2,000 ohms*
C25 = 10 M9 = 4,700 ohms

VI, V2
V3

=
=

EF54
EC52

MIO, M11,
M13, M14 = 270,000 ohms

RI, R7 = 2,200 ohms M 15, M 16 = VS70 Stabilisers
* Dependent on HT line voltage. Correct value

adjusted for 200 v. on load.
given by M12

resistor was obtained from an IFF set and has
the reference number 10C/5741. If this choke
is not available it can be made by winding
27 ins. of fine wire on a 1 -in. former to a length
of 1 in.

Mixer and IF Stages
The original coupling condenser between

RF and mixer stages was. 100 ,u/EF. A large
amount of the mixer noise first experienced
was found to be due to the high damping this
condenser imposed on the mixer grid circuit.
By suitably reducing its value, and tapping
down the mixer coil, a reduction in noise was
effected, and an increase in signal level
obtained. [over
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The mixer grid circuit is series tuned, but
the section of the three -gang condenser con-
cerned is considerably reduced in capacity by
the simple expedient of removing all but one
of the rotor plates. The oscillator section of
the tuning bank is also reduced in capacity
until only one plate is left on the rotor. (The
plates not required can easily be removed by
gripping them one at a time in a pair of long -
nosed pliers, giving a slight twist, and a sharp
pull. The plates left are, in each case, end
plates.)

Apart from coil changes, and the addition
of stabilisation, the oscillator circuit is unmodi-
fied. Consideration was at first given to the
idea of harmonic mixing, thus allowing the
oscillator to work at a lower frequency ; it was
decided, however, to try the existing oscillator
circuit at the required higher frequency. The
performance far exceeded all expectations, and
apart from warm-up creep over the first ten
minutes, the oscillator drift is negligible.

Receiver Coupling
The link between converter and main receiver

is 80 -ohm coaxial cable. In order to eliminate
IF breakthrough as far as possible, the original
coax line in the RF-27, which terminated at the
Jones plug at the rear, was taken out. A new
length of coax was run through the hole left
by the removal of one of the spring spikes
(rear of unit) and connected to the output
coupling condenser, as was the original coax.
This new run of cable must be of sufficient
length to connect directly to the receiver A and
E terminals.

The IF coil in the unit trims between 7 and 8
mc by means of the iron core, and the writer
has found that 7.6 mc was the best frequency
to use to avoid breakthrough. (Some IF coils
are loaded with a 10,000 -ohm resistor, which
should be removed.) It will be found that the
peaking of this IF coil is quite sharp and
consequently it is impracticable to tune the
receiver; but by leaving the receiver set, and
tuning the converter, IF breakthrough is
minimised. In the version of the RF-27 as
converted the range 144 mc to 146 mc spreads
from 50 deg. to 150 deg. on the dial. That is
100 divisions of the 180 division dial-a spread
which is quite adequate.

Setting Up
To get the converter operational, the re-

ceiver and converter should be switched on
20 minutes prior to alignment. By means of
the slug in the IF coil, and with the receiver

set on 7.6 mc (or the chosen IF) the IF coil
should be peaked for maximum hiss in the
receiver. One could rely upon received local
signals for the alignment procedure, but this
method is most unsatisfactory. The use of an
accurate signal generator is advised, which if
not already in the possession of the constructor,
should be " begged, borrowed or otherwise
acquired."

After allowing the generator time to become
stabilised on a frequency of 36 mc or 72 mc,
the latter being preferable, the output lead
should be laid near the mixer coil. With the
dial set to about 150 deg., the oscillator
trimmers should be set so that the modulated
tone of the generator is heard. During the
alignment operation, the receiver RF gain
should be fully on and the AF gain suitably
reduced. The receiver S -meter can be used
as a reliable guide to output.

By means of the attenuator control on the
signal generator, or if this, is not too effective,
by increasing the distance between generator
and converter, the input signal should be kept
down to a reasonable level. An S5 meter signal
is convenient.

Having now set the oscillator, the mixer
trimmers can be adjusted for maximum output.
In all probability there will be a great increase
in output as the circuit is brought into line,
and the generator output must be reduced in
step, by either of the methods described in the
preceding paragraph.

Finally, the RF stage trimmers are adjusted,
as are those of the mixer, with the panel
trimmer at half capacity. At no time should
it be necessary to make a direct connection
between the unit and the generator's " hot "
output lead. It . should only be necessary to
" show " the hot lead to the coil concerned.
Final Adjustment

Once signals are being received, the final
trimming of the RF and mixer stages can be
undertaken using these signals, in order to
get that "last ounce." Note, however, that
strong local signals should not be used for
this purpose.

The input to the converter is designed for
300 -ohm line, since this has only small losses
at these frequencies. Comparison between
figures for 75- to 80 -ohm line and 300 -ohm
line proved rather enlightening :

75 -ohm line-attenuation per 100 ft. at 144 mc
is of the order of 7 dB, while its capacity per foot
is approximately 19 µµF.

300 -ohm line-attenuation per 100 ft. at 144 mc
is of the order of 3 dB, while its capacity per foot
is approximately 6µµF.
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Input Arrangements
Most of the original work on the unit was

done with a simple dipole made from wire
strung tautly between insulators on a wooden
batten, and fed into the converter with a short
length of 75 -ohm line. Aerials are, however, of
major importance on Two Metres ! On the
erection of a simple three -element beam
coupled through 300 -ohm line, the improve-
ment in all S -meter readings was astounding-
not only due to the theoretical gain of 9 dB
of the beam, but also because of the use of
more efficient feed line.

Since it is impossible to determine how much
use the valves in a purchased RF-27 have had,
it is advisable to obtain spares. While some
EF54 valves function satisfactorily at lower
frequencies, they may not do so in the converter
due to the higher frequency of operation.
Should the converter fail to- give good results,
therefore, please try changing valves before
writing to the Editor !

It is hoped that this article will encourage
more activity on Two Metres, and also that
it will show that simple gear can be made to
give good results.

WARNING - " TRIFLER FOR SEVENTYCEMS "
It has been suggested that in the circuit on p.142

of the May issue, half the filament of the 8012 would
be shorted to earth if grounded coax with a pick-up
loop is used to apply 2 -metre drive. Hence, the
8012 should be operated either with both sides of the
AC supply " in the air " (with centre -tapped LT for
the cathode return) or a blocking condenser of about
500 µµF be used between Cl and the Pye socket.
Some further notes on this point will appear in our
next issue.

HIGH STABILITY VARIABLE FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

Demonstrated at the Physical Society's Exhibition
by Mullard Ltd. was a commercial VFO, which
enables the frequencies of transmitters in the high
frequency broadcast bands to be made infinitely
variable, while complying with the regulations of the
International Telecommunications Union. These
require that deviations from the nominal value should
be less than ± 0.003 percent. To attain this degree
of stability it is usual to resort to crystal control,
which has the disadvantage that new crystals must be
obtained when channels are re -allocated. The
Mullard Variable Frequency Oscillator overcomes
this disadvantage.

The oscillator output, which is variable between
the limits 1.0 to 1.7 mc, is passed through a tuned
buffer amplifier to a frequency multiplier that pro-
duces either the second (2-3.4 mc) or third (3-5.1 mc)
harmonic as required. A final wideband power
amplifier delivers 0.5w. into 70 ohms. The oscillator
proper is housed in a simple oven, the temperature
of which is controlled to +1°C. In conjunction
with high stability components, notably the Mullard
Precision Variable Capacitor (which is particularly
suitable for an application of this sort), this degree
of temperature control is adequate to keep frequency
variations within the required limits.

Frequency is set up by rotating the Precision
Variable Capacitor through a slow-motion drive,
which may be locked. A vernier inductance trimmer
is used for the final adjustment. During this process
the oscillator frequency is continually measured by

a displaying frequency monitor, and in this way it
is possible to set up to any frequency in the range
within a tolerance of ±0.0001 per cent. in a few
moments. The frequency monitor may be used to
check the frequency wherever necessary, and is, of
course, available when the, other oscillators in a
transmitting station require adjustment.

In its final form, a Centralised Transmitter Drive
Unit would consist of banks of High Stability
Oscillators driven from common power supplies and
employing a single frequency monitor for adjustment
purposes.

WN/KN CALL -SIGNS
In the American amateur licensing set-up, the N

in either the W or K prefix indicates Novice-that is,
a licence issued for a period of one year only to an
amateur who has passed a simplified test (5 w.p.m.
Morse, and elementary theory) entitling the holder to
operate CW only in the 3700-3750, 7175-7200 and
21100-21250 kc portions of the amateur bands, with
phone on 145-147 mc. When the general -class licence
is obtained (13 w.p.m. Morse and the regular tech-
nical examination) the N is dropped from the call -
sign. The K prefix is, of course, used in those
licensing districts for which the W series has run out.

XTAL XCHANGE
Below are the offers of those who would like

to exchange crystals. This space is free for such
notices, which should be set out in the form
shown here-buy-or-sell announcements can not
be accepted for appearance under this heading,
and all negotiations should be conducted direct.
G2ATD, 5 Sussex Road, North Heath, Eritb, Kent.

Has Bliley 5257 kc crystal, mounted and certificated. Wants
any Top Band frequency 1800-1850 kc.

G3GEN, 113 Stroud Road, Gloucester.
Has 3500 (octal based), 6006, 6008 (FT -243), 6059, 7000, 7040
and 8000 kc (3/4 -in. mounting) crystals. Wants frequencies
2250 and 5750 kc.

G3IJU, 1 Dragon Junction, Harrogate, Yorks.
Has crystals 5910, 6021, 6160, 6270, 6550, 6561, 6630, 6790
and 8000 kc, all 3/4 -in. mounting. Wants 3515, 3525, 3540,
3550, 3565, 3575, 3580 and 3585 kc, same mounting.
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WHILE we are still waiting for
a sustained spell of really

good EDX conditions, things were
not too bad for GDX and the
nearer Europeans during May
9-13, and there have even been
flashes of excitement-with, how-
ever, activity rather on the low
side during most of the period.

One of the most interesting, and
significant, occurrences was the
appearance of an EA on the two -
metre band in the late evening of
May 10. He was heard by
GC2CNC (Jersey, C.I.) calling
G6NB at about 2230 BST, but
only at RST-338 and in QSB, on
144.2 me ; unfortunately, at the
moment of signing, he was too
thin to be positively identified ;
Bill had just put out a CQ, so this
unknown Spaniard was evidently
receiving G6NB all right, and
from this we may take it that he
has a reasonable receiver and
aerial system. At the time of
writing, it has not been possible
to check back on EA activity on
VHF at that period, so it must
remain rather nebulous.

However, assuming this EA is a
live one, it means that the imme-
diate possibilities for new coun-
tries workable on Two Metres are
now Finland, Luxembourg and
Spain.

Sunday, May 9, saw the RSGB
Field Day event, with fine weather,
quite good conditions, and a very
reasonable level of activity. From
our reports, some 50 stations
actually operating /P are logged
as having made contacts, with
G3GWB/P (nr. Northampton)
probably the outstanding per-
former ; very smooth operating,
with few opportunities lost, con-
tributed to a high total score from
a site near the middle of England.
Interesting GDX possibilities dur-
ing this event were GM2HCJ/P,
giving Kirkcudbrightshire and
worked by many, and G2DKH/P
for Co. Durham. From the Isle
of Wight, G5TZ/A worked no less
than 30 portables and heard about
12 more ; EI2W gave contacts to
five /P stations, including
G3GW11/P ; G3WW (Wimbling-
ton, Cambs.) scored for 11 port-
ables, with G2BAT/P down in St.
Agnes, Cornwall, as a very nice
piece of GDX. High signal levels

-Mi.- _AL. -AL-

A. J. DEVON

Conditions Remain Patchy-

EA Reported on Two Metres-

EDX Opening on May 12-

Station News and The Tables-

were usual, and during the morn-
ing and late afternoon there were
enough stations on to make fast
operating essential for maximum
scoring.

GSMA/P was on from his
Rutland site and had a good day
-he also had the unusual
experience of someone else
(G2HDU, Oakham) turning up to
work /P from the same site ; but
it was mutually agreed that it
would be better for both if they
separated ; so G2HDU/P found
another hill in the not -very -large
county of Rutland.

Survey of Conditions

Apart from the portables, con-
ditions on May 9 were good
enough to give G3BW (White -
haven, Cumb.) a mid -day contact
with G6NB, and G5TZ/A worked
G2HGR, G3CC and G6XM for
excellent contacts up in the North.

Good GDX conditions con-
tinued into the 10th and 11th,
when, in addition to the
EA/G6NB episode, EI2W heard
GC3EBK on the 11th ; during the
latter part of that evening no less
than 20 stations were logged at
EI2W, with G8OU (Ashtead, Sy.)

a very good signal at midnight.
On the evening- of May 12, we

in the southern part of the
country had a very good-but
rather short and somewhat
localised-spell of EDX. The
coverage apparently did extend
up into Lincolnshire, as G5BD
(Mablethorpe) worked six 'F's in
about three hours. Conditions
were exceptionally good further
south, with F's and ON's coming
in at very high signal levels, there
being no fading at all ; it was a
rare opportunity for quite a num-
ber of G's in S.E. England, some
of whom were able to make their
first Continental QSO's.

G5MR (Hythe, Kent) remarks
that " in my 54 years' experience
on two metres, I have never heard
such colossal signals, even from
local stations." As well as the
Continentals swamping his re-
ceiver, several stations in the
London area not usually strong
in Hythe were coming in at S9.
New stations worked by Vernon
were F9SM (Paris) and ON4VP
(Ghent). An interesting comment
in his report is that signs of
abnormal visual refraction were
noticed over the Channel by
G5MP (also in Hythe) during the
evening of May 12.

No doubt met. man G3EGB
will have the answer to all this in
our next, but, in the meantime, see
his comments in " VHF Weather
Report " relative to this particular
period-they are interesting.

The Tables and Calls Heard

The total of movements claimed
this time is 33, and we also have
some very useful lists in the
Activity Report. -

Here your A.J.D. must have
one of his periodical moans-only
three of the calls h/w lists were
received in anything like the form
which enables them to be pasted
down without having to be tidied
up, sorted out and typed with
" call -signs in alphabetical and
numerical order." Could we
please have them, too, on a sheet
separate from the report or letter
itself, and with call -sign and
location at the top of the list,
period covered at the bottom, and
the call -signs in the correct order
in between-in fact, if you write
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out your list just as you expect
to see it in print, you just cannot
go wrong (and it saves A.J.D.
hours of perspiring profanity). So
would you do it thataway, please
-thank you!

Harold keeps G5YV just in
front in. All -Time Counties, and
is comfortably in the lead in the
Annual table. The latter shows
several new entrants this time, as
well as 16 movements.

We would again ask all who
qualify for the Tables to let us
have their scores, so that the
records can be kept up-to-date. It
is probably true that by now there
is a certain amount of dead wood
in All -Time Counties, but it is
proper that every station who has
ever reported should be kept in,
since this-like all our other
achievement tables-is a record of
results, and the purely competitive
interest is a secondary considera-
tion. One is well aware that there
are those who affect to despise
what they call " ladders and con-
tests " and deride what they
describe as " county chasing "
(and they are entitled to their
opinions)-but what is often for-
gotten when such an argument
arises is that those who do not
record their results somewhere
are withholding statistical infor-
mation which one day may be of
the utmost importance for the
future of Amateur Radio. Your
old A.J.D. has not spent the best
part of 30 years in Amateur
Radio and thinking about its
problems without finding out by
now which way the wind blows ;
all who may be reading this bit
can take it that the Magazine
Tables, in which so many call -
signs now figure, have a signifi-
cance far beyond what might be
called their immediate operational
interest.

Reports and News
GC2CNC in Jersey has managed

to work (with G5TZ/A as linking
station) GC3EBK in Guernsey,
and since then GC2FZC, also in
Guernsey . . . . G3CCH (Scun-
thorpe) reports for the Tables, and
is making steady progress, with
consistent activity. G3FIH (nr.
Bath) is in a new QTH, so is
starting all over again in Annual
Counties-he found conditions

The 32 -element fixed -direction beam at EI2W (Dublin), specially built and orientated
to radiate on the heading for Scandinavia. Supported between two poles, it can be
raised or lowered easily by means of a rope -and -pulley arrangement. To the right
is the 12 -element beam in normal use at EI2W for general coverage. This photograph

gives a good impression of the clear get -away from the EI2W site.

better during the warm spell, May
10-12, getting a good signal from
EI2W on the 10th, and hearing
F's on the 12th.

G3BNC (Southsea) also notes
Europeans on May 11, with
" French stations rolling in at
anything up to 40 dB over S9."
Two more counties add to the
score, with GW5MA/P and
G3100. G3IOE (Newcastle,) says
that " to show how things are,
G6NB has only been heard twice
and very weakly at that." He
has been trying for EI and GI,
but cannot receive either EI2W or
GI5AJ when others are reporting
big signals from them. G3JGJ
(Plympton) asks us particularly to
say that he would welcome any
SWL reports ; he is still working
(and hearing) only semi -locals.

G3WW (Wimblington, Cambs.)
did not realise that the grounded -
grid section of his 6BQ7 had gone
down, so for some days was only
getting locals, direct on the mixer
side ; when this was remedied
G5MA was S9+, and on April
26 G3WW had good contacts
with the Midlands and G5TZ/A ;

on May 8, some 16 stations were
heard or worked in an hour and a
half, with G2BM an interesting
new one in Wakefield, Yorks.; on
May 10, G3WW stalked G3GNJ
(Bristol) without success and heard
G3BW ; on the 11th, EI2W was
worked for the first time in
months, G3GNJ was tried for
again (same result), but G3FW
(Market Harborough), newly on
the band, was worked, their last
contact having been on 40 metres
in 1939.

EI5Y will probably be pleased
to know that he has been heard
'by G3IER (Cheltenham), who
reports May 10-11 as good even-
ings, with several new stations
worked. G2CZS (Chelmsford) was
there for the EDX on May 12,
and having worked G3CC in Hull,
went on to knock off three F's
and ON4IE-all this during TV -
time that evening ; says G2CZS,
" it was hard luck on those who
watched TV all the evening, but
really they have only themselves
to blame for missing the best
conditions." The score at G2CZS
is now 121S worked, but only 51
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QSL's to hand, with cards still
owing for contacts QSL'd over a
year ago.

G3DO (Sutton Coldfield) reports
three new counties worked-
G2BMZ for Devon, GSMA/P for
Rutland, and GW3GWA for Den-
bighshire ; G3DO raises a query
brought up at regular intervals:
How does EI2W score? Answer:
He gives his county and his
country, as do all Irish stations.

G3HHY, who spends most of
his time in London but puts in
bursts of intensive activity when
at home in Solihull, is one of
those who likes two -metre opera-
tion for its own sake ; though he
has never yet experienced a real
DX opening, he is working away
to improve his gear at every
possible opportunity. He now
has his beam at 50 ft. at a site
490 ft. a.s.l. and clear in all direc-
tions ; a 26 -valve triple conversion
receiver with three RF stages ; 23
" honest watts " of RF into the
beam ; 30 dB of speech clipping
in the range 500-2,500 c/s ; works
CW as well as phone, and when

is on the band irrespec-
tive of activity, time of day or
conditions! His next appearance
is to be June 4-8 inclusive, and he
will be looking for QSO's with all
corners.

Whitson Expedition
This issue should be in the

hands of most VHF operators
soon enough for us to pass on the
information that during Whitsun
week -end, June 5/6, Bob will be
over in Carmarthen signing
GW5MA/P and operating on the
Saturday and Sunday. From the
home pitch, he was glad to work
GW3GWA for a new one, assisted
by G3I00.

G8VN (Rugby), still with his
indoor beam, heard G3BW, peak-
ing to S7, on April 18, and since
then has noted a general improve-
ment in conditions, with more
activity, particularly in the
Midlands area ; his calls h/w list
-see Activity Report -speaks for
itself in this respect, representing
as it does less than a month's
operating.

G5YV has not had any work-
able EDX, though he has, of
course, heard southerly stations -

TWO -METRE ACTIVITY REPORT
(Lists of stations heard and worked are requested for this section, set out in the

form shown below, with consigns in alphabetical and numerical order).

G3IUD, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
WORKED : G2COP, 2CYN,

2HCJ/P, 2HGR, 2XV, 3A00,
3APY/P, 3ATZ, 3ATZ/P,
3AYT/P, 3BPJ, 3CUZ, 3DA,
300Q, 3EAW, 3EGW/P,
3EJZ, 3EPW, 3ETI, 3F1111,
3GB, 3GB/P, 3GMX, 3GNC,
3GNJ, 3GWB/P, 3HWF,
3HYH, 3HZK, 3100, 3IPH,
3IPH/A, 3IPZ, 3IWJ, 4JJ,
4SA, 5MA, 5MA/P, 5Ta
5VN/A, 5YV, 6FK, 6LC,
6MI, 6WF, 6XM, 6XX,
8QY/P, 8SB, 8SB/P, 8TR,
GM2HCJ/P, GW2CCU,
3GWA, 5MA/P.
HEARD : EI2W, 6A, G2AK,
2BMZ, 2DCI, 2FZK, 2111F,
2110P, 2HQ/P, 3BKQ, 3BW,
3CC, 3CNY, 3DIV/P, 3D0,
3FIH, WRY, 3GHO, 3WW,
5BD, 5BM, 510, 5TZ/A,
6AG, 6NB, 6RH, 6VX/P,
8KL, 80U, 8VZ, GM3EGW,
GW2ADZ. (April 14 to
May 13).

G3BRX, Wanstead, E.11.
WORKED : G2DUV, 2LW,
2MV, 3AEX, 3JLV, 5TZ/A,
SUM, 5YK, 6TA, 6F0, 61E11,
6YP.
HEARD : G5BD, 6AG, 6NB,
6RH.

GC2CNC, Jersey, C.I.
HEARD : EA4??, F8GH,
8TD, 90K, G3AUS, 3GSM,
3GVF, 3JHM, 4PS, 4SA,
5TZ/A, 6NB, GC3EBK.
(During early May).

EI2W, Dublin, Eire.
WORKED : EI2A, 3L, 5Y,
6A, 9C, G2AK, 2BVW,
2COP, 2DCI, 2HGR, 211IF,
3ABA/P, 3AGS/P, 3BW,
3CNY, 3CRH, 3CUZ, 3CVK,
3D0, 3FRY, 3GB/P,
3GWB/P, 3GZM, 3IER,
3IPH/A, 3IWJ, 3WW, 4SA,
5TZ/A, 5VN/A, 5YV, 6NB,
6WF, 8KL, 8ML, 80U, 8SB,
GI3GQB, 5AJ, GM2HCJ/P,
3DIQ.
HEARD : G3BKQ, 3IUD,
GC3EBK. (April 21 to May
12).

G8VN, Rugby, Warks.
WORKED: 02ATK, 2COP,
2FXK, 2HOP, 3ABA,
3APY/P, 3BJQ, 3BKQ,
3CKQ, 3CRH, 3DO, 3EJO,
3FD/P, 3FW, 3FUW, 3GHO,
3GNJ, 3GWB/P, 3HHY,
3NL/P, 3WW, 4JJ/P, 5BM/P,
5JU, 5ML, 5YV, 6AG, 6CI,
6F0, 6VX/P, 6XM, 6YU,
8QY/P.
HEARD : G2FJR, 2HGR,
201, 2XV, 3A00, 3BW,
WAN, 3FMI, 3GEI/P,
3HWJ, 3100, 3IUK, 4SA,

5BD, 5MA, 5LIF, 5YK, 6WF,
6XX. (April 18 to May 12).

G3IOE, Newcastle -on -Tyne, 3
WORKED : G2DKH/P,
2DRA, 3CC, 3CCH, 3EGW/P,
5BD, 5YV, 6XM, GM3EGW.
HEARD : G3APY/P, 3COJ,
3GWB/P, 3MY/P, 4JJ/P,
6NB, 6XX. (April 18 to May 9)

GW3GWA, Wrexham,
Denbighshire.
WORKED : G2HIF, 2HGR,
3AGS/P, 3A00, 3APY/P,
3ASC, 3ATZ, 3AYT/P, 3BOC,
3BW, 3CUZ. 3DA, 3DO,
3EPW, 3FMI, 3GB, 3HZK,
3IER, 3100, 3IUD, 3IWJ,
3PY/P, 3WW, 4SA, 5MA,
5TZ/A, 8KL, 8QY/P, 8TR.
HEARD : G3BKQ, 3GNJ,
5YV. (March 3 to May 13).

G3CGE, Southampton, Hants -
WORKED: G2 ATT,
3ARL/P, 3BHS, WAN,
3GAV, 3GEG, 310N.
HEARD : G2MBZ, 2HCG,
3AGA, 3AWY, 3BNC, 3FIH,
3GHO, 3GVF, 3I1T, 3IRA,
3JFR, 3JHM, 4SA, 5NF,
5TZ/A, 6AG,

(During
6NB, 6UHApril,

GC2FZC.
only).

GC2FZC, Guernsey, C.I.
WORKED : G3JHM, 51Z/A,
HC2CNC, 3EBK.

EARD : G3BEX/P, 3BNC,
3FIH, 3FRG/P, 4JJ/P, 6AG,
6NB.

G3GVF, Hariley Wintney,
Hants.
WORKED : F8OB, G2AHL,
2DTO, 2DVD, 21T, 2UJ,
3BEX/P, 3CCP, 3DJX, 3EGV,
3EUQ/P, 3FGB, 3FIY,
3FRG/P, 3FRY, 3FYY,
3GAV, 3GWB/P, 3HAZ,
3HTCS, 3HZJ, 3100, 3IRA/P,
3JFR, 3JHM, 3YZ/P, 4AU,
4PS, 4R0, 4SA, 5BD, 5NF,
5RZ, 5UF, 5YK, 60U, 6XX,
GW5MA/P.
HEARD : EI2W; F9CQ,
G2AHP, 2BMZ, 2HCG, 2UN,
3APY/P, 3BKQ, 3DLU,
3D0, 3FIH, 3GNJ, 3WW,
4103, MS, 5LK, STZ/A,
5YV, 6AG, 6F0, 6JK, 6NB,
6RH, 6SG, 6TA, 6UH, 6WF,
80A, 80U, ON4BZ. (April
16 to May 15).

G2BRR, Woodford, London,
E.18.
WORKED : G2BPC, 2CD,
2JU/P, 3AEX, 3CGQ, 3DFF,
3DIV/A, 3DVQ/P, 3EOH,
3JLV, 3JMA, 4CW.
HEARD : 2AIH, 2ANT,
2DUV, 2FSY, 2MV, 3AGR,
3ANP, 3AWY, 3BEX/P,
3CWW/P, 3DIV/P, 3DJX,
3EUQ/P, 3FAN, 3FIY/P,

3FRG/P, 3FRQ/P, 3FSH,
3FYY, 3G0P, 3GSM, 3GVF,
3100, 4AU, 4HQ, 411Q/A,
4JJ/P, 4R0, 5DS, 5LK,
5MA/P, 5TZ/A, 6AG, 6CB,
6JP, 6LL, 6NB, 6NF, 61tH,
6YP, 8GD, 8KW, 8KW/p,
8LN, 80U. (April 3 to
May 14).

G3FYY, London, N.W.2.
WORKED : G2ABD, 2AIH,
2BBN, 2BPC, 2DUV, 2FTS,
2FZU, 203, 2UJ/P, 3ABA/P,
3BEX/P, 3E/IV/A, 3DIV/P,
3DVQ/P, 3FD/P, 3FGB,
3FIY/P, 3FRG/P, 3GHS,
3GSM, 3GVF, 3GWB/P,
3HSC, 3HWJ, 3ISA, 3JFR,
3JLV, 3JN, 4HQ,
5 LK, 6AG, 6JP

Q,
8KW/P,

8TB. (April 12 to May 9).

G3F1H, Bath, Somerset.
WORKED : G2BAT/P,
2BMZ, 2FTS, 3BNC, 3DIV/P,
3DO, 3EUQ/P, 3FAN, 3FKO,
3FMO, WRY, 3GAV, 3GNJ,
3G0P/P, 3HSD, 3HSD/P,
3IER, 3NL/P, 4NC, 5BM/P,
5FF, 5LK, 5US, 6AG, 61111,
6VX/P,

W, 3EJ
6XX,

M/A,
80U

$41,GW2AC,
SUFI.
HEARD : EI2W, F8OB,
02A1W, 2YB, 3APY/P,
3BHS, 3EPW, 3HWF, 3IRA,
3MA/P, 3Y11, 4SA, 5MA.
5NF, 5TZ/A, 6NB, 6WF,
8QY/P, GW8SU. (April 21
to May 15).

G2CZS, Chelmsford, Essex.
WORKED : F3DW, 31.Q,
8GH, 8KF, G2DTO, 2FQP,
2KF, 2MV, 2UJ, 2LTJ/P,
3CC, 3CGQ, 3DIVrA,
3DIV/P, 3EMU, 3FD/P,
3FSD/P, 301Z, 3GVF, 3113X,
3IPG, 3IRW, 3JMA, 4HQ,
5TZ/A, 6AG, 6CB, 6RH,
6SG, 6TA, 6YP, 8KW/P,
8LN, 80U, ON4IE.
HEARD : F9MF, G2BMZ,
2FXK, 2XV, 3CWW/P,
3FAN, 3FIY/P, 3FRG/P,
3HSM, 3INU, 5B0, 5J0,
5MA/P, 6NB, ON4HN.
(March 22 to May 13).

G5MA/P, Nr. Oakham,
Rutland.
WORKED : G2AIW, 2AK,
2BVW, 2DKH/P, 2FCL,
2FNW, 2FQP, 2FTL,
21IDU/P, 2HOP, 2H /P,
2XV, 3ABA/P, 3APY/P,
3AYT/P, 3BK, 3CC, 3CCH,
3DO, 3DOV, 3EGW/P,
3FAN, 3FD/P, 3FUL,
3FZL/A, 3GWB/P, 3HWJ,
3HZF, 311T, 3100, 3IUD,
3IUK, 31W5, 3WW, 4BP/P,
4JJ/P, 5BD, 5BM/P, 5DS,
570, 5TZ/A, 6MN/P, 6NB,
6UJ, 6XM, 8NM, 80U,
GW2ADZ. (May 9 only).

and even some as far North as
GSBD-in QSO with Continentals.
Harold has changed from an
829B in the PA to a QQV06-40 ;
this required plate lines no less
than 31 -ins. longer than those
used with the 829B, which, in

terms of RF efficiency, obviously
says something. He is building the
G3HAZ tripler for 70 centimetres,
as also is G3DA (see p.227).

Another comprehensive calls
h/w list this time is from G3IUD
(Wilmslow, Ches.), who stakes
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SEVENTY CENTIMETRES
ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED

Starting Figure, 4

Worked Station

23 G3BKQ

15 G4RO

13 G2XV

9 G2HDZ, G3100

6 G5YV

5 G3FUL, G3IRW

4 G2DDD, G2HDY

On working four Counties or more on
the 70 -centimetre band, a list showing
stations and counties should be sent in
for this Table, and thereafter new
counties worked notified as they accrue

claims for the Tables, and has
himself been giving a lot of people
an interesting QS0 ; he runs 50w.
on 144.48 mc and hears a number
of GDX stations he would like to
work if only they would come
back to his calls! G3IUD is also
on 70 centimetres, frequency now
433.5 mc. 

GW3GWA (Wrexham, Denbigh-
shire) is still running 20w. with his
indoor 4 -element beam, but is
beginning to feel the need for
getting it outside, which he hopes
to do this summer ; the new con-
verter at GW3GWA is EC91-
EC91-6AK5-12AT7-12AT7 into a
BC -348. Later this year he hopes
to go /13 in Denbighshire, and is
investigating possible sites. G6TA
(London, S.W.12) goes up in the
Tables, with G3CFK for Norfolk
as an all-time new one, and now
has 300S for his total of different
stations.

After a long absence, it is good
to hear again from G3BW (White -
haven, Cumb.), who writes to say
he is " still alive and kicking on
two metres," with new claims for
the Tables; G3BW says that he
finds activity rather low, and puts
this down to the malign influence
of TV ; often, during TV hours,
the band sounds good, but there
are no stations to be heard ; he
is just completing a big rebuild,
in the course of which all parts
of the two -metre equipment have
had attention -his Tx sequence is
now 12AT7-5763-832-829B, with a
new CC converter ; the beam is a

4/4 Yagi, which he is also think-
ing of replacing.

G2BRR (London, E.18) reports
for himself and for G3BRX, the
station of the Wanstead & Wood-
ford Radio Society, also active on
two metres, every Tuesday from
7.30 p.m., from a good site with
a 4/4, a cascode into an R.1155
and a modified Type 50 trans-
mitter. Calls h/w lists appear in
the appropriate space.

Down in Worthing, G3JHM
moves in the Tables, with G5RZ
for Beds. and GC2FZC for Guern-
sey ; F8GH and F8OB have been
worked most evenings around 2200
BST, and for those who would
like to know, F8OB (Goumay,
Seine-Inf.) is on 145.070 mc.

GM3DIQ (Stevenston, Ayr)
finds that he and G6NB have been
hearing and calling one another
at different times -each feeling
that the other's Rx was the
trouble ; this seems to be another
manifestation of the " one-way
conditions " phenomenon, often
noted in this space, and as
strenuously denied by some as it
is supported by others. Clarke
thinks that, by reason of his loca-
tion, he may be getting the DX a
few hours before the rest of GM
-and losing it a bit sooner -
owing to the break-up of the
layer formation over the Galloway
Hills by the time an inversion has
developed across the border suit-
able for G -GM working. For the
field day on May 9, he reports
GM3FGJ/P in West Lothian and
GM6WL/P in Renfrewshire as
having been active, and interesting
possibilities in the Counties chase.
The only G heard by GM3DIQ on
this occasion was G3BW. With
the GM's, May 11 was a good
evening for GDX, but with every-
body looking for Continentals, the
only contact Clarke had was with
G3CCH (Scunthorpe), who was
RST-589 steady.

G3FYY (London, N.W.2) worked
ten /P's on May 9, his best being
G3ABA/P near Coventry; he
makes an amusing comment about
a certain G who was much in
demand one evening during the
period, when conditions were
good, but said he was going QRT
" because it was so cold in the
shack." Says G3FYY': " That
just shows how blasé operators in

TWO METRES
ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED

LIST
Starting Figure, 14

From Fixed QTH Only

Worked Station

65
64
61

59
57
56
55
54
53

52
51

50

49
47
46

45
44
43

42
41
40
39

38
37

36

35

34

33
32

31
30

29

28

27

26

25
24
23

22

21
20

19,

17
16
15
14

G5YV
G3BW, G6NB
EI2W (209), G3BLP (630)
G3EHY

-G201(349), G8OU
G8SB
GW5MQ
G2HIF (200)
G2AJ (519), G2HDZ (416),

G3GHO, G3WW, G4CI,
G4SA

G2NH
G5BD, G5BM, G5DS (531)
G3ABA, G3FAN, G3100,

G6XX (238)
G3CCH (208), G5MA
G5WP
G2FJR, G4HT (476), GSBY,

G5ML (280), G6YU (205)
G2XC, G6XM (356)
G3BK, G3HAZ (262)
G2AHP (456), G3BA, G3COJ,

G4RO, G5DF
G3GSE (424)
G2FQP, G3DMU, G6CI (184)
G3BNC, G3CGQ, G5JU, G8KL
G2IQ, G3GBO (434), G3HBW,

G3VM, G8DA, G8IL (325)
G2FCL (234), G3APY
G2DDD, G2FNW. G2FZU

(180), G6TA (300)
G2HOP, G3CXD, G6CB (312),

G8IP
G2DVD, G3FZL, G3HCU

(224), G3HWJ
G3BKQ, G3DO (220), G3WS

(153), G8IC
G3IUD (120)
G2FVD, G5MR (208), G8VR,

G8QY
G3HX0, G5RP
G3FRY, G3GOP (208), G3GVF

(129), G3IRA, G5 N F,
GW8UH

G3AGS, G3AKU, G3BJQ,
G3FIJ (194)

G3DLU, G3FIH, G3IER,
G8DL, G8VN (111), GM3BDA

G3DAH, G3ISA (160), G6GR
GM3EGW

G2CZS (100), G2DCI, G3AEP,
G3CFR (125), G3FYY (124),
G3SM (211), G4MR (189)

G5SK
G3FD, G3FXG, G3FXR
G3CWW (260), G4LX, G5PY,

G6PJ, GM3DIQ
G3AGR (135), G3ASG (150),

G3BPM, G3HIL
G2AOL (110), G3IWJ, G6XY
G3EYV, G3HSD, G3YH,

GW3GWA
G3FEX (118), G3GCX, G5LQ

(176)
G3JMA, GC2CNC
G3FRE
G2BRR, G31WA
G2DHV, G3CYY

Note: Figures in brackets after call are
number of different stations worked on
Two Metres. Starting figure for this
classification, 100 stations worked. QSL
cards are not required to verify for entry
into this Table. On working 14C or more,
a list showing stations and counties
should be sent, and thereafter added to

as more counties are worked.
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good locations can become! If
ever I heard GDX stations calling
me, I would hang on working
them until I froze to death rather
than go QRT! " He also draws
attention to the fact that there
happen to be no VHF stations in
some of the highest parts of
London, e.g. Hampstead and Mill
Hill at about 450 ft. a.s.I., whereas
his own district is at sea level.

TWO METRES
COUNTIES WORKED SINCE

SEPTEMBER 1, 1953

Starting Figure, 14

Worked Station

51 G5YV

44 G3GHO

43 G3I00, G4SA

42 G6XX

41 G3WW, G5MA

35 G3EPW, G5DS

34 G2DVD, G2FJR, G2XV

33 G3D0

32 G2AHP, G5BM

31 G3CCH

30 G5ML

29 G3GVF, G3IRA

28 G2DDD, G3IUD

27 G3CUZ

26 G2FCL, G3BW

25 G3WS, G6TA

24 G2CZS, G3FYY

23 G2HDZ

21 G3JFR, G4RO

20 G5MR, G8VN

19 G3FIJW, G3IER

18 G3F1H

17 GW3GWA

16 G3IHM

15 G2AOL, GM3DIQ

14 G3FIJ

Note : This Annual Counties Worked
Table opened on September 1st, 1953
and will run for the twelve months to
August 31, 1954. All operators who work
14 or more Counties on Two Metres are
eligible for entry in the Table. The first
list sent should give stations worked for
the counties claimed; thereafter, addi-
tions claimed need show only stations
worked for each county as they accrue.
QSL cards are not required for entry in

this table.

Our mystery man of last month
turns out to be G3GVF (Hartley
Wintney)-so he is duly entered
in the Tables. G3CGE writes
from Southampton with details of
recent activity, and we also have
an interesting report from
GC2FZC (St. Peter Port, Guern-
sey), who is apparently hearing
more than he can raise in the way
of G stations, but has now worked
his Island neighbour, GC2CNC ;
with three GC's now active on
two metres, it is well worth head-
ing their way when G5TZ/A is a
loud signal and Devon stations
can be heard.

One of the Club stations out for
the two -metre field day on May 9
was GW3ATZ/P, nr. Mold
(Flints.), operated by four mem-
bers of the Chester and District
A.R.S.; they worked 20 stations,
but " not much in the way of
DX."

Eire and Finland
We now have, from EI2W, fuller

details of the OH situation. The
Finns actually available are :
OH2OP, 144.00 mc, running 200w.
input with a 4/4 fixed on the
U.K., a 6AK5-6J6 Cascode/
NC100X as receiver, calling and
listening at intervals during 1930-
2130 GMT. Then there are
OH2NM, with 50w. into a 3/3
Yagi, also cm 144.00 mc, Cascode/
HQ129X receiver, on with
OH2OP ; OH2NY, on 144.12 mc
with 100w. into a 5-ele beam, and
a push-pull triode receiver,
operating any time 1000-2000
GMT ; OH2SF, with 50w. and a
3-ele beam, with a Collins con-
verter ; and OH5PN, also on
144.00 mc dead. OH2NM is at
Imatra in S. Finland, and OH5PN
in Kotka ; the other three are in
Helsinki. OH2OK (Helsinki) is
licensed for 500w. on two metres,
and will be on shortly ; in the
meantime, he is QRX only with a
Cascode and 4/3 Yagi.

This is a most impressive show-
ing -all these stations are well
equipped, evidently know what's -
what on two metres, and are on
regularly, determined to work DX.
Starting from May 20, EI2W/
OH2OP have been on regular
schedule when conditions seemed
favourable, and will continue till
something happens ; times are

TWO METRES
COUNTRIES WORKED

Starting Figure, 8

15 G4MW (DL, EI, F, G, GC, GD,
GI, GM, GW, HB, LA, ON,
OZ, PA, SM).

G6NB (DL, EI, F, G, GC, GD,
GI, GM, GW, HD, LA, ON,
OZ, PA, SM).

14 G3GHO, G5YV, ON4BZ

13 G3BLP, G3CCH, GSBD, G6XX

12 G2HDZ, G2HIF, G2XV, G3WW,
G6LI,

11 G2AJ, G3ABA, G3100, G4RO,
G5UD.

10 EI2W, G2FQP, G3BK, G3EHY,
G3GHI, G3HAZ, G4SA, G5DS,
G5MA, G8IC, GWSMQ.

9 G2AHP, G3BNC, G3FAN, G3FIJ,
G6XM, PAOFB.

8 G2XC, G3GBO, G3GSE, G3HCU,
G3VM, G3WS, G5BM, GSBY,
G5ML, G5MR, G8SB, GM3EGW

1930-2130 GMT, with
transmitting at five minutes past
each half-hour.

As Henry of EI2W puts it, this
is not a private party ; anybody
can come along, and he says " I'm
sure many G's would like to join
in the hunt for this choice DX! "
Yes, surely, and our thanks are
due to him for the hard work and
enthusiasm with which he has
organised what will be a very
interesting EDX attempt.

Also in the realm of interesting
DX is a note we have that
GM3ANG, GM3HGA a n d
GM3HTH, all of Shetland, are
either on two metres or coming
on shortly. Remotely located as
they are, they will be able to get
organised on the band by working
one another before settling down
to look for the DX. It is difficult
to assess the possibilities, but
obviously there should be oppor-
tunities with the GM's and very
good chances across to LA.
Lerwick in the Shetlands is 125
miles from the nearest point on
the mainland of Scotland, and 225
miles from Bergen, which is just
about the nearest place in
Norway, over an all -sea path ; so
good luck to these three GM's.

On 70 Centimetres

EI2W

G3BKQ (Blaby, Leics.) goes up
to 23C in the Seventycems Table,
having worked G5YV for Lancs.,
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who was S7-8 on phone. G2FNW
(Melton Mowbray) and G3100
(Oswestry) are very good signals
with him on 430 mc, the latter at
86 miles being workable at any
time under any conditions ; and
the same applies to GW2ADZ/
G3BKQ at near -enough the same
distance. This can be put down
to much improved gear at both
ends.

Frequency Shifting
Anent the " Warning-Aircraft"

note in our last, G3I00 reports
that he has been told officially to
clear his usual frequency and is
now on 144.260 mc, tripled to
432.78 mc. His old frequency of
144.18 mc is claimed as an aircraft
channel!

The experience of G3100
noted here, and the only case

reported so far, may conceivably
lead to other operators being
similarly involved, and this could
cause considerable disruption of
the Zone Plan, with consequent
irritation all round.

For the moment, movements
within the Zone area will prob-
ably meet requirements, and for
most people a change of crystal
frequency is no particular worry.
But it may mean so much
changing as to make VFO-
working desirable, if not necess-
sary ; a few stations are already
VFO-controlled in their Zones,
notably G6XH (Chorleywood,
Herts.), who has been VFO in
Zone G for some time now-with,
it may be added, entirely satisfac-
tory results and a very stable
signal. He uses the crystal
oscillator - mixer arrangement ;

other operators are beginning to
think along the same lines, and
we shall probably have more to
say on this topic in future issues.

In the meantime, whatever you
may have to do, please keep
within your Zone area.

In Conclusion
Well, friends, that seems to be

about it for this time - many
thanks for a large batch of
interesting and useful reports, and
your A.J.D. will sign now with
his usual request for more next
time, the dead -line being Monday,
June 21 certain-address it all to :
A. J. Devon, " VHF Bands,"
Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1. With you
again on July 9-which seems a
long way off at the moment of
writing this!

VHF WEATHER REPORT
PERIOD APRIL 17 TO MAY 14

A. H. HOOPER (G3EGB)

NOTHING spectacular to report, although there
have been a few openings, mainly to western

Germany and towards Bavaria.
The promising situation which developed just

before Easter was short-lived, and by the Bank
Holiday the anticyclone, still without propagation
anomalies, was collapsing. Then followed a week of
cold easterly winds with a cloud layer barring all
sunshine from eastern and south-eastern districts.
The cloud was thin-the sun nearly breaking through
each afternoon-and observing the stratified appear-
ance, the lone operator could expect a temperature
inversion and a humidity deficit immediately above
its upper surface, thereby yielding a " reflecting "
layer over an appreciable area. Although the cloud
was fairly high, and any layer above it not of the
strongest, enhanced propagation was a distinct
possibility. In the later stages the controlling anti-
cyclone drifted south over Scotland, and the cloud
broke up, leaving the invisible reflecting layer at
between 4000 and 6000 feet over most of the British
Isles. The poor conditions from April 29 were
associated with a number of depressions, which,
apart from a snap spell of one evening to the South
on May 5, continued to May 7. For the last week
an anticyclone over Scandinavia controlled the
situation, with our first spell of hot, humid conditions
and occasional thunderstorms. Unfortunately, the
highly desirable reflection layer often associated with
high-pressure systems failed to develop, and, by the
time of writing, the system had weakened into a large

erratic area of nearly uniform pressure.
Temperature inversions which develop on clear,

calm nights at ground level are of considerable value
in refracting energy to points well beyond the normal
horizon. The first line of Table I is devoted
effect, and gives the time on each occasion when
refraction is thought to have reached a maximum.
Evenings of this type are easily observed by the
lone operator, who should then look for extended
range over inland paths.

What of the inhomogeneities in the atmosphere
which lead to abrupt changes in the vertical gradient
of radio -refractive index? As we have seen, when
these form layers over appreciable areas, VHF
propagation can be greatly extended. The remaining
lines of Table I give the usual estimate of this effect
over routes in selected directions from South -East
England. It is based upon the results of radio -sounding
reported in The Daily Aerological Record of the
Meteorological Office, London. A period of exten-
sion as far as Western Germany is given from April
22, for example, and was associated at first with the
cloud sheet discussed earlier. The layer was mainly
over 5000 feet during the spell and, with relatively
weak reflection, may not have been effective with
our lower power.

With the Table referring only to certain directions
from one area, the charts of Fig. 1 have been
included. They represent, as far as can be judged,
the whole situation for selected occasions, and any
path within the limits of the map can be examined
with their aid. The first one shows a layer extending
over a considerable area. Unhappily, it was weak
and relatively high, and it is thought that, over the
favoured eastern path, the following evening was
much better although still quite high, as the second
chart shows. ,over
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Evening, May 12/13
An effect we have not met since last year set in

for the two days. May 12/13. This is the formation
of an advection temperature inversion in the surface
layers of a well -heated airstream flowing from land
out over a cooler sea surface. It is independent of
day or night-time and accounts for much refraction
of coastal radars. In this instance, air in the seventies
came sweeping from the Low Countries over the
southern North Sea (about 50°F) to East Anglia,
setting up the right conditions. Working across to
PA and ON was greatly aided, and formation of
radiation each evening will have extended the path
well inland at both ends.

In Fig. 2 we have the usual MSL barometric
pressure graph for mid -Beds. This is given to test
further the idea that pressure readings (of less than
1018 mb) can be used by isolated observers to discard
the possibility of EDX. It can be seen that the one
period of the month below this value does, in fact,
coincide with one of the blank portions of Table I.
Although last year's results did not support the
method, those who wish to observe the rise and fall
of pressure in addition to its absolute value can do
so from the figure. The weakish spell centred April
26, for example, occurred with a rising barometer.

The Mediterranean

Last month A.J.D. remarked upon extended VHF
working in the Mediterranean area. Being fully
taken up with our own experiences, no day-to-day
attention was given to the question last year. It is
hoped to draw up one or two charts at a later date
so that we can look at things in detail. The writer
is in full agreement with A.J.D.'s remarks of last
month. Good propagation conditions not only occur
more frequently, but are even more pronounced than
those developing north of the Alps. For us it is a
simplified picture of night-time cooling for the
benefit of inland paths and of a " reflection " process
from discontinuity layers aloft for sea paths and the
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Fig. I. Of the two reflecting layers which developed during the
period and shown here, the first (on April 27) was high and
weak, although widespread. The second development, on
April 28, could have been helpful in extending the VHF horizon,

but only in certain directions.

longer DX. Further south the emphasis may well be
different, with other factors, mentioned in a general
account by the writer (Short _Wave Magazine,
February 1953, p.741), becoming prominent.

Since in the Mediterranean summer it is dark for
much longer than with us, inversions formed by
surface cooling are likely to be more intense and-
of especial significance-of greater vertical extent.
This ,suggests the formation of ducts of sufficient
width to trap 2 -metre energy. Hot air streams
sweeping out across the cooler sea from North Africa
will develop surface ducts. This effect, but limited
in magnitude-and extent occasionally-occurs with
us, as remarked above. With opportunities like these
developing, it seems well worth while for ZB2, ZB1
and ZC4 to try some schedules. Certainly QSO's
with the other Mediterranean countries should be
possible. It is a question only of activity. No doubt
we shall later see whether " reflecting " layers aloft
have as much importance as for us. Perhaps, with
contributions from these other effects, their value is
less outstanding. One possible drawback not noticed
by us here is that, with enhanced surface, effects, the
field at a distant point may comprise both
" reflected " and surface -refracted -energy, with rapid
fading due to interferences as a result. In the British
Isles this tends to happen only over relatively short
paths.
Middle East

Further away to the South -East, in the Persian
Gulf, summer -time propagation conditions are
superb. Hot desert air sweeps out over the waters
of the Gulf from Arabia exactly as discussed for the
Mediterranean, and the combined effect of surface
temperature inversion and moisture lapse is so intense
that even the longer wavelength of ten metres is
affected. In the summer of 1947 the ground wave
from HZ 1 AB, forty miles away, was S5 in MB4 (it
was known as VU7 then). During the following
winter the signal was down to S1 and, in fact, the
writer had then to work him via VS7PS. As is well
known, of course, centimetric radar in that part of
tTie world often produces echoes from objects many
hundreds of miles away. At such wavelengths, duct
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Fig. 2. The pressure graph for the period under review, during which the barometer stood relatively high. There was only one bigdip below the 1018 mb " critical value." But in spite of this, conditions have not been good for EDX.
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conditions are easily developed. It is this marked
extension of the effect to the relatively long wave-
length of ten metres that is worthy of particular
note.

Another propagation anomaly during 1947 was
the fully authenticated, although chance, reception
on two occasions of 11 -metre signals from an air-
borne radiosonde transmitter 1660 miles away. The
S5 signals were capable of complete interpretation
and therefore justified an R5 report! It will be
remembered that these little balloon transmitters are
but grid -modulated Hartley oscillators with an input
of only 400 milliwatts and normal range of 120

miles. The successful telemetering of information in
such circumstances seems worthy of record. This is
not offered as an instance of tropospheric propaga-
tion, but rather as something to brood upon at the
bottom of the sunspot cycle! At 4150 miles per watt
it also provides a yardstick for amplitude modulated
QRP and transistor signals. (As to the connection of
this paragraph with VHF weather, it is, of course,
upon the signals from these radiosonde devices that
this monthly report depends!).

Acknowledgment is due to the Director, Meteoro-
logical Office, for permission to use information
gained from the official publications mentioned.

GREAT CIRCLE MAP AT THREE -AND -NINE
Those interested in any phase of world-wide DX,

or the erection of aerials for coverage of particular
areas, are reminded that we can still supply, at
3s. 9d. post free, our Map of the World, drawn to a
great circle projection centred on London. This is
the paper -backed six -colour production, suitable for
wall -mounting, which gives the following informa-
tion : The Zone areas, with call -sign allocations on
a Zonal basis ; true bearing and rough distances of
all parts of the world relative to the U.K. (with
London as centre) ; a world time scale based on
GMT ; and important place-names in all countries.
This map is a handsome production, size 21 ins. by
35 ins., and was specially drawn for Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd. It already adorns the walls of many
an amateur station. The only difference between
the 3s. 9d. and 6s. Od. versions is that the latter is
linen -backed and therefore more durable. Either can
be supplied from stock, properly packed for safe
transit. Orders, with remittance 3s. 9d. (paper) or
6s. Od. (linen backed) to : Publications Dept., Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.

THE AMATEUR'S CONTRIBUTION
In a series of articles on " The Amateur Scientist

in Britain," contributed to Nature, the well-known
philosophical review, R. Brightman mentions (in the
issue dated April 3 last) the part played by radio
amateurs in having inspired the activities of the
original broadcasting station in this country-Writtle,
2MT, which made its first authorised broadcast on
February 14, 1922. Also mentioned is the valuable
work done in the late 1930's by radio amateurs, and
acknowledged by Sir Edward Appleton, on the study
of solar -radio noise ; Denis Heightman, G6DH, will
be particularly remembered in this connection. There
are, of course, a great many other pioneering
explorations in radio for which amateurs can claim
the credit-the discussion in Nature, which surveys
broadly the amateur's contribution over the whole
field of science (of which radio is only a part), is
curiously inadequate and incomplete in the selection
of radio subjects. For instance, the relatively quite
unimportant concept of the R.A.E.N. (the " Radio
Amateur Emergency Network ") is mentioned,
whereas the discovery of the short waves is not!

BC/TV/CR LICENCE TOTALS

The Post Office announces that, as at the end
of March, there were 13,436,793 licences in issue in
the U.K. in respect of sound, TV and car radio
receivers. Of this total, 3,248,892 were for TV and
226,667 for car radios. During the month of March,
ten times as many licences were issued for TV
receivers as for new sound sets-but only just over
3,000 licences for radio receivers in cars.

A NEW MEDIUM -POWER TRANSMITTING
VALVE FOR TELEVISION FREQUENCIES

A high -frequency tetrode valve with an anode
dissipation of 3 kW and a maximum frequency
rating of 220 mc has recently been introduced by
the Communications and Industrial Valve Depart-
ment of Mullard, Ltd. The new valve, designated
type QY5-3000A, will deliver approximately 2.5 kW
of RF power when operated as a grid modulated
Class -C amplifier for television at its maximum
frequency of 220 mc. It is therefore ideal for
medium power television stations in Band Three
(174-216 mc).

Type QY5-3000A is a ring -seal tetrode of glass -
and -metal construction. It has an external finned
anode designed for forced -air cooling. An anode
dissipation of 3 kW is achieved in a comparatively
small valve, the overall height and diameter being
only 6.75 in. and 3.6 in. respectively. In common
with other tetrode valves, type QY5-3000A has the
advantages of high power gain and low output
capacity. These features are particularly valuable at
very high frequencies and video bandwidths.

While its power and frequency ratings make this
new valve an obvious choice for medium powered
VHF transmitters, it has other applications as a
driver, frequency multiplier, or modulator in
commercial VHF equipment.

PHOTOGRAPHS

We are always glad to see photographs suitable
for publication in Short Wave Magazine. Prints
should be clear and sharp, with a note describing
the subject, and are paid for immediately upon
appearance.
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yOUR ancient scribe remem-
bers being confronted,

throughout his childhood, with a
water -jug inscribed " If we cannot
have what we like, we must learn
to like what we have." This
rather smug motto never impressed
him greatly-in fact, it put him
off water for the rest of his life.
No, we don't always " like " what
we have-but we might as well
make the best use of it, when we
realise that nothing more is avail-
able. And this lesson might well
be rubbed into the members of
our amateur fraternity of today.
We are dissatisfied with our bands,
many of them shared with un-
wanted neighbours-but do we
make the best use of them? We
complain about the QRM, but
what do we really do to reduce
it? If the amateurs of the world
really tackled this problem jointly,
they could cause a vast improve-
ment in their own working con-
ditions, and we propose to point
out a few very simple ways in
which some such improvement
could be achieved. No equipment
is needed-beyond a ,certain
amount of common sense.

TIME AND MOTION STUDY

Unnecessary QRM is caused on
the bands by two chief factors-
the use of too much power and
the use of a frequency for too
long. The power question has
always been a thorny one. Many
of us maintain that a world-wide
power limit of 100 watts would be
a good thing, and would have
nothing but beneficial results all
round. Then, again, so many local
QSO's (chiefly nets) operate with
far too much power. In this con-
nection, we are glad to note that
there is a move afoot for a power
limit of 5 watts for local nets, and
it would be a good thing to spread
a certain amount of propaganda
on this subject. Too many sta-
tions working semi -locally (typical
80 -metre contacts, for example)
seem to regard signals of S9 -plus
as the bare minimum necessary
for results. If they can achieve a
report of S9 plus 40 dB with their
150 watts, they could reduce to
less than 20 watts and still main-

tain S9 signals ; with real QRP
they could still be S7 or even
better. But they have never tried
it for themselves and can't be
bothered.

EXCESSIVE POWER
The whole business is relative-

there are occasions when the use
of 10 watts for local Top -Band
contacts is a shocking waste of
power. Local nets (the really
local ones that take place within
a town boundary) could comfort-
ably be carried out with transis-
tors and wouldn't even bother the
net -next-door, perhaps twenty
miles away. Go up the scale and
you can condemn the use of 150
watts on Eighty for working
anyone in your own country ; and
finally you reach the I's, W's, LU's
and others who habitually keep to
a kilowatt, whoever they may be
working. The whole business is
rather like using a photo -flood as
a reading light, or a 100 -ton press
to bend an aluminium chassis.
We should like to see a state of
affairs in which all amateurs took
pride in using as little power as
possible for each contact made,
even to the extent of modifying
their gear to make the necessary
adjustments feasible. A few
tappings on the power supply to
the final are really all the require-
ments ; some ex -Government
power supplies already have this
facility.

WASTING TIME
The waste of time on the air is

even easier to cure. Both CW

and Phone users are offenders in
this way, although we regret to say
that the Phone men show up even
worse than the brothers of the
key. Long preambles, lots of
" er's " and unnecessary repeti-
tions, the use of phonetics when
the other man is receiving you
solidly in any case-they all waste
valuable chunks of the band. We
once heard a phone, coming in at
S9 plus, saying " QTH here is
Paramaribo " (which we got in
one). Then he horrified us by
adding " I spell . . P for Por-
tugal, A for America, R for Radio
. . . " and so on-right through,
three times. If that isn't criminal
waste of the time -space continuum,
what is? Phonetic spelling out of
" handles " (brrr !), painstaking
descriptions of a rig using a " Six
Victoria Six, Six London Six, two
Six London Sixes in Push -Pull."
(P for push, U for uncle, S for
sugar, H for Heaven Knows
Why!) What a waste it all is!

SPECTACULAR
IMPROVEMENT

Imagine the flourish of trumpets
with which we should greet any
technical invention or improve-
ment which would cut the QRM
by half. And yet this could be
done tomorrow, with no expense,
no apparatus and no trouble, if
everyone would cut his talking
time by fifty per cent. And we
guarantee that most amateurs
could do just that without impart-
ing one whit less information than
they do now. Surely the after -
dinner speakers' rule of " Stand
up, speak up and shut up " ought
to apply to our crowded bands,
above all places. What conceiv-
able justification is there for the
types that say " I can't really think
of anything else to say " - but
then go on saying something (or
nothing) at great length after-
wards? Habitual users of (and
payers -for) long distance tele-
phones should make ideal
amateurs ; they would get their
ideas together, utter them con-
cisely, and disappear. And with
their disappearance would go half
of our QRM. Think this over
seriously and give it a try some
time!
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The Other Man's Station

TLLUSTRATED this time is GI3IEO-owned and
-Loperated by B. Johnston, 17 Carleton Street,
Portadown, N. Ireland-first licensed in March 1952.
Activity is mainly CW on Twenty, with phone avail-
able, and the 40- and 80 -metre bands also worked
as the spirit moves.

Receivers at GI3IEO are two R.1155A's, with a
Class -D wavemeter, field strength meter, phone
monitor, Q5'er and 20 -watt quality audio amplifier
as auxiliaries. At lower left on the table is the
VFO, giving output over the whole range 1.8 - 28 mc,
and comprising 6J5-EF50-807 with its own enclosed
power supply. On the right is the main transmitter,
running 6L6-807, and in the bottom rack is' the
modulator ; this is arranged 6SJ7-6J5-p/p 6J5-p/p
6L6 in Class-AB2, plate -and -screen modulating the

GI3IEO

807 PA ; the microphone is a (crystal) D.104.

The whole station is relay -controlled, this being
achieved by adapting the relay from a T.1154 ex -
RAF transmitter. Aerials at GI3IEO consist of a
132 -ft. wire end -fed through an aerial coupling unit,
coax -linked to the PA tank, and a 20 -metre dipole
made up of ribbon feeder.

DX is not a particular interest at this station,
contacts on the various bands being made as they
happen to come along. Apart from his own radio
activities, GI3IEO also runs the local school -Club
station GI3IJD, and through the latter organisation
was instrumental in bringing 15 -year -old GI3JGZ on
the air, as reported on p.569 of the November 1953
issue of Short Wave Magazine.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By "Club Secretary"

(Dead -line for Next Issue : JUNE 18)

AVERY keen Club member, and one with years of
experience as committee member, treasurer and

secretary, once remarked to us that you could always
tell a healthy Club by the extent of its activities outside
the Club -Room. He was probably quite right, and we
know from experience that those Clubs who withdraw,
snail -like, into their shells, lacking the essential contacts
with the outside world, are usually short-lived.

Whether the extra -mural activities consist of Field
Days, D -F Contests, participation in local exhibitions,
visits to places of interest, or simply tours round the
shacks of transmitting members, such goings-on always
stimulate extra interest. Furthermore, any outside work
that brings the Club in contact with the public invariably
brings with it an increase in membership. One excellent
method of doing this is to run a Club stand (preferably
with gear in operation) at any local exhibition, trade
fair or similar venture intended to attract members of
the general public.

Many readers will remember the week's operation
of " G Six Happy Hastings " last summer ; and the
Hastings Club is repeating its effort this year, the
dates being July 3 to July 10 inclusive. All trans-
mission is to be on 80 metres, and G6HH/A will be
manned from 1000 to 2200 BST every day except Sunday,
July 4. Schedules may be made from now onwards
with the secretary (by post) but the Club would much
prefer to see you there in person. Regular fortnightly
meetings continue, with G3HCK as Chairman.

Southgate will be on the air from an exhibition
in Broomfield House between June 26 and July 3, and
at another later in the year - October 30 to November
13.

Salisbury is staging a similar effort at the local
Model Engineers' Exhibition, held at the Egg Market
during the Whitsun break -- June 5 to June 7. Their
exhibit will include a station on the air, a tape recorder
for the use of the public, and the projection of suitable
amateur films.

Tackling TVI

The report from Torbay mentions the formation
of their 5 -member TVI committee, a new venture which
will become operational on June 19. The main function
of this committee will be to liaise with the GPO in the
case of TVI complaints affecting members ; the local
GPO authorities have been asked to nominate a res-
ponsible Post Office official to attend committee meetings.
This is obviously a most important " step in the right

direction," as it not only puts TVI on a negotiable
basis as between local amateurs and the GPO, but will
enable problems that do arise to be dealt with in a
rational atmosphere by a responsible local organisation.
We commend the Torbay move - which bears upon a
recent Editorial in SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE on this
subject - to the attention of all Club committees.
We would also suggest that one of the most fruitful
fields for the operations of any Club TVI committee is
in the indoctrination of local dealers and the public
on amateur transmission with respect to TVI.

Transistor Activity

The Leicester club was instrumental, on May 4
and 5, in assisting G3CCA to make the first all -transistor
contacts, first with G6FO (Maids Moreton, Bucks.)
and then with a Kentish station at more than 100 miles.
These contacts were made without any valves whatever,
transistors being used for both transmission and recep-
tion, and they brought the Club much publicity in the
local press and elsewhere. Several members have
become very interested and a hive of transistor activity
is buzzing.

The Acton, Brentford and Chiswick Club
(G3IIU) is now affiliated to the QRP Society, and
meets each Tuesday at the AEU Rooms; 66 High Road,
Chiswick, W.4. Recent talks have covered Parasitics
and The History of Amateur Radio.

Bradford held its AGM on March 30, and elected
G3GFD President, G2BYC Vice -President, and Mr.
F. J. Davies Secretary. The 1954-55 programme is
now being organised.

On June 18 at the " Jolly Waterman," Chesterton
Road, the Cambridge Club meets to hear a talk by
G2FJD on Ionosphere Research at the Cavendish
Laboratory. The next meeting after this will be on July
16, when VHF Converters will be discussed by G4MW.

Chester have had a VHF Field Day, a talk on TV
Converters, a discussion on Electronic Organs and
another on NFD. G2YS has left them, having moved
to Filey, Yorks. Meetings are on Tuesdays at the Tarron
Hut, YMCA Chester.

Also meeting every Tuesday, Liverpool has acquired
several more call -signs and keeps its transmitter
G3AHD on the air from 2100 to 2200 during each
meeting. All amateurs or SWL's finding themselves
in Liverpool on a Tuesday are invited to make their
way to the St. Barnabas Hall, Penny Lane, Liverpool 15.
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Those " across the way " on the first and third Wednes-
days will find the Wirral Club meeting at the YMCA,
Whetstone Lane, Birkenhead, where SWL's and novices
will be particularly welcome.

Nottingham University has held an AGM and
elected G3JIJ President, G3JKO Vice -President, and
Mr. P. Smith Secretary. They will be inactive during
the summer vacation, but have plans for next season,
including the acquisition of a BCI-proof phone and
CW transmitter. In conjunction with the Nottingham
Radio Society, they are taking part in NFD.

Field Day - Grafton
On p. 186 of our last, it was not made clear that the

Grafton Field Day event takes place during the week-
end June 19-20, the week following NFD, " with
which there is no connection " as far as Grafton are
concerned. Actually, the purely Club affair organised
each year by Grafton is an interesting and ambitious
undertaking; the aim being to operate on all bands ; the
site is Tumulus Hill, Hampstead Heath - and we hope
the weather will be kind to them. Incidentally, their
own home station G3AFT is on the 160 -metre band
every. Monday evening, looking for Club contacts.

Talking of Club field days brings us to Birmingham,
the annual outdoor event of the Birmingham & District
Short Wave Society taking place at Oak Farm, Catherine
De -Barnes, Solihull, on June 27 (again no connection
with NFD), signing G2BON/P and G3DSM/P on
Twenty, Forty, Eighty and the Top Band, and on
70 centimetres. We shall be interested to hear in due
course how they got on.

With so many Clubs able, and keen, to lay on /P
events purely as Club undertakings, it looks as if a Club
Field Day might be a good engagement to add to the
Contest Calendar.

Deadline for next month's reports is :

First post on Friday, June 18,
addressed " Club Secretary,"

Short Wave Magazine,

55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.'.

New Premises
Portsmouth have now transferred to their new

home at the British Legion Club, where all future meetings
will be held. Re -decoration is nearly finished, and the
official opening will be announced shortly, meetings
being held every Tuesday.

In this connection we would like to ask those Clubs
who do change their meeting -place to let us know, as
cases have arisen of visitors being misled by failure to
locate Club meetings !

South Manchester ask us to state that they meet
at Ladybam House, Mauldeth Road, Fallowfield.
They have a lecture on Transistors on June 18, and
a Junk Sale and Discussion on July 2.

Discussion on the TVI Problem provided a lively
May meeting_ for Surrey (Croydon), and a repeat
will be called for. On June 8 there will be a talk on
the Principles of Television, followed later in the year
by practical demonstrations. Meeting -place : The
Blacksmith's Arms, South End, Croydon.

An Old -Timer Passes

Southend mourn the loss of Mr. J. E. Nicklesst
G2KT, a Vice -President and internationally -known Old -
Timer. " Nick " was 75 years old and had been an
amateur since 1911. He will be sadly missed. The

Club has recently heard talks on
Echo -Sounding, Electronic Com-
puting and the work of the Fire
Brigade. There will be no meeting
on June 11.

Sutton and Cheam had a very
successful Annual Dinner, and all
the officers were re-elected at the
AGM. For the next few months
the Club will be competing with the
rival TVARTS (Thames Valley)
for the Cullen Cup, presented by
G5KH. The next meeting, on June
15, takes the form of a Junk Sale.

Walsall report once more after a
long absence. They meet at the
Technical College, Bradford Place,
Walsall, on the second and fourth
Wednesdays and have a very small
membership. Main interests are
Portable work, QRP gear and Radio
Control of Models.

The Radio Amateurs' Invalid
and Bedfast Club continues its good
work of providing reading matter
and gear of all kinds for bedfast
amateurs ; anyone with amateur
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During his three years stay in this country, W7OFU has been a popular and active member of the Warrington & District Radio Society.
On his return to Ephrata, Washington, recently, he and his wife were presented by the Club membership with a farewell gift of a

pewter tankard and table centre ; the presentation was made by chairman G3FGI.

interest who is confined to bed or an invalid is invited to
join, and there is no subscription.

Next Meetings
The June programme for Stoke-on-Trent will

cover such subjects as Preselectors, Signal Generators,
Transmitting Aerials and Receiver Aerial Matching,
Oscilloscopes and Audio Amplifiers. A Field Day will
be held at Whitsun.

Spen Valley will visit Thornhill Power Station
(C.E.A.) on June 16 and will hold an " Any Questions ?"
meeting on June 30.

On June 14 at 7.45 p.m. at The Colmore Inn, Church
Street, Birmingham, 1, Basic Theory talks for the

beginner and LF Amplifiers will be the topics for the
Birmingham & District Short Wave Society meeting.

At the Y.M.C.A., Torquay, on June 19 at 7.30 p.m.,
Torbay Amateur Radio Society have a talk billed as
" Mobile VHF Operation " - this should be interesting,
as /M working is now permitted.

Reading Radio Society's next lecture is on June 22,
and will be on Flouro-Chemistry in Radio Manufacture.
The West Lancs Radio Society-operating in the same
area as the Liverpool and Wirral clubs - meets every
Tuesday evening and has G3JQA as the Club call.
At present it is not very active as they have very little
aerial space ; an R.1155 receiver has been donated by
G3JND, ex-VQ3DM, so when they can get that aerial
up, they will be away.

COLOUR TELEVISION - AMBROSE FLEMING
MEMORIAL LECTURE

Speaking on the problems of colour television to
the Television Society at the Royal Institution, Mr.
G. G. Gouriet, of the B.B.C. Research Department,
said that research during the past few years had
given fresh impetus to the precise measurement of
colour and its expression by means of accurate
mathematical formula;, both of which were necessary
in the design of colour TV systems.

In transmitting colour scenes it had been found
that the colour sensation could be separated from
the sensation of brightness, and the modern colour
television signal consisted of two separate com-
ponents : one representing the brightness of the
scene and the other conveying the colour informa-

tion, or " chrominance." It has also been found that
a satisfactory colour television picture can be repro-
duced with a minimum of colour added, provided
that the sharpness of detail is retained in the bright-
ness component of the signal.

Another term used in comparing television
systems is " compatibility," which means that any
colour TV picture should be capable of being repro-
duced on a receiver designed for monochrome
pictures.

This condition has been laid down by the
American Television Committee as essential to any
practical system, as it would mean that a colour
television system of the future would still be of
entertainment value to owners of non -colour
receivers.
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CRYSTAL PALACE TV TRANSMITTING
STATION

As already announced, the BBC is to build a new
London television transmitting station on the Crystal
Palace site in South London. Contracts have been
placed with Marconi's for two vision transmitters of
15 kW each and two sound transmitters of 4.5 kW.
The two vision transmitters will be operated together,
thus ensuring greater reliability, because if a fault
should develop on one the service can be maintained
on the other without interruption. By the use of a
high -gain aerial system, the station will be capable
of producing an effective radiated power (E.R.P)) of
approximately 250 kW. This compares with an
E.R.P. of 100 kW for each of the four post-war
high -power stations and 34 kW only for Alexandra
Palace. The Crystal Palace station is being designed
so as to make it possible to raise the power still
further should this be required at a later stage.

The aerial system will be erected at the top' of a
self-supporting steel mast 640 ft. high, which will
raise the aerial to a height of approximately 1,000 ft.
above sea _level. The higher power of this station
will not greatly increase the area already served by
Alexandra Palace, but it will give a much stronger
and therefore more interference -free signal in those
parts of London and the suburbs where the level of
interference is high. In particular, it will greatly
improve the service along the South Coast, at present
a fringe area where reception, generally speaking, is
unreliable.

SWITCH CLEANER

Many of the switch cleaners used for radio
purposes appear to dry off quickly, making operation
feel "rough," and soon losing effect. By mixing solder-
ing paste (" Fluxite ") with lighter fuel until it is of the
consistency of light machine oil and carefully apply-
ing to the wafers with a small paint brush, it has
been found that smooth operation results and,
probably due to the continuous cleaning action,
attention is not required for long periods. A rather
complicated switch which had given considerable
trouble was completely cured and no ill effects were
experienced over a period of years. It should be
noted that clean paste should be used for the purpose,
in order to avoid any possibility of minute particles
of solder or dirt being introduced. (A. E. Jefferies,
Stroud, Glos.).

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

If you have anything to sell, or need some
particular item, try our Small Advertisement section.
Rates are low and the coverage is the widest in the
Amateur Radio field. Write out your notice, clearly,
in as few words as possible and using the customary
abbreviations, and send it, with remittance, to the
Advertisement Manager, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. If you are in any
doubt as to how it is charged, send it in just the same,
and the cost will be notified to you by return.

HAM'S INTERPRETER
Published by PENTTI AARNIO, Helsinki, Finland

" Any Radio Amateur with the slightest interest in affairs outside
his own immediate family circle must at some time, have felt a
desire to know a few phrases of one or more foreign languages
for use over the air.

" A language learnt at school may not be readily applicable to
Amateur Radio, and it is for this reason that Mr. Pentti Aarnio,
OH2SQ, has produced the Ham's Interpreter.' In this book,
sentences and expressions commonly used in Amateur parlance
are given in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German, Swedish
and Finnish.

" Pronunciation of the letters of the alphabet, and numerals, is
covered fully in all the above languages. The main body of the
book is divided into sections covering all subjects from ' CQ '
to 73 and good DX OM' A model QSO is given in all languages,
together with a large selection of technical terms.

" The book has been extremely well written by OH2SQ in con-
junction with Amateurs in other countries to which the languages
pertain. In its 37 well -printed pages is condensed more information
than one would probably acquire from a lifetime at evening
classes."

Price 5/- post free

obtainable from :

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
(PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT)

55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.
Abbey 5341.

Southern Radio's Wireless Bargains
TELESONIC 4 -valve Battery Portable. Complete with Hivac

Valves. In metal Carrying Case. Simply converted to Personal
Portable fa, including Conversion Sheet

TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS. Type " 18," Mark III. Com-
prising Super -het Receiver and Transmitter. Two units con-
tained in metal Carrying Case. Complete. 8 -valves. Bargain
clearance of remaining stock E4/10/-

RECEIVERS TYPE " 109." 8 -Valves with Vibrator Pack for
6 volts. Built-in Speaker. 1.8 to 8.5 me/s. Contained in metal
case. Perfect. 100 ONLY ES
Bargain Clearance of remaining stock.

BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Ex-R.A.F. New. Contains
Gyro, Motors, Rev. Counters, Gear Wheels, etc., etc. Ideal
for model makers, etc. 13/5/, plus I0/- carriage

CRYSTAL MONITORS. Type 2. New, in Transit Case.
Less Crystals 8/- each

LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable 1. to 3f in. For
Metal, Wood, Plastic, etc 6/6

RESISTANCES. 100 assorted. Useful values. Wire end,
12/6 per 100

CONDENSERS. 100 assorted. Mica. Metal, Tubular, etc.
IS /- per 100

PLASTIC CASES. I4in. x Win. Transparent. Ideal for Maps,
Photos, Display, etc 5/6

STAR IDENTIFIERS. Type I A -N. Covers both Hemispheres.
In case 5/6

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. Complete in Sound-
proof case. 2 impulses per sec. Thermostatic control ... II /6

REMOTE CONTACTORS for use with above 7/6
MORSE TAPPERS. Standard type, ex -Government 3/6

Heavy Duty type " D " 8/6 complete
MORSE PRACTICE SET with Buzzer 6/9
DIMMER CONTROLS. Bakelite. Wire Wound. New

1 /3 each
MAGNETIC RELAY SWITCH. Bakelite. 5c/723...2/6 each

Full List of Radio Books, 21d.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
II, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

GERrard 6653
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FREE
STANDING

WAVE
RATIO
METER
LEAFLET

Cat. No. E5029

Send stamped and self-addressed
envelope to :-

Labgear (Cambridge) Ltd.
WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE.

Tel. 2494-2 lines.

57
-EDG-INAIREE-ROAD

Can now supply a full range of 4 -sided Blank Chassis of 16 Gauge
half -hard aluminium.

Size (inches) Price Size (inches) Price
6 x4 x2 ... 4/6 II x 8 x 24 ... 8/-
7 x5 x2 ... 5/- 10 x 8 x 3 ... 8/6
fif x 59 x 2 ... 5/6 13x 8 x 24 ... 8/9

10 x4 x 24 ... 6/- 12x 9 x 24 ... 8/I1
9 x7 x2 ... 6/6 13x 10 x 2f ... 9/9
12 x4 x 29 ... 6/6 14 x 10 x 29 ... I0/-
9 x8 x24 ... 7/3 12x 10 x 3 ... 10/3
10 x8 x 24 ... 7/6 15 x 10 x 24 ... 10/6
12 x5 x3 ... 7/9 17x 10 x 29 ... 11/3
12 x7 x 24 ... 7/11 17x 9 x 3 ... 11/9

17 x 10 x 3 ... 12/6

Keep this List for reference.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287/289 Edgware Road, London, W.2,

Tel. Paddington 5891. Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday I o'clock).

Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo.

The advantages of
E.M.I. training

*The teaching methods are
planned to meet modern
industrial requirements.
* We offer training in all
subjects which provide
lucrative jobs or interesting
hobbies. * Tutor person-
ally allotted by name* Free
advice covering all aspects
of training is given to
students before and after
enrolling with us.

COUPON
THE

for our Brochure on
the latest methods of
home training for
over 159 Careers and
Hobbies including :

P.M.G.Certificates, City and Guilds
Grouped Certificates In Telecom-
munications; A.M.Brit,I.R,E,Exam-
'nation, Radio Amateur's Licence,
Radio and Television Servicing
Certificates, General Radio and
Television Courses, Radar, Sound
Recording, etc. Also Courses in
all other branches of Engineering.

Courses from £1 per month

E.M.I.
INSTITUTES

The only Postal
College which is
part of a world-
wide Industrial

Organisation. 4SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send without obligation your FREE book.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 14. 43 Grove Park Road,
Chiswick, London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

IC l8

HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCTION

O ° 0
WITH A MINIMUM OF WEAR

Calls for the use of
S. G. BROWN PRECISION SAPPHIRE NEEDLES

No. 1 " Miniature'' Jewel -tipped needle for Lightweight pick-ups.
No. 2 " Straight " Jewel -tipped needle for Crystal pick-ups.
No. 3 " Trailer " Jewel -tipped needle for Medium weight pick-ups.
No. 4 " Knee Bend Trailer" Jewel -tipped needle for older

Heavyweight pick-ups.
No. S " Miniature Solid Sapphire " needle for Lightweight pick-

ups.

PRICES. Nos. I-4, 7/-, plus 2/4 P.T. Post 6d.
No. 5, 9/3, plus 3/1 P.T. Post 6d.

Nos. I and 2 now available with .001" radius tips, for long
playing records. Prices as above.

There's an S. G. BROWN PRECISION SAPPHIRE NEEDLE
for every type of PICK-UP.

An instructive and interesting Brochure gladly sent on request.
Write to Dept. S.

>t SHAKESPEARE ST..N.ATEORD.HERTS
,

(f
'!sir 7 one: -2/41

14
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AERIAL MASTS. U.S.A. 9ft. Steel'one piece-solid,Itapered whip, 10 /- ;
20ft. 7 section BC610 whip, 30 /- ; American 35ft. steel sectional mast
li" dia., 80/-; I 1ft. Plymold sections 4" dia., 20/-; 14ft. Super Pine
Poles, 10 /- ; U.S.A. 20ft. Tripod Base Aluminium Masts, E9 ; 36ft. Steel
Sectional Masts 21" to 2" dia., f.4 /10 /- ; Trylon 10ft. Lattice Sections,
12" wide triangular, £6. V.H.F. Ground Plane Aerials, 20/-.

TRANSMITTING TRANSFORMERS. All primaries 200/250v. 50
cycles and Woden make. (A) 4480, 2240, 2000 CT. at 300 m/a. 10 x 9 x 8.
62 lbs. 95)- ; (B) 640v. 200 mia., 4v. 6a., 4v. 3a., 4v. 3a. 6x 6 x 6, 22 lbs.
65/- ; (C) 8v. I3a., 4v. 6a., 4v. 4a., 4v. 3a., 4v. 3a. all CT. 7 x 7 x 6, 19 lbs.,
45/- ; (D) 145v. 6a., 4.5v. 2.5a., 4.5v., 2a., 4.5v. 2a. all CT. 5 x 5 x 5 12 lbs.,
40/- ; (E) 1,500v. 400 m/a. 7 x 6 x 6 22 lbs., 55 /- ; (F) Four at 4v. 3a.,
6v. 3a., 175v. 60 mia. all CT. 6 x 6 x 4 10 lbs., 30/- ; (G) 15v. 6a., 4.5v,
2.5a., 4.5v. 2.5a. all CT. 5 x 5 x 5 10 lbs., 30/-.

TRANSMITTING VALVES. VU -29, 25/-; VT -26C, 17 /- ; DET- I 2,
20 /- ; GU -50, 10 /- ; AL -60, 12/6 ; 4212E, 45 /-. 35T, 25 /-.

TRANSMITTING CHOKES. All Woden or Foster make (a) 20h.
400 m/a. 5 x 5 x 5, 14 lbs. (b) 14h. 400 m/a. 8 x 7 x 5, 28 lbs. (c) 1h. I amp
10 x 10 x 9, 75 lbs.

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS.] Woden PrLICT.I.Sec. 6000
5500, 5000 ohms CT. 85 watts Audio 7 x 6 x 6, 20 lbs.

MISCELLANEOUS. ET4332 Cabinet C15 ; TG -10 Electronic Keyer
with Tapes E24 ; Metal Rack Desks 20", 25/- ; Ditto Typewriter Wells
25 /- ; RCA Aerodynamic Mike E4; American Candlestick Mike 20 /- ;
NC -200 Receiver 437 ; Super Pro Receiver and Makers Power Supply 1E42.

WANTED: TECHNICAL MANUALS, INSTRUC-
TION BOOKS OF ANY AMERICAN OR BRITISH

SERVICES EQUIPMENT.

H. HARRIS, ORGANFORD, DORSET.
Lytchett Minster 212

LYONS RADIO
LIMITED

3, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds Bush, London W.12
Dept. MS. Telephone : SHEPHERDS BUSH 1729

AERIAL MASTS. Consist of two sections of stout all-weather
resisting paxolin tubing each 7ft. long x 3/1 6in. wall and respective
dia's. of and tins. The sections plug into each other by means
of metal ferrules. Guy ropes etc. not provided. An item particularly
useful for field days, the total weight being only 5 lbs. PRICE
14/6, carriage 2/6.
INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 182. Fitted with cathode ray tube
type VCR517, 3-VR91's, 4-VR65's and I -5U4, 9 -wire -wound pots,
Mu -Metal screen, and a mass of other useful parts. Scope con-
struction data can be supplied with this unit for I /6 or 1/9 separa-
tely. In good condition. PRICE 65/-, carriage 6/6.
Special POWER UNIT Bargain. Comprise metal chassis II x 5 x
21ins. on which is mounted a rotary converter having an output
of 200v. D.C. at 50mA. and 13v. D.C. at I.8A., H.F. Filter Chokes
and a relay. On the underside of the chassis is an L.F. Choke
5/8H. 50/80mA., screw -in fuse holder and metal cased condensers,
etc. TYPE 320 for 24v. D.C. input PRICE ONLY 9/-. TYPE 141
for 12v. D.C. input PRICE ONLY 10/6. Either type can be operated
in reverse from D.C. mains. Stabiliser valve type VS 110 as originally
fitted can be supplied as an extra for 3/-, if required. Carriage
extra per unit 2/6.
ALUMINIUM CONTAINERS. A useful item for storage
of screws and small parts, for picnics and holidays in which to pack
tooth and shaving brush, soap, sugar, tea, etc. Two sizes available
both with screw -on lids and 21ins. dia. Size " A " 41ins. tall PRICE
6 for 7/-. Size " B " 61ins. tall PRICE 6 for 8/6, or 3-" A " and
3-" B " for 7/9 or 12 your choice of sizes 12/6.
Fr& OTE CONTROL TYPE 8. Consists of a nicely made wooden
panel 12 x 101 x gins., which looks like teak, on which is mounted
two tumbler switches, to the right is a row of 7-4BA. brass
terminals mounted on a paxolin panel and to the left a heavy duty
Morse Key, Air Ministry type " D " In condition as new. PRICE
10/6, postage 2/6.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
9d. per word. minimum charge 12/-. No series discount ; all charges
payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for
errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS
TECHNICAL SUPERINTENDENTS required for

1 the DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SER-
VICES (BROADCASTING) GOLD COAST LOCAL
CIVIL SERVICE for one tour of 18 to 24 months,
with possibility of re -engagement. Salary in con-
solidated scale £1,400, rising to £1,750 a year. Outfit
allowance £60. Gratuity £150 a year. Liberal leave
on full salary. Free passages. Candidates should
possess the City and Guilds Intermediate Certificate
in Telecommunications Engineering or equivalent
qualifications, such as the B.B.C. Grade C. exam.

M2C/30516/SQ ASSISTANT TO CHIEF
ENGINEER. Candidates must have a thorough
knowledge of studio and transmitter equipment and
have had at least five years' experience in a broad-
casting or allied organisation. They will be required
to supervise supply of technical equipment and to act
as Relief on wired broadcasting systems, studios and
transmitters, as well as to assist the Chief Engineer.

M2C/30517/SQ TECHNICAL SUPERINTEN-
DENT (WIRED BROADCASTING). Candidates
must have a thorough knowledge of the adminis-
tration, operation and installation of wired broad-
casting systems and of revenue collection. They
should possess a knowledge of modern superhet
short-wave receivers and should preferably be
familiar with tape and disc recording machines.

M2C / 30518 / SQ TECHNICAL SUPERINTEN-
DENT, IN CHARGE OF ACCRA STUDIO
CENTRE. Candidates should have a thorough
knowledge of the administration and technical
application of modern broadcasting studio, recording
and outside broadcast equipment.

Write to the Crown Agents, 4 Millbank, London,
S.W.1. State age, name in block letters, full qualifi-
cations and experience, and quote reference number
shown against the post for which application is made.

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR (BROADCASTING)
required by the Nigerian Government Broadcast-

ing Service for two tours of 12 to 15 months each,
with possibility of permanency. Salary, etc., in scale
£1,307, rising to £1,453 a year, plus gratuity of £150
a year and outfit allowance of £60. Liberal leave
on full salary. Free passages for officer and wife
and assistance towards cost of children's passage or
grant of up to £150 annually for their maintenance
in U.K. Candidates should have instructional
experience and must have reached B.B.C. Grade C.
minus or equivalent. -Write to the Crown Agents,
4 Millbank, London, S.W.1. State age, name in block
letters, full qualifications and experience, and quote
M2C / 30513 / SQ.

TRADE
QSL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS. APPROVED

G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE. - ATKINSON
BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND YORKS.

R F Types 26,
7(

25,
17/62band-newEAN. 69Cinrct

Road, Moseley, Birmingham.
VI/ ANTED: BC610 Hallicrafters, ET4336 Trans-
!' mitters ; AR88's receivers and spare parts for

above. Best prices.-P.C.A. Radio, Beavor Lane,
Hammersmith, W.6.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, TRADE -continued

WANTED: TUNING UNITS TN17, TN18,
TN19 for R54/APR4 ; £50 each offered. -Box

No. 1383, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

VALVES (over 3000 in stock): 829B, 60/- ;
2D21, EC91, 12AU7, 85A1, 85A2, 9/-; 6BR7,

6CH6, 6BW6, 12AT7, 5Z4M, 8/6 ; EL91, 6F33,
12AX7, 7/- ; EF91, EF92, 6AL5, 6C4, EAC91, 6J6,
5/ -.-Skillman, Franchise Street, Weymouth.

4 [ZPAID for new boxed 813's. Also purchased if
J new unboxed.-Details to Box 1421, Short

Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I.

45,-OFFERE1?
for new surplus 813 type valves ;

any quantity purchased.-Pype-Hayes Radio,
606 Kingsbury Road, Birmingham 24. (Erdington
4942).

SL's and LOGS by MINERVA. The best there
are. -Samples from Minerva Press, 48 Queen's

Road, Brentwood, Essex.
WANTED: RCA Speech Amplifiers, type

MI -11220 J or K, and aerial tuning units
BC939a.-Offers, stating quantity and price, to:
P.C.A. Radio, Beavor Lane, Hammersmith, W.6.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable with order. Box Numbers
1/6 extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

WANTED: AR188D in first-class condition ;
will pay good cash price. FOR SALE: New

813's, TZ40's, Labgear 2 -gang with PA coils, Woden
mod. transformers, 2000-0-2000 mains transformers,
chokes, etc. Also Junior HRO in mint condition. -
Apply GD6IA, Ballasalla Place, Ballasalla, Isle of
Man.cRlO0

with

re-alignedspeakerand
good

overhauled,ondn complete
£18.-

Puttock, Bay Tree dottage, St. Margarets, Near
Dover.

XCHANGE: B2 Tx/Rx, power pack, in two
water -tight cases, in FB, as new condition ; for

AR77 receiver or similar.-G3IMD, 129 Carr Forge
Road, Hackenthorpe, Sheffield.

FOR SALE: Eddystone 750 ; Radiocraft pre -
selector ; Browns' phones, Type A ; all in per-

fect condition ; L45. -Box 1414, Short Wave Maga-
zine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

GERMAN WAR SURPLUS and VALVES
wanted ; also Thermador mains and modulation

transformers: one BC348 and one SCR522. C.O.D.
to Grimsby, Lincs. Give description and informa-
tion in first letter to: OZ7FG, Gotschalk, 21
Engdraget, Grenaa, Denmark.

WANTED: AR88, any condition ; good price
paid for good specimen. Also BC221 and

QRO transmitter. FOR SALE: Super Pro, £27
10s. Od.; BC1147, £27 10s. Od. 16 m/m Talkie
Projector, complete ; what offers? Valves, all
guaranteed: 6AG7, 866, 807, 6Q7, X66, 6V6, 6/ -
each ; KTW61, KTW62, TH2, 6AC7, 20/- per
dozen. Many others. VCR97 Mu Metal Screen,
new, 12/6 each. -Box 1415, Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: New war surplus AR88D, SX28, and
HRO receivers, with bandspread coils. View

and trial. -R. Field, 103 Claybrook Road, Hammer-
smith, London, W.6.

R.O. SENIOR with P/Pack, R.C.A. L/S andH 8 coils, £35.-Chaffe, 147 Peartree Road,
Derby.

SW L's Here is a proved and

speedy way to Pass the
G.P.O. MORSE CODE TEST
for securing your Amateur Licence

Enrol for the Candler SPECIAL SHORT
COURSE which includes all essential Morse Code
training to enable the average student to be success-
ful. The fee is reasonable too.

* WRITE now for the

CANDLER BOOK OF FACTS "
stating which course you are interested in

(I) Special Short Course for G.P.O. Morse Code
test for Amateur Transmitting Licence.

(2) Candler Junior Course for Beginners.
(3) Candler Advanced Course for Operators

who desire to increase their speeds and
accuracy.

Terms : Cash or low monthly payments.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(Dept. 55SW),

52b ABINGDON ROAD, LONDON, W.8
Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

* ANNUAL HOLIDAY
Please note that all correspondence arriving on JUNE I I th to JUNE
26th, inclusive, will be dealt with upon our reopening on JUNE 28th,

1954
London's Finest Selection of Real Quality

Equipment at Reasonable Prices.
Test Equipment : AVO Model 7, as new, £15 ; AVO Model D,
f 12 ; AVO-MINOR, E6 10s.; AVO Wide range sig. gen., f20;
Previous model, E9 10s. ; AVO Valve tester roller panel, El I ; AVO
valve characteristic meter, as new,E45 ; COSSOR Double Beam
Scopes, from E35, Model ; WESTERN Industrial test set, 20,000 PV
f20 ; Marconi type 887 valve voltmeter, f25 MARCONI type
TFI44G, TR390, TR5 17 signal generators. TF340 output meters ;
Type 887 valve voltmeters ; MARCONI Audio Oscillator and other
items of Marconi equipment ; EVERSHED Bridge Meggers 500
V-250 V, Evershed Wee Meggers, f14; PHILIPS Audio Oscillator,
E35 ; SIMMONDS Q meter, E85.
Receivers : HALLICRAFTERS SX28, in excellent condition,
f50 ; 5X24 550 kc/s-42 E30 ; S2OR, E28 ; S20, E25 ; S38 a.c.-
d.c., 110-250, CB ; S29 battery -mains, E25 ; RCA AR77, 550 kc/s-30

'
Mc/s., E30  HRO Junior and Senior receivers, complete with coils,
from L30; HALLICRAFTERS marine HT!1 transmitters -receivers,
E50 ; NATIONAL NCI00, L40 ; HAMMARLUND HQI20X,
L40.
Manuals for RCA AR88D-LF, National HRO SX24, S2OR, CRI00,
SX28, AR77E, HQI20, B2 TX-RX photostats, 27/6 per copy.
Audio Equipment : TAPE recorders. Grundig type 700L, as new,
f60 ; Baird Mark I, as new, f40 ; Simon, sound, Mark 2, E40 ; Sound -
mirror portable, f45 ; Magnegraph portable, as new, E35 ; U.S.A.
Webcor latest, 53 model, 175.
WANTED URGENTLY : Frequency Meters BC221, TSI74/U,
TSI75/U, TS3, TSI3, TS35, TS45, RCA AR88D-LF, SX28, 527's S27CA.
Spectrum Analysers. Type TSI48, TSX-4SE. Klystrons Type 723/AB.
CVI29, 2K39, 2K33, 707A, 707B, and any U.S.A. or British VHF or
microwave gear, receivers, 1359, P58, 1294, etc.
Our Only Address is :

* UNIVERSAL
27 LISLE STREET,

Shop hours, 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Write, call or telephone : GER

ELECTRONICS
LEICESTER SQ., W.C.2.

Thursday 9.30 a.m. to I. p.m.
8410 (day), MEA 3145 (night).
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WATERLOO RADIO
(Waterloo Bridge Roundabout)

35 TENISON WAY, WATERLOO, LONDON, S.E.I

VALVES, at 3 for El : 1T4, 3V4, 6K7g, 6X4, 6AM6, 6BA6, 3A4,
6BW6, 6AT6, 6CH6, 12BE6, 6BH6, 61316, W77, 1U5, 5005, 35W4,
Z77, 8D3, 6C6, 6V6G, I2A6, 7H7, 25L6, 50L6, EF50, VR9I, 12SL7,
6F6. VALVES, at 8/6, 3 for 24/-: ECC87, 807, 5763, 6BS7,
6BR7, 6BE6, 12AT7, VR150/30, 6BW7, 6J6. VALVES, at 2/6 each,
10 for LI : 2C34/11K34, VR7B, DI diode ; Germanium Diodes,
2/- each, 20/- doz. BRIDGE RECTIFIERS. 6-12 volt, 2A, 11/3.
3 amp, 12/6. 4amp, 15 f-. 6 amp, 23/6. 10 amp, 30/-, post 2/-.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Suitable for above rectifiers.
200-250v. input to charge 6-12 volt batts. at : 1.5 amp, 12/6.
3 amp, 21/6. 6 amp, 29/6. 10 amp, 50/-, post 2/4. H.W. RECTI-
FIER. 125 volt A.C. (use two for 230v.) RMI, 60mA, 3/9 ; RM2,
100mA, 4/3 ; DRM2B, 10/9 ; RM3, I25mA, 5/3 ; RM4, 250v.,
275mA for TV, 15/6, post 6d.

NEW BOOKS ON RADIO & TELEVISION
International Radio Tube Encyclopaedia, by B. Babani ... 43/6
(Entirely new and up-to-date 1954 edition in 14 languages)
Electronic Musical Instruments, by Alan Douglas ... 31/ -
Television Receiver Servicing, by E. Spreadbury ... 22/ -
Radio Control for Model Ships and Aircraft, by F. C. Judd ... 9/ -
Listeners' Guide to 10,000 Radio and T.V. Stations 2/10
Television Test Equipment, by E. Bradley ...
Electronic Gadgets for the Constructor, by E. B; dley
Wireless Servicing Manual by W. T. Cocking

ALL POST FREE Write for New List of
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

G4GZ'S BARGAINS
VALVES : EF92, 6AG5, 6C4, 6K7G, EF50, 6.15G, 6J7G, 5/-.
6K7GT, 6AL5, EB91, 6F8, EF9I, Z77, 6AM6, EC52, EF54, 3A4,
2A3, 5/6. 12BE6, 6J6, 6AC7M, Y63, 6/-. EL91, 6AM5, 6X5GT,
6V6G, 6AKS, 6F6G, 6K7M, 6G6G, 67JM, EL32, 6K6G, 6/6. I2A6M,
7C5, 6F7, 6SL7GT, 6SN7GT, 6CH6, 6V6GT, EF50 (Syl), X66, VR150/
30, 3V4, 354, IT4, IRS, 1S5, 7/6. 6F6M, 6Q7G/GT, EL35, 8/-.
5Z4G, 7S7, 6K8G, 50L6GT, IW4/350, 9/-. 6SQ7M, KT66, CBL I,
I0/-. 6AG7M, SR4GY, 866A, 12/6. 5CPI, 4304CA, 20/-. 35T,
TZ40, HK24G, 808, 30/-. 811, 805, 35/-. 829, 50/-. 8296, 70/-.
Acos xtal mike inserts 4/9. 2P4W, 4 bank (Total 8 P4W) switches
4/6 each. .002mfd 5Kv wkg. mica bypass 2/6 each, 5 for 10/-.
25pfd air spaced cer. trimmers 1/- each, 10/- doz. Midget 100pf
cer. variables 3/- each. 2in. sq. fl. MC meters 0-150 m/a, 7/6 each.
Jack plugs and sockets 2/6 pair, 24/- doz. 80 ohm twin Telcon
6d. yard. 300 ohm ditto 9d. yard. Pye plugs and sockets 9/6 doz.
prs. 100pf cer. cup conds. 3/6 doz.

All goods despatched by return. Please add post/packing.

J. T. ANGLIN
160, CLEETHORPE ROAD, GRIMSBY, LINCS. Tel. 56315.

ADCOLA

(Regd. Trade Mark)

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Reg. Design No. 860302
British, U.S. and Foreign Patents

Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v -230/250v. Meets every require.
ment for radio assembly, maintenance, telecommunications, etc.
High Temperature. Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight.

3/I6in.
I/4in.
3/l6in.

Dia.
Dia.
Dia.

Bit Standard Model
Bit Standard Model
Detachable Bit Type

Sole Manufacturers : ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office and Sales : Gauden Road, Clapham High Street,

London, S.W.4. (MACaulay 4272).

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -Continued

PORTABLE
16 -element 2 -metre stack ; folds

umbrella fashion ; no assembly necessary. Ideal
Field Day. £7. - Aveleylacy, Ruxley, Claygate,
2653.

WANTED: Trophy Battery 3, or similar straight
Rx. - W. Spearman, Stansfield, Sudbury,

Suffolk.
RC.A. BC348, p/p type, 3 RCA 1.s., £20 ; 1155
. for spares, with valves, £2 10s. Od. TE149

wavemeter, major spares, manual, £17 10s. Od.
TS376X3, for mikes, phones, £4 10s. Od. G219
(Naval) osc., 550 kc to 22 mc, £1. Phones, type
" F," 10/-. HS30 with trans. (new), £1 10s. Od. Or
swap for AR88 or similar Rk. Sig. Oen. RS600 with
manual (needs slight attention), £3, or exchange for
MW HRO coils. -Box No. 1416, Short Wave Maga-
zine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

EX -ARMY Type 12 Transmitter, 4 bands -1.2 mc
to 17.5 mc ; 25 watts phone ; recently over-

hauled
'

£15. BC -342-N, as new, £25. -Box 1417,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.I.

OR SALE: 1154 Transmitter, 17/6 ; BC348F Receiver, £12 10s. Od.; 16 m/m Projector,
£11 Os. Od.; Strip Projector, £4 10s. Od.; Epidioscope,
£12 Os. Od.; R.C.A. BC -1147, £27 10s. Od.; Super
Pro and power pack, £27 10s. Od. WANTED:
AR88 Receiver, BC221 Frequency Meter, Top Band
Transmitter, ET -4336 Transmitter. Would consider
exchanges for above equipment, which is in very
good condition. -Box 1418, Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

EXCHANGE G.E.C. MINISCOPE, IF Wobbulator
Unit, comprehensive Instruction Manual, all

brand-new, for S504, CR100 or similar, or good -class
receiver, less valves, needing attention, etc.
R107 MANUAL, new, and spare MAINS TRANS-
FORMER, 50/-. RF24, as new, and RF27, with
circuits, 50/-. TU26B, as new, 30/-.
HALLICRAFTERS matching speaker wanted.
Semmens, 26 Trescoe Road, Long Rock, Penzance,
Cornwall.

HROSen., p/pack, spk., 8 coils, £25 o.n.o. Army
12 Transmitter, VFO-crystal, 50 watts CW, 30

watts phone, £14 o.n.o.-Blue, 21 Hillfield Avenue,
Hendon, London, N.W.9 (Collingdale 4760).

LM7 FREQUENCY METER for sale ; U.S.N.
version of BC221, of similar appearance but

smaller ;. perfect condition with correct calibration
booklet and p/pack.-Offers near £30 to: Forsyth,
No. 2 Officers' Mess, R.A.F., Feltwell, Norfolk.

1Vitzithmcainrucuail t, £u14nn;unRy el r0t7e,d)m mint condition,ndiTtiaopne,CR
Recorder (not home-made), complete, £11 ; 6ft.
enclosed rack, £4 ; two Type 6 amplifiers, PX25's
push-pull, 500v. power packs, £4 10s. Od. each ;
Wirek portable wire recorder, complete, £22 (as new).
Buyers collect or pay carriage London. -Box 1420,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

WAVEMETERS R.C.A., TE149, £6 ; and Class -
D, £5 ; both AC mains. Command Transmitter

6-9 mc, complete and unmodified, £3. WANTED:
SCR522 Receiver, complete, or less valves. -Hacker,
Easton House, Obridge Road, Taunton.

2 Tx/Rx P/Pack, complete in case, with all coils,
LIM key, six Amateur band xtals, spare Tx, and
valves, leads, instruction book, etc. Nearest £20.-
G3FAB, 73 Queen Victoria Road, Coventry.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued

i A MBASSADOR " 100 -watt commercial 5 band -
PI, switched phone Transmitter, push-pull 807's

final (807's modulators); cost £140 ; seen working.
First £40 secures, or £35 less valves. Exchange for
anything useful with cash adjustments.-BM/CVWK,
London, W.C.1.

AMERICAN Current Model Communications
Receiver, £85 ; AR88, rare specimen, correctly

calibrated all bands, conditions and performance as
new, £75  RME 69 Receiver, £20 ; HRO coils B.S.,
50/- ; 1196A Transmitter/Receiver, £5 ; Lampkin
Laboratories (U.S.A.) freq. meter, £15. -Box 1419,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

BC6M52£.212RelcO.s. cOodm.;pleit3eCR30/1
12.71i'o/fA8ici

V.V.M., £3 ; Keyboard Perforator, £4
'

Wheatstone
Transmitter, £3 ; PCR3, PSU, £7 10s. Od.; 1131
Transformers, Filament, 5/-; H.T., 10/- ; chokes,
3/-, 5/-; 4 mF cond., 3/- ; new 813's, £3 ; 832, £1 ;
35T, 15/- ; 15E, 10/- ; 807, 5U4G, 6SN7, R3, 85A1,
CV66, etc. S.A.E. lists, collect or add carriage. No
junk!-G3DZF, 23 Elmsleigh Road, East Hill,
Wandsworth, S.W.18.

ARR2X VHF RECEIVER containing three 6AK5,
seven 9001, 12A6, £2 ; Eddystone S390 power

supply, £2 ; unused 803 with holder, 15/- ; 836, 83,
FW4/500, 6/- each ; Tuning Units CAY (C), 12/6 ;
TU8B, 10/- ; BC346 Modulator, 12/-

'
LFC's 20H,

300 mA, 15/- ; 8H, 100 mA, 10/- ; 5H, 200 mA,
10/. Transformers, 120w. RCA Filament, Primary
0/230v: three at 2.5v., one at 10v., £1 5s. Od.; 600-0-
600, 250 mA, 4v. 2a., £1. Grey crackled steel trans-
mitter cabinet, 36" x 20" x 20" (buyer collects), £2.
-Wright, 52 Loughrigg Avenue, St. Helens, Lancs.

SALE: New boxed 100TH's, 45/- ; TZ40's, 25/-
6L6M's, 15/- ; CV51's, 6/-. Perfect but used

35T's, 808's, 805's, £1 each. Collins 20 -watt modu-
lation transformer, 12/6. R.C.A. 110 -volt Primary
Transformer, 6.3v. 5A, 650v. 50 mA, 25v. 4A, 7.5v.
16A, 37/6. -Jones, 1 Victoria Street, Llandudno.

P Collector seeking any QST's before
November 1923 ; CQ, January, March, April,

June, November, December 1945, May 1946 ; Radio,
June 1933 to December 1935 ; R/9, September 1932
to March 1935. Lots Amateur Radio, Break-in,
Xtal, QTC. Lists on request. Also any other over-
seas Amateur magazines in English -any quantity,
any period. Air -mail your offers, please. All
expenses refunded. Also want ARRL lapel badge
and good American bug. - G3IDG, 95 Ramsden
Road, London, S.W.12.
HALLICRAFTERS AC/DC, S.38B bandspread,

includes medium -wave ; light, compact ;
£12 10s. Od. AC/DC Amplifier for gram. or radio,
£4 10s. Od.-Box 1424 (Herts.), Short Wave Maga-
zine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: Portable S/W Rx
'

covers all bands
down to 10m.; set and spread dials, SM tuning,

with separate amplifier, in case, portable ; ideal field
use or stand-by ; mains or batty. operated ; good
DX. Offers over £3 only. -Box 1423, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

LABGEAR 1000v./750v., 250 mA Power Pack
(crackle cabinet), as new, £9 o.n.o., or exchange

Class -D Wavemeter (cash adjustment). " Carlisle "
230v. 2 Kw. immersion heater, new, 30/-.-G3BNW,
13 Heywood Road, Alderley Edge. Cheshire.

WE PAY TOP PRICES
FOR

AMERICAN SURPLUS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

LOOK AT THESE EXAMPLES
For equipment in good condition

Receiver R54/APR4, complete £200
Transmitter ET4336 . LI 10
Scanner RC94 f100
Test Set TS13 £100
Frequency Meter TSI75 /U £80
Frequency Meter BC22I £26
Receiver BC348R £25
Receiver R89/ARN5 E.25
Control Box 23270 ... L5
Klystron 723A/B E3

We pay similar remarkable prices for

Receivers. R I 11/APR5, R5/ARN7, AR88D,
R65/APN9, BC 1033, BC348.
Transceivers. ARC I , A RC3, TCS, BC800,
RT 1 /APN2.
Transmitters. T11/APN3, ARTI3.
Indicators. ID17/APN3, BC! 151, BCI152, 1-81A.
Test Sets. Any unit with prefix " TS " and 1E19,
1-208, 1-100.
Modulators. BC1091, BC I 142.
Synchroniser. BCI148.
Power Units. RA34, RA42, RA62, RA88, RA90,
MG149, PE98, PEI58, DM28, PU16.
Tuning Units. TN 17, TN I8, TN19, TN54, TU57,
TU58, TU59.
Control Gear. BCI150, BCI145, 11391, JB95,
JB98, 113102, C45 -ARC I.

And almost every American made unit even if not
mentioned above.

Phone us immediately, transfer charge.

TO OVERSEAS BUYERS
We have the largest stock in Europe of American
Government surplus electronic equipment and we
would be pleased to quote by return of post against
your enquiries. The following are a few examples
only of the equipment which we can supply from
stock.

ET4336
SCR72OC
BC348
ART I 3

Transmitter
Search Radar, complete
Receiver
Transmitter

Deal with the firm that has been established for
twenty-five years.

ALTHAM RADIO CO.
JERSEY HOUSE, JERSEY STREET

MANCHESTER 4
Telephone : Central 7834/5/6
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-continued

TX HAM-BUILT25 watts CO/PA 807/6L6 CW/
I Phone, plug-in coils, power pack ; good con-

dition, perfect order ; £6, carriage paid.-Sheeran,
2 Crookhays, Shaftesbury, Dorset.

WANTED: One or two CNY1 or two Trans-
ceivers ; first-class condition and complete.

Collection arranged.-G3ICK, 13 Cambridge Street,
Kettering, Northants.
B 0221 Stabilised Power Pack using EL32, etc., on

crackle chassis to fit battery compartment, £5.
-K. W. Cranfield, 9 Southfield Park, North Harrow.

VALVES: 5Z4M (8), £2 ; 6V6GT (7), 35/-
ECC35 (4), £1 ; 12" Speaker.-Box 1422, Short

Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.

R.

2000-1500-0-1500-2000 volts 800 mA, new,
.. £3 5s. Od. Two 4 mF condensers and 2 chokes

to suit above, £1 Os. Od. New 813 with holder,
£1 15s. Od. QCC P5 100 kc xtal, 10/- ; 805 with
holder, 12/6. EF50's, EF54's, EC52's, 6D6's, 6C6's,
3/- each. WANTED: FT243 type odd freq. xtals.-
Beaumont, 8 Ashfield Avenue, Morley, Leeds.

PANORAMIC ADAPTER by Panoramic Corp.,
New York ; 5" tube, 200 kc sweep, 455 kc

input, 230v. AC ; £20.-Surman, Lyncote, Coltsfoot
Drive, Burnham, Guildford.

FOR SALE: AR/77E Receiver, excellent condition,
with manual and spare valves ; £30 or nearest

offer.-Box 1425, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

R1132A, P/Pack, extra 0/P stage, fair condition,
£4 10s. Od. Exchange R1224A.-4 Prefab, Main

Avenue, Bracebridge Heath, Lincoln.

oleziolted

at'
Please Note. Carriage and Postal Charges refer to the U.K. only. Overseas

freight, etc., extra.
Sin. P.M. LOUDSPEAKER with output transformer, standard pentode
type, 3 to 5,000 ohms. impedance.
ASK FOR 19/11SM/H969. Each POST 2/I.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, METAL CAN, CLIP MTG. TYPES.
Cap. 24 - 24 mfd. 450V.D.C. Wkg. Dia. I tin. x 2in.
ASK FOR
SM/I-1971. 3P Each POST 3d.

or 3 for 7/6, post paid.
Cap. 16 - 24 mfd. 450V. D.C. Wkg. dia. Itin. x 2+in.
ASK FOR
SM/H972. 3 i' Each POST 3d.

or 3 for 7/6, post paid.
Cap. 8 mfd. 450V. D.C. Wkg. dia. lin. x 2in.
ASK FOR
SM/H973. I /9 Each POST 3d.

or 3 for 5/- post paid.
Cap. 50 mfd. I2V. D.C. Wkg. dia. tin. x Itin. clip mtg. not necessarily.
ASK FOR
SM/H974 I i" Each POST 3d.

or 3 for 3/-, post paid.
Mtg. clips for above 4d. each.

PAXOLIN WAFER ROTARY WAVECHANGE SWITCH
3 wafers each, 2 -pole, 5 -way. Dim.: 3.+in. x 2+in. x 2in Spindle projects
Itin. single hole mtg.
ASK FOR
SM/14975 2/6 Each POST 6d.

or 3 for 7/6, post paid.
CORD DRIVE SPINDLE. Ratio 6-1.
Reverse vernier drive, i.e. cord runs outside chassis.
ASK FOR
SM/H976. I /.. Each POST 3d.

or 3 for 3 /-, post paid.
I.F. TRANSFORMER. 465 Kcs. Standard type dim.: 3fin. x Ilin. x Itin.,
pigtail and plain A.D.T.
ASK FOR
SM/H977. 10/6 per pair POST I/ -

or 3 pairs for 27/6, post paid.

Order direct from : Tel.: South 2706/9

CLYDESDALE COS.1,IPLT.

2 BRIDGE STREET, GLASGOW, C.5

SPECIAL OFFER
Eddystone " 640" Receivers, perfect
C.R. 100 by Marconi, perfect ...
D.S.T. 100 Receivers, 30 Mc/s-50 Kc/s

H.R.O. Senior, 5 coils, AC/PP
Q -Max. Q5/10x. Double Superhet, as new ...

Advance Signal Generator. Type E.I., as new
Meisner, Signal Shifter ...

each E22 0

E28 10

627 10

E32 10

E35 0

E21 10

E20 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Several AR.88D, AR.88LF, S.38, S.27, SX.28, and B.C.22I in stock.

ALL IN PERFECT ORDER. YOUR ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.

SERVICE RADIO SPARES
4 LISLE STREET, W.C.2. Gerrard 1734.

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON S.W.I.

SLOane 3463

Works : 36 ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.I.
Branches at LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM, LEEDS

" No Quantity too Small

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
offer a by return service for all

YS -T
COMPONENTS

E

The full range described and illustrated in the new EDDYSTONE
catalogue price 1/3, post paid.

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS. At the time of going to press
we can offer immediate delivery of 740, 840, 750, and 680X.
Full details and H.P. terms available on request.

HOW RADIO
187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY. MIT. 3282.

" If Eddystone's make it - we stock it "

lust published The New Edition

WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK
A new extended and improved edition-the eighth-is now

ready. In its preface highly recommended by the UNITED
NATIONS and UNESCO.

The new edition of WRH is the best ever published, con-
taining a lot of new short wave stations, with all medium -wave
and television stations.

WRH opens a new world for you and is the only complete guide
to the short wave services of the world.

LISTEN TO THE WORLD WITH THE NEW EDITION
.OF WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK

Extended and Improved

Published by 0. Lund -Johansen

Price : 9s. 136 pages.
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The New ,,ARRL HANDBOOK"

RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK
31st Edition

For nearly 30 years the recognised guide to radio practice and technique
on the HF and VHF bands. The inspiration of the amateur and a lead
for the professional, founded upon practical utility and how -to -do -it
treatment. Latest edition goes to more than 600 pages, including 70
pages on radio fundamentals and 65 pages of valve data. Large sections,
fully illustrated, on the construction of receivers, transmitters, aerial
systems, power supplies, modulators and speech equipment, with a
wide range of auxiliary apparatus, for the HF and VHF bands. Many
original designs and circuits. Up-to-date, practical and informative
on every aspect of Amateur Radio.

ARRL Radio Amateur's Handbook
31st Edition,

Price 31s. Post Free
(Immediate Delivery from Stock)

OTHER PUBLICATIONS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Post Free Post Free

RADIO HANDBOOK
SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUAL13th Edition 49/6 21/5Vol. 1

MAGAZINES BY
SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Radio Electronics 33/ -

ANTENNA HANDBOOK 11/7 Vol. 2 21/5 Popular Mechanics 32/ -

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S Radio Electronic Engineering 56/ -
ANTENNA MANUAL 28/ - LICENCE MANUAL 4/10 Service 24/-
HINTS AND KINKS 11/5 HOW TO BECOME Fk RADIO F.M. and Television 32/ -

AMATEUR 4/10 Electronics 160/ -
HOW TO LISTEN TO THE
WORLD 1/11 LEARNING THE RADIO Popular Science 32/-

TELEGRAPH CODE 2/8 Proc. IRE 152/ -
HAM'S INTERPRETER 5/ - WORLD RADIO VALVE RCA Review 20/-

POST -WAR COMMUNICATION
HANDBOOK 1 1 / 10 Tele-Tech 80/ -

RECEIVER MANUAL RADIO TUBE FUNDAMENTALS. 8/4 Television 48/ -
Vol.1
Vol. 2

28/6
28/6

RADIO AND TV HINTS 8/5 Television Engineering 32/-
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK CQ 29/ -

A COURSE IN RADIO
FUNDAMENTALS 4/10

(Complete Edition)
(Foreign Section)

27/ -
10/ -

Audio Magazine 29/ -

Radio and Television News. 36/-
WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK

1954 Edition 9/-
RADIO AMATEURS' MOBILE
HANDBOOK 17/6 QST 36/ -

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
(PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT)

55 VICTORIA STREET LONDON S.W.1  ABBEY 5341



HENRY'S (RADIO) Ltd.
SHOP HOURS : Mon. -Sat. 9-6. Thurs. I p.m.

5 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Telephone: PADDINGTON 1008/9 and 0401

SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW 1954 COMPREHENSIVE 28 -PAGE CATALOGUE:
CONTAINING COMPONENTS & EX -GOVT. BARGAINS.

We have over 20,000 American and B.V.A. valves in stock.

OZ4A ...
G6 ...
R5 ...
54 ...

T4 ...
A7GT ...
05 ...

ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED.
7/-6K7M ... 7/6 25Z5 ... 8/6 EF50 (Red.
6/6 6K8G ... 9/- 35Z4GT 8/6 Syl.) ...
8 /-6K8GT ... 9/- 25A6 ... 8/6 EF50
8 /- 6L/IG ... 10 /- 35L6 ... 8/6

- 6L7 ... 7/6 50 L6GT 8/6 (Ex -Units)

8/- 6N7GT ... 7/6 42 ... 8/6
10 /-6Q7GT ... 8/6 438/6
8 /-65.17GT 8/6 75

...
8/6

uDLK4410

10 /-

5 /-

LN5 ... 8/- 6R7 ... 8 /6 78 ... 8 /6 U Y41
X2 ... 5- 6X5G ... 8 /6 80 ... 8 /6 4D1

3V4 8/- 6SA7GT 8/6 866A 8D2 4/-
- 6SQ7GT 8/6 9001 9D2

5Z3 ... 8/6 6SG7 ... 7 /6 9002 15D2
6SH7M ... 7/6 9003 R3 ... 8/6
6SK7GT 7/6 9004 D41

6A7G ...
6AC7 ...

8/6 6S L7GT
6/6 65 N7GT

6 6SC7 ...

9/-
9/-

10/-

9006
954
955

D42 ...
D63 ...
KT2 ...

5 /-
5 /-
5/-

6A8G ... 8/6 6557 ... 7/6 956 KTW63 7/6
688
6AM6 ... 9 - 6V6GT

7/6 7C5 ...
7/6
8 /6

1299A ...
TZ40 ...

7/6
37 /6 U19 ... 10/-

...
6C4 8/6 757 ... 10/- 931A Y63 ...

P2
8 /64-

6C5GT ...
6C6 ...

5 -
6/6 2C8 ... 7/6 EA50

EFf5V4

...
MU14 ...
PX25

8/6
12/6

6D6 ... 6 6 8 /6 R136) 6 /-
...

KT33C 10/-
6F6G 8/6 2K7GT 8 /6 EB34 ... 3/6 KT66 12/6
6G6G ... 6/65- 22Q7GTK8GT 8 /6

8/6 EBC33 ... 8/6
..

GU50 ... 12/6

6H6M6H6GT ...
615GT ...

8/6
5/-

2SA7GT
2SQ7GT

8/6
8 /6 EF39

EF36 6 /6
6/6

XP(2v.)...
XH(I.5)...

4/-
4/-

615M ... 8/6 2SG7 ... 7/6 EK32 6/6 VU111 ... 4 /-
616 ... 9 /- 2SH7 .. 7/6 EF9 1 9/- VU133 ... 4/-
6AK5 91- 2517 ... 8/6 E L32 7/6 VU120A 4/-
6.17G ... 6 /6 25K7 ... 8/6 EL33 10 /- CV54 ... 5 /-

6.17M ... 8/6 2SR7 ... 7/6 SP2 8/6 5130 ... 7/6
6K6 ... 9 /- 4A7 ... 8 /6 VP2 8 /6 7475 ... 7 /6

6 K7G ... 6/6 25Z6GT 8/6 TDD2A 8/6 CV66 ... 6 /-

VR150/30 8/6
CK510AX 5/-
AC6PEN 6/6
AC5/PENDD

12/6
PEN25 ... 6/6

/-
PEN46 ... 7/6
QP25 ... 6/6
SP6 I
SP41 ,
HL23/DD
VP23 ... 6
VP4 I ... 7/6
U22 ... 8
ATP4 ... 4/-

/6

TP22 ... 8
TH233 ... 10

/6
/-

42SPT ... 6/6/-
215SG ... n/_
6U5 ... 7/6
6L150 ... 7 /6
FCI 3C ... 10 /-
IDS ...
PEN DD40208

/6

12/6
MS/PEN(7) 7/6
MS/ PENB(7)

7 /6
VP4(5 or 7) 8/6
PEN4VA

(5 or 7) 10/-
AC/PEN

(5 or 7) 10/ -

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERTS
Ideal for Tape Recording, Amplifiers, Baby
Alarms, etc. No matching Trans. required.
8/6, post free.

ROTARY POWER UNIT TYPE 104
Input 12 volts. Output 230 volts 65 mA. and
6.3 volts 2.5 amps. Fully filtered and smoothed
and noise suppressed. Ideal for car radio, etc.
BRAND NEW. ONLY 15 /- (postage, etc. 2/6).
Also 24 volt type, 15/-.

500 KC/S
new
CRYSTALS

Standard 2 -pin. Ex units, guaranteed,
15/- each.

VOLTMETERS
6v. M.C. Ifin. Projection

15v. (50 c.) M.I. 2 -kin. Flush
20v. M.G. 2in. Square

I50v. M.C. 24in. Flush
300v. M.C. 2in. Square
300v. (50 c.) A.C. Projection Sin. Dial

AMP -METERS
250 rn/A T.C. 2in. Square
500 m/A T.C. 2in. Square

I A. N.C. 2+in. Projection
3 A. T/C 2in. Square
6 A. T/C 2fin. Flush

15 A. M.I. (50 c/s) Projection
20 A. M.I. (50 c/s) 2+in. Flush Mtg.
30 A. M.G. 2in. Square

10 /-

17 /6
0 -
7 /6

10/-
12 /6
50/-

/6 -
6 /-

10/-
6 /-
7 /6

21 /-
10 /-
7 /6

MILLIAMMETERS
500 Mit. M.G. 2in. Round 15/-

I mA. M.G. 2in. Square 17/6
I mA. M.C. '2 -kin. Flush 22/6
I mA. M.G. 24in. Desk Type 25/-
5 mA. N.C. 2in. Square 7/6

10 mA. M.C. 2fin. Flush 10/-
30 mA. M.C. 2in. Round 7/6
30 mA. M.C. 2fin. Flush 10/-
50 mA. M.C. 2in. Square 7/6

150 mA. M.G. 2in. Square 7/6
200 mA. M.G. 2+in. Flush 10/-
500 mA. N.C. 2fin. Flush 10/-
G.E.C. I mA. Meter Rect. 10/-
M.C. = Moving Coil. M.I. = Moving Iron.

T.C. = Thermo -Coupled.
All Meters are brand new and in original cartons

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCRI39A. 2fin. C/R Tube. Brand new, in
original cartons (carr. free) £1 15/-
VCR97. Guaranteed full T/V picture (carr. 2/-)

E2
VCR5I7C. Guaranteed full T/V picture El 15/ -
Mu -Metal Screens for VCR97 or 517. P.P. 1/6

10 /-
6in Enlarger for VCR97 or 517. P. P. 1/6. 17/6

RECORD CHANGERS
COLLAR,' RC3/531. Latest model 3 -speed.
Brand new maker's carton, cream finish.
810 /10 /-, carr. free.
Latest model 3 -speed B.S.R., plays mixed
records. 810 /10 /-, carr. free.

" 426 " CONTROL UNIT
Containing 4-EF50, 2-SP61, 2-EA50, I-EB34,
2 -single -gang .0005 tuning condensers. W/W.
volume/controls, switches, condensers and
resistors. Size I2in. x 9in. x 5in. New con-
dition, 35 /-, carr. 3/-.

SOLDER
I lb. Reels Du -Bois 60/40, 7/6.

INDICATOR LI NAT TYPE SLC5
This unit is ideal for conversion for a 'Scope
Unit or basis for Midget Television. It contains
C/R Tube type ACRIO (VCRI93A) complete
with holder and cradle, also earthing clip.
I-VR66, 2-VR65, 24 mid. 550v. wkg. condenser,
potentiometers and a varied assortment of
resistors and condensers. These units are in
good condition and packed in wooden transit
cases. The C/R Tube will be tested before
despatch. Dimensions : 8fin. x 6+in. x I Ifin.
45 /-.

WANTED
723 A/B 93IA, 9003, 813. Top Prices Paid.

62A INDICATOR UNIT
Complete with VCR97 or 517C, 12-EF50,
4-51.61, 3-EA50, 2-EB34.
Built on double -deck chassis. Absolute new
condition. 99/6, Carr. 7/6. Or less Tube,
69/6. Carr. 7/6.

PYE 45 MC/S. STRIP. TYPE 3583 UNITS
Size 1.5in. x 8in. x 2in. Complete with 45 Mc/s.
Pye Strip, 12 valves, 10 EF50, EB34 and EA50,
volume controls and hosts of Resistors and
Condensers. Sound and vision can be incor-
porated on this chassis with minimum space.
New condition. Modification data supplied.
Price £5. Carriage paid.

No. 38 "WALKIE-TALKIE" TRANS -
RECEIVER

Complete with Throat Mike, 'Phones, Junction
Box and aerial rods in canvas bag. Freq. range
7.4 to 9 Mc/s. All units are as new and tested
before despatch. As supplied to Overseas
Police 'Forces. 84/10/0.

R.F. UNITS (Brand New)
Type 24. Switched Tuning 20-30 Mcis with
valves, etc. 15/-, post paid.
Type 25. Switched Tuning 40-50 Me/s with
valves. etc. 19/6, post paid.
Type 26. Variable Tuning 50-65 Mc/s with
valves, etc. 45/-, post paid.

Case 7/6
volts, wkg. Type CP5800.

Bakelite each

EF50 (VR9IA)
The selected EF50, Red Sylvanian, original
boxes, 10 /- each, 90 /- for ten.

BIB WIRE STRIPPER AND CUTTER
Strips insulation without " nicking " wire.
Cuts wire without leaving rough edges.
Splits extruded flex. A product of" Multicore."
3/6 each, p.p. 9d.

R.F. OSCILLATOR UNIT
6-18 kV., including rectifier winding, 25/-.

AMERICAN 12v. DYNAMOTOR
Output 250 volts. 60 mA. Weight 5 lbs.
Suitable for Car Radio or Electric Razors 22/6.

G.E.C. RECORDING TAPE
600ft. Reels 10 /-
1,200ft. Reels 17/6
BUY NOW -UNREPEATABLE BARGAIN

MORSE PRACTICE KIT
Complete with buzzer, rnorse tapper and
battery compartment on baseboard. 6/-, p.p.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 182A
This unit contains VCR5I7 or 5I7C
Cathode Ray 6in. tube, comple with
Mu -metal screen, 3 EF50, 4 SP61, and
I 5U4G valves, 9 wire -wound volume
controls and quantity of resistors and con-
densers. Suitable either for basis of
television (full picture guaranteed) or
Oscilloscope. 'Scope constructional circuit
included. Offered BRAND NEW (less
relay) in original packing case at 67/6
(plus 7/6 carr.). (See" Radio Constructor"
for full 'Scope circuit).
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